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Introduction to the CCM Repository
Manual
The CCM Repository is the authoring environment and document management system. In the
CCM Repository the ITP Models and the content blocks are developed and maintained.
Features:
Central storage of documents and models, supporting back up and security.
Project Organization of documents and models.
Revision control.
Reporting facilities.
User activity tracking.
Multi-User Access control, protecting document integrity.
Dependency tracking.
Document Editing Facilities.
ITP Development Support for compiling and running models.
Central storage of DID files.
This manual explains the CCM Repository in two parts. The first part is the description. The
second part is the reference section starting with chapter 4 Set-up.
Chapter General use (page 11) provides an overview of the CCM Repository. It gives an
impression of what is stored in the CCM Repository and in how the CCM Repository will assist
you developing ITP Models.
Although the CCM Repository can be used to store and manage documents of any kind, it is
designed to act as an integrated development environment. Chapter Model development and the
CCM Repository (page 41) will discuss how the CCM Repository can be used to develop ITP
Models.
Chapter Set-up (page 93) describes the server and client requirements of the CCM Repository as
well as the CCM ComposerUI Server configuration.
Chapter Objects and actions reference (page 62) describes of each object of the CCM Repository
what you can do with it and how.
Every object in the CCM Repository can be configured. Chapter Configuration (page 81) describes
the general use of the different possible tabs of the configuration window.
A short word on reports can be found in chapter CCM Repository Report (page 85).
Chapter the ITP/MDK (page 86) provides information about the ITP/MDK Microsoft Word Menu
and Document template.
In the CCM Repository the copy function (Ctrl+C or from the shortcut menu) ia available. Chapter
Copy (page 25) provides an overview of the different copying options available.
Chapter Forms provides information about creating or maintaining Forms.
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In chapter Import/Export (page 98) the import/export function of the CCM Repository is
discussed.
The CCM Repository can use any multi-user database that can be created and controlled with
ODBC. It is also possible to change the database the CCM Repository is using. Chapter New
database (page 107) provides the steps on how to achieve this.

Other manuals
After installing the CCM Repository, check the CCM Repository Manual, which you can find in the
ITP section of your Microsoft Windows Start menu. In the Start menu you can also find the Report
Guide, which describes the report generation from the information stored the CCM Repository.
In the folder ITPMDK Repository, which is by default installed in your folder Program Files, you
can find all the other documentation e.g., the Administrative Manual and the Developer's Guide.
All documentation can also be found on the Kofax Customer Communications Manager
Knowledge Center (http://ccmkc.kofax.com).

Copyrights and trademarks
© 1993–2016 Lexmark. All rights reserved.
THIS SOFTWARE CONTAINS CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION AND TRADE SECRETS OF
KOFAX. USE, DISCLOSURE OR REPRODUCTION IS PROHIBITED WITHOUT THE PRIOR
EXPRESS WRITTEN PERMISSION OF KOFAX.
Kofax, the Kofax logo, and the Kofax product names stated herein are trademarks or registered
trademarks of Kofax in the U.S. and other countries. All other trademarks are the trademarks or
registered trademarks of their respective owners.
U.S. Government Rights Commercial software. Government users are subject to the Kofax standard
license agreement and applicable provisions of the FAR and its supplements.
You agree that you do not intend to and will not, directly or indirectly, export or transmit the
Software or related documentation and technical data to any country to which such export or
transmission is restricted by any applicable U.S. regulation or statute, without the prior written
consent, if required, of the Bureau of Export Administration of the U.S. Department of Commerce,
or such other governmental entity as may have jurisdiction over such export or transmission. You
represent and warrant that you are not located in, under the control of, or a national or resident of
any such country.
DOCUMENTATION IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND ALL EXPRESS OR IMPLIED CONDITIONS,
REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES, INCLUDING ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGEMENT,
ARE DISCLAIMED, EXCEPT TO THE EXTENT THAT SUCH DISCLAIMERS ARE HELD TO BE
LEGALLY INVALID.
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Legacy projects
Starting from ITP 4 CCM Repository projects have a new folder structure. Besides different folders,
the behavior of the projects differs. This chapter describes these differences.
When upgrading, al existing projects will keep the 'old' structure. These projects are referred to as
'Legacy projects' and 'Legacy shared projects'.
It is not possible to create a legacy project other then copying a legacy project that is already in use.
The 'New project' action will always create a new style project.

Shared projects
Version 4 of the CCM Repository renames 'libraries' to 'Shared projects.'
Legacy projects can use legacy Shared projects. New style projects cannot use legacy Shared
projects.
More information on Shared projects can be found in the ITP 3.5 documentation.

Data Backbones
Data Backbones and Data Definitions have been introduced as a beta feature in ITP version 3.5.18.
Starting from ITP version 4.2.0, the official release of Data Backbones is available.
A project has exactly one Data Backbone. That means that all the content in that project, uses the
same Data Backbone. All content in that project can be shared. In the beta release of Data
Backbones, multiple Data Backbones were allowed in a project.
When updating your ITP installation, existing projects will be marked as Legacy projects. That
means that they still can use multiple Data Backbones in one projects. It is possible to add Data
Backbones in such a Legacy project.
We advise to upgrade your project to a new style project. This means that you'll have to create a
new project for each Data Backbone, transfer this Data Backbone to the new project along with all
of its content. Content that is shared between Data Backbones will have to be put in a Shared
project.
Shared projects are not part of ITP 4.2.0 but will be added in a future update.

Project and Folder Configuration
General tab
The general tab of the configuration dialog of folders and projects displays the option 'does not
contain ITP documents.' When this option is selected, the folder is marked as not containing objects
relevant for ITP. It will be skipped for model creation. It is not possible to configure this kind of
folders as an include folder.
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Project tab
Here you can select the paths for 'Include folders and shared projects'.
Documents in the include paths of a project are available to be included in other documents with
the __INC instruction. Shared projects can also be selected in the search path for include
documents. So documents available in the Shared project can be included with the __INC
instruction and the include paths of the Shared project are available as well. Besides include
documents, Text Blocks, Forms, Field Sets and Views are available to the project that includes the
Shared project.
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General use
In this chapter the CCM Repository is presented in its basic form. The idea is to give an impression
of what is stored in the CCM Repository and in which way and how the CCM Repository will
assist the development of ITP Models. In the diagram below you can see which components of ITP
are part of, or have a relation with the CCM Repository. The more prominent components are
described in this manual.

It is important to know that the current user only sees objects and folders for which he is
authorized. For more information on hiding objects and folders refer to Roles and authorization
(page 33).

File System View
Basically, the CCM Repository maintains a database of documents and other objects, organized in
projects, and within projects, in folders. Projects, folders, documents and other objects are
analogous to an ordinary file system that has drives with folders and files. There are important
differences, such as revision control and dependency tracking, but for now, it suffices to consider
the CCM Repository as if it were an ordinary file system.
More specifically, the CCM Repository stores:
Documents
Although the CCM Repository can store any kind of file, it is specifically aimed at storing
documents. In general, if we talk about documents, we mean txt, doc, and docx files. There is
also limited support for OpenOffice.org documents. The CCM Repository has integrated
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support for opening and editing such files. For model documents, which are also ordinary text
processing files, the CCM Repository has additional support for compiling and running.
Models
Model documents are translated into ITP Models during the create model process. Not all
documents have a model. Initially, a document does not have one. If you select a document
and choose Create Model from the Action menu, the corresponding model will be created, and
stored in the CCM Repository. It gets attached to the corresponding source as an inseparable
buddy. If you move a document to another location, its model moves too. In other words,
documents and their models form a unit.
Note
To create ITP Models based on Microsoft Word documents (*.docx), CCM Create
Model Package version 3.5.4 (or higher) has to be installed.
Text Blocks
Text Blocks can be used in a model document and in Content Wizards. They are treated as a
separate object. Text Blocks hold text, possibly with some variables.
Content Wizards
Content wizards describe the document structure. They hold sections and Text Blocks.
Forms
Like Text Blocks, forms are part of a model document. Forms define forms.
View
A View is a selection of Text Blocks. Views are used in Forms and in Text Block Selection
Groups of Content Wizards.
Field Sets
A Field Set is a collection of Fields to prepare (variable) data.
DIDs
The DID file describes how the data is accessed. It is used during the Create model process.
Data Backbones
The Data Backbone describes the structure of the data and the data fields that can be used in
the documents. The Data Backbone is used in the content.
Style documents
Style documents describe the lay out of a document (brand).
Folders
Documents (and if applicable, their attached models), Text Blocks, Forms, Views and Field Sets
are organized in folders. There are a few different types of folders. We will come back to this
later.
Projects
All these objects are organized in projects. In a way, a project can be seen as a top-level folder.
Projects are special because they contain the most important settings for creating and running
models.
Project groups
Project groups can be used to group projects.
The fact that the CCM Repository acts much like an ordinary file system is reflected in the fact that
it presents itself much like Microsoft Internet Explorer does. If you start the CCM Repository client
program and click on the plus sign in front of the Projects (Group) folder, you will see a tree-view
with projects, folders and the other objects. There is a content pane, on the right, that shows a
detailed list of elements of the currently selected item in the tree view. At the bottom there is a
Description pane that shows the description of the currently selected item in either tree view or
content pane. Below the Description pane the status bar shows you the user who is currently
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logged in on the left. Next to the user F5 is shown when another user has changed the CCM
Repository and the window needs to be updated.

Viewing and editing objects
If we maintain the file-system view for a while, we can show a typical way of working with objects
in the CCM Repository. If you are a new user to an existing CCM Repository, it probably already
contains some projects, folders and other objects. This section explains how you can view and edit
them. If the CCM Repository does not yet hold any objects, you may have a look at the Creating a
Project section or the Creating Documents section first.
Note
The CCM Repository is always installed with the Repository Reports project. Refer to
Repository Report (page 85) for more information on reports.
All objects in the CCM Repository can be opened in two ways:
For editing – Choose the Edit option from the Edit menu or from the Context menu of the
object if you need to make changes to that object.
Only viewing – Choose the View option from the Edit menu or from the Context menu of that
object if you only want to have a look at the object.
When you open an object, the corresponding editor will be opened in view or edit mode. For the
different types of objects, different editors are integrated in the CCM Repository. For documents,
Microsoft Word or the Openoffice.org editor will be used, depending on your settings. For all other
objects, specially designed editors are integrated.
The moment you start editing an object, a new revision of that object will be created and the object
will be locked by you. Refer to Lock and unlock (page 23) for more information on locking and
unlocking.

Project Groups, Projects and folders
All objects in the CCM Repository are organized in Projects and Folders. Projects can be grouped in
Project Groups.

Project Groups
You can group projects into project groups. Project groups are the top level folders in the
repository navigation structure. You can navigate to a project via the project group it belongs to. If
no groups are configured there will be a single "Projects" group; if there are projects with a group
those without will be collected in a "Other Projects" group. You can add and remove projects from
a project group via the project configuration (page 18).

Projects
The work that you do in the repository is organized in projects. In the repository navigation you
will see your projects as folders containing all documents and objects related to that project. You
can assign projects to project groups. A project also contains configuration information, amongst
other, the version of ITP for which you are developing content. These settings can be viewed and
set in the configuration of a project.
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Folders
Folders can hold any CCM Repository object (except a project) such as other folders, documents,
Text Blocks, DIDs, etcetera. To distinguish between folders that contain these different objects we
will call a folder that contains Text Blocks a Text Block folder, a folder that contains document a
document folder and so on.

Name and rename
Newly created objects get a default name. Just after creation this name will be selected, so you can
quickly rename by typing and hitting return. You can also use the default name and rename later.
This is analogous to the Microsoft Windows Explorer. The maximum length of a name is 254
characters. The system removes trailing dots (.), trailing and leading spaces in the name. The name
of a Text Block, a View, a Field Set, Forms definition and their folders may not contain characters
that are reserved by the file system:" .,:?/<>*"|\".
Field Sets are subject to the naming rules of the ITP language, so they start with a capital letter and
they may contain letters, digits and underscores.
Newly created objects are always locked at first. This is indicated by a little lock on the object's
icon. As you are the one who created the object, your user name appears between brackets behind
the name of the object. Other users can only view a locked object, but they cannot edit it.

Creating and Running ITP Models
ITP Models are compiled model documents. Before you can work with models, the project needs to
be configured. This is described in the next section.

Local Configuration
The CCM Repository uses the configured Create model Package to create a model from a model
document. Refer to Project tab (page 81) configuration for more information on the configuration of
the CCM Create Model Package. Running a model is either done with a local ITP/Workstation
installation or with a configured CCM ComposerUI Server installation. If the local
ITP/Workstation installation is used to run the model, an ITP/Workstation configuration file
needs to be active. The active ITP/Workstation configuration must be valid, and in particular, the
license keys must be. Other settings only need to be specified if they are not overridden by the
CCM Repository project configuration.
The settings that are overridden are:
Style Document
Connection Configuration

Creating a Model
You can compile any suitable document in the CCM Repository (i.e., Microsoft Word,
OpenOffice.org and plain text) by right-clicking and choosing Create Model. Note that this option
will be greyed-out if you have not yet configured the project. The first time you call Create Model,
a model icon will be attached to the model document. It can be located as sub element of the model
document if you click on the plus next to it so that it gets expanded. No matter whether
compilation has actually succeeded, a model icon will always be created the first time you call
Create Model. The underlying model will only be available for running after a successful
compilation.
Anytime you create a model, you automatically get a lock for it. It does not matter whether you
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have created a model for the first time, or whether you call Create Model for a document that
already has a model. After you get the model lock, no other user will be able to create this
particular model. This is analogous to locking a document for editing.
Only after a number of Create Model iterations and possibly test runs will you arrive at a situation
that your private model becomes publishable. You should then unlock the model so that others can
start using it. Unlocking will 'replace' the old public version of the model, if any. This is
comparable to unlocking an edited document.

Testing an ITP Model
Once an ITP Model has been successfully created for a model document, you can run it. You do
this by selecting the model document or the model, right-clicking, and selecting Test. Note that this
option will be grayed-out if you have not yet configured the project, or if the model has not yet
been successfully created.
As long as you have a lock for the model, Test means running your private working copy of the
model. This allows you to test various iterations of your model without bothering other users with
it. As far as they are concerned, another user has locked the model, so they cannot create it, but
they can still run the original public version of the model, provided it exists. This is analogous to
editing and viewing a document respectively. Of course, you can also run unlocked models. This is
straightforward.

Dynamic objects
Dynamic objects are used to create content. These can be changed rapidly and easily by business
users. The changed content is directly available for document creation, without needing
time-consuming and complicated compilation or deployment steps, as they are retrieved by the
ITP Model when it is run (at runtime).
The user-friendly graphical editors enable content managers to manufacture their content without
the need for technical skills.

For more information refer to Data Backbones, Text Blocks, Forms, QForms (page 56), Content
Wizards, Field Sets (page 57), and Views (page 59).
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Running a model with dynamic objects
ITP Models don't have to be recreated when a dynamic object is changed. When an ITP Model is
run, it collects the dynamic objects that are used in the model directly from the CCM Repository. If
an object has no [published] revision, it will not be returned. Therefore, marking a dynamic object
revision as [published], indicates that the revision is 'accepted' to be used when the model is run.
Note
If the CCM Repository installation is upgraded from a version older than 3.5.10, by
default the compatibility option "Handle Accepted revisions as Published" will be
turned on. In this case, the status [accepted] takes over the role of the [published] status.
For more information refer to the section Revisions used for production runs (page 23).
When an ITP Model is run from within the CCM Repository, it will retrieve the [in development]
version of the dynamic object if such a status is present and locked by the user who runs the
model, if not, it will retrieve the [current] revision.
Refer to Running a model with dynamic objects for more information on how this content is
retrieved.

Special Folders
Folders can be created on several levels in the CCM Repository. They are all created with the action
New Folder…. It depends on the kind of folder which objects can be stored in the folder. Folders
that hold plain documents (ITP Model documents) will be referred to in this documentation as
Document folder.

Content Wizard folder
A Content Wizard folder can only be created in the dedicated Content Wizard folder. Content
Wizard folders hold Content Wizards.

Documentation folder
Documents contained in this folder are considered to be neither templates nor include documents.
They will not be included in model creation. They will typically be used to hold documentation on
the project.

Include folder (DID folder)
Every DID folder contains a special Include folder. This folder contains files that can be included in
a DID. In that way, it is possible to create modular DIDs.

Includes folder
A project contains a single 'Includes' folder, in which all include documents will be located. You
can also create nested folders in this Includes folder and put include documents into them. To
include a document that is located in a nested include folder, include the name of the nested folder
in the __INC() statement in the model document.

Text Block folder
A Text Block folder can only be created in the dedicated Text Block folder. Text Block folders hold
Text Blocks and Rich Text Blocks.
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Field Sets folder
A Field Set folder can only be created in the dedicated Field Set folder. Field Set folders hold Field
Sets.

Forms folder
A Forms folder can only be created in the dedicated forms folder. Forms folders hold Forms and
QForms.

Style Documents folder
Style Document folders hold Style Documents. Special brand folders can be created in the Styles
folder that contain a Pagestyle and a Stylesheet folder. Within these folders, the specific stylesheet
and pagestyle documents are created for the different brands.
Starting from ITP 4.2 it is no longer possible to create normal folders in the Style Documents folder
in a project. The introduction of Brand folders made them largely obsolete. Existing folders and
documents in the Style Documents folder are not removed. It is however no longer possible to add
new folders and documents.

Templates folder
This folder contains model templates. Nested folders can be created in it, and may also contain
model templates.

Views folder
A View folder can only be created in the dedicated View folder. View folders hold views.

Project Configuration
A project is the starting point of all work in the CCM Repository. If you are the very first user of
the CCM Repository, it probably does not yet contain any projects. If so, at least one new project
has to be created before you can do any work.
Any user can create projects, but typically, this only needs to be done by a few knowledgeable
users. This section is only relevant for people who actually need to create and configure projects.
Note that a user must be assigned the roles of Project manager and or Project creator to be able to
configure or create projects. Refer to Roles and authorization (page 33) for more information.

Creating a Project
You can create a project by selecting the folder Projects and choose New project... from the File
menu or from the context menu. A dialog will pop up in which the document type and model
language of the new project must be selected. The document type determines if the project contains
Microsoft Word .doc, Microsoft Word .docx, or OpenOffice.org documents. The model language
determines if the keywords in templates are English, Dutch, or German. Note that these settings
cannot be changed once the project has been created.
Note
By default, Microsoft Word 2007 is configured to save new documents in the Microsoft
Word 2007 .docx format. If you want to use .doc format using Microsoft Word 2007,
open the Microsoft Word Options screen and change the setting Save > Save files in this
format to Microsoft Word 97-2003 Document (*.doc).
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Upon creation a number of predefined folders are automatically added to the project. These are the
Content Wizards, Includes, Templates, Documentation, DIDs, Style Documents, Text Blocks,
Forms, Field Sets and Views folders, which will be used to store the objects after which they are
named.
After a project has been created, the project's configuration windows will pop-up. You must
specify a number of project settings before you can create and test ITP Models. These settings will
be explained below.

Postponing Project Configuration
If you are not yet interested in compiling and running models, you can create an 'unconfigured'
project by just filling in a sensible name (max 254 characters) in the general tab and clicking OK.
This will allow you to store documents in this project without worrying about project settings.
Note that the project gets marked as [unconfigured].
The configuration of an existing project can always be altered later, by selecting the project,
right-clicking, and selecting Configuration....

Project Configuration
If you do want to create and run models, you must fill in the configuration window. It contains
several tabs:
1.

The tab General (page 81) allows you to name the project and enter a sensible description for it
or, for instance, list the people that will work on the project in the description. The description
is optional. You can also assign a project to a project group and enter an export alias.
2. The tab Project (page 81) allows you to specify settings that are relevant for compiling and
running models.
3. The tab Style Document (page 82) allows you to select a style document (revision). For
OpenOffice.org the style from the style documents is not applied when editing a document.
However, it will have effect when a model is created.
4. The tab Data (page 82) specifies the DID used to create models.
5. You can run models from within the CCM Repository in order to test them. The settings on the
tab Test Model (page 82) determine whether these test runs occur on ITP/Workstation, CCM
Core or CCM ComposerUI Server. It also holds configuration for each of these options.
6. The tab Characteristics (page 83) shows the characteristics that have been assigned to the
project.
7. The tab Define Characteristics (page 83) allows you to define characteristics and characteristic
groups. These can be assigned to objects in the project. characteristics can be used in a search
action.
8. The tab Auto-includes (page 29) allows defining documents that are used as auto-includes.
9. On the tab Authorization (page 84) roles for the project are assigned to users. The roles
themselves are defined by the CCM Repository Administrator. Refer to Roles and
authorization (page 33) for more information.
10. The tab Runtime (page 84) allows you to configure search paths for objects that are retrieved at
runtime, in this case text blocks, forms and views.
The project configuration window has its own help file in which all settings are explained.
Setting a Package (project tab) is required to create models. Refer to the tab Project (page 81) for
more information on the CCM Create Model Package.
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Note
As of CCM Repository version 4.2.3 the Document Type and Instruction Language are
selected when a project is created. These settings cannot be changed on an existing
project.

Overrides
The DID and Connection Configuration and Style Document settings can be overridden on the
document folder level. This allows you to use a different DID (revision), different connection
settings or a different Style Document for a subset of models put together in a document folder.
You can do this by right-clicking a folder and choosing Configuration. Be sure to uncheck the Use
parent settings in this case.
An include folder cannot override project settings. The documents inside an include folder are
compiled with whatever settings the files that include them use.
For OpenOffice.org documents the Style Document setting has no effect.
Note
For OpenOffice.org the style from the Style Documents is not applied when editing a
document. However, it will have effect when a model is built.

Revisions
Until now, we have basically treated the CCM Repository as an ordinary file system. This view is
sufficient for many day-to-day tasks. There will be situations however, in which you will need
access to older versions of a document, a model, a Text Block or another object.
If you look closer at the CCM Repository, it is not a file system, but an archive that keeps track of
all versions of your objects, also known as revisions. Whenever you start editing a file, you do not
edit the original file, but a copy. And whenever you unlock the file, the original file does not get
overwritten, but your edited copy gets placed next to it, as a new revision.

Viewing revisions
If you want to see the revisions of an object, you should first turn on Show Details in the View
menu and expand the tree view of that particular file. In this view, a file is not a simple flat file, but
rather a container of various sorts of information, including its revisions.
The revisions of a document are stored in a subfolder named 'Document Revisions'. The revisions
of a model are stored directly in the folder with the name of the model. The revisions of a DID are
stored directly in the folder with the name of the DID. The revisions of a Text Block are stored in a
folder with the name Text Block revisions, the revisions of a Form are stored in a folder with the
name Form revisions, the revisions of a View are stored in a folder with the name View revisions
and the revisions of a Field set are stored in a folder with the name Field Set revisions.
A number identifies a revision and in the tree view they are ordered with the most recent revision
on top. In the content pane you can order revisions in other ways by clicking on the headers of the
shown list. You can double click a revision to view it.
From every revision the CCM Repository will show its number, when it was changed, who created
it and from which revision it has been derived.
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[current]
There is always just one [current] revision. It is possible to have no [current] revision when a new
object has never been unlocked. In that case there is an [in development] revision, but no [current]
revision.
The [current] revision can be regarded as the most recent public version of the object. As soon as an
object gets unlocked, the last saved working copy automatically loses its [in development] status
and becomes the [current] revision. Conversely, if you lock a document (via Edit) you always lock
the [current] revision.
So in the file system view of the CCM Repository, what we referred to as 'object', actually was 'the
[current] revision of the object'. Everything you read there is still valid, if you keep this in mind.

Make current
Normally, the process of editing the latest version of an object and unlocking it so that it becomes
the new [current] revision is exactly what you want. There may be situations however that you do
not want to proceed with the latest version of an object. This may happen for example if the latest
version turns out to have a bug that is easier solved in an earlier revision. Or when the [current]
revision contains some prototype code that should not be developed further.
If that happens, you should make an earlier revision the [current] revision. You can do this by
selecting this earlier revision, right-clicking, and selecting Make current. If you then edit the object,
the new development revision will be based on the earlier revision that is now marked as [current].
The result of this is that the old [current] revision has become the end of a dead branch of
development. Unless you explicitly make it [current] again, it will not be chosen anymore for
editing. The new [current] revision on the other hand, has become the start of a new live branch of
development. This can be regarded as a form of 'undo', or if you like, 'backtracking'.

This means that at any point in time, there can be multiple dead branches, but only one live branch.

Freeze revision
If you want to create a new (intermediate) revision, without unlocking an object, you can perform a
Freeze Revision operation. This is only available for objects that the current user has locked.
Basically, it acts as an unlock-relock sequence. It will not make the unlocked revision [current].

Revision Numbering
Each new revision gets a version number that is unique for that file. The number consists of a
major and a minor number, separated by a dot. The first revision of a file gets number 1.0. Each
newly edited file gets a number that consists of the current major number and a minor number that
is higher than any existing one. Typically, revision numbers are handed out in the order 1.0, 1.1,
1.2...

New Major
Major numbers are meant to keep track of official project releases. For this reason, you cannot
change the current major version number for individual files, but only for an entire project at once.
You can do this by selecting the New Major item in the Action menu after you have selected a
project. This action can only be performed if there are no locked files in the project.
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The New Major action creates a new identical revision of each [current] revision in the project,
makes the copy current, and then assigns it a version number with a higher major, and a zero
minor. For instance a current revision may have the number 1.5. A new major action will create a
copy of this revision with the number 2.0.
Note that the new major applies to all new revisions. If you make an earlier revision with an old
major current, and edit and unlock it, the new [current] revision will have the current major, not
the old one.

Comparing revisions
Comparing Document Revisions
Sometimes it is very useful to be able to compare two versions of a document. The CCM
Repository offers this functionality with the Compare action. Any revision can be compared with
another revision by right-clicking on a revision, selecting the compare action and selecting the
revision with which the selected revision has to be compared, or select two revisions in the Content
pane and choose Compare.
Selecting a document or Rich Text Block and choosing the View my changes action in the shortcut
menu will compare the [in development] revision with the [current] revision.
The result of a compare action is a document showing the differences underlined and in a
contrasting font color.
Note
`Compare´ is not available for OpenOffice.org documents.

Compare Document Revisions
The CCM Repository offers the possibility to compare two revisions of a document.
Note
This is not available for OpenOffice.org documents.
A revision can be compared with another revision when it is opened in the ITP/Model
Development Kit or it can be compared with another revision from within the CCM Repository.
When a document is opened in the ITP/Model Development Kit choose Compare from the Edit
menu to start the compare action. The CCM Repository will present a window to select the revision
with which the opened document has to be compared.
Right-clicking on a revision in the CCM Repository offers also the possibility to compare two
revisions. Selecting Compare will present a window to choose the revision with which the selected
revision must be compared.
On document level the View my changes action will compare the [in development] revision of a
document with the [current] revision. The compare action will generate a Read-Only document in
which the differences between the documents are marked in red. A dash in the margin indicates a
difference between the versions.
Compare and View my changes are also available in the Edit menu.
If the document is protected, the CCM Repository will ask you whether to temporarily lift the
protection in order to make comparing possible. If a password is required, you will be prompted
for it.
If the purpose of the document protection is to actually protect the result document of running the
model, using the ITP pragma FormPassword may be more convenient. Please refer to your ITP
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documentation.

Compare with local file
A document revision can be compared with a local file. Select the revision you want to compare
with the local file and choose Compare with local file… from the Edit menu. If a document is
selected and not a specific revision, the [current] revision will be used to compare with. You can
choose the local file using the file select window that pops up. This feature can be used to compare
a revision in the CCM Repository with a Saved to… revision on the local file system that has been
altered to fix a problem.
Refer to Compare Document Revisions (page 21) for a remark on protected documents.

View my changes
The View my changes action is available in the shortcut menu of a locked (for editing) document.
Note
This is not available for OpenOffice.org documents.
It will compare the [in development] revision of the selected document with the
[current] revision thus showing the changes made by the user who locked the document.
This action is only available for the user who locked the document.
Refer to Compare Document Revisions (page 21) for a remark on protected documents.

Publication workflow
This chapter describes the life cycle management concept that the CCM Repository provides for
content.

Revision Status
Some revisions have a special status. Those revisions have a specific revision icon and the status
text is put in square brackets behind the revision number.
Revisions are part of the life cycle management concept that the CCM Repository provides for
content. The life cycle of an object starts when you create a new object, which automatically gets
the status [in development] when you close and save it. When you unlock this object it will get the
status [current]. If a revision is tested and it has the right quality, it is promoted to the status
[accepted]. To make an object available for the production run it has to be promoted to the status
[published].

[in development]
At most one revision per object will have this status. An [in development] revision exists if a user
has locked an object either for editing, for model creation or if a DID has just been loaded. The [in
development] revision is the 'private' working copy of the user who has locked the object. It is
created the first time that the object is saved. The working copy is private in the sense that no other
user can edit it. It is public in the sense that others can view (or run) it. In general, viewing (or
running) a working copy of another developer does not make much sense, except perhaps when he
wants a second opinion on what he has done up to his latest save (or create).
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[current]
There is always just one [current] revision. It is possible to have no [current] revision when a new
object has never been unlocked. In that case there is an [in development] revision, but no [current]
revision.
The [current] revision can be regarded as the most recent public version of the object. As soon as an
object gets unlocked, the last saved working copy automatically loses its [in development] status
and becomes the [current] revision. Conversely, if you lock a document (via Edit) you always lock
the [current] revision.
So in the file system view of the CCM Repository, what we referred to as 'object', actually was 'the
[current] revision of the object'. Everything you read there is still valid, if you keep this in mind.

[accepted]
The marking [accepted] is only available for runtime objects, i.e. ITP Models and dynamic objects
(page 15). At most a single revision of a runtime object may be marked as [accepted]. This may also
be the [current] revision, i.e., a model revision may both be [current] and [accepted]. Neither a
'failed' model nor an [in development] revision may be made [accepted]. This status can be used to
mark that the quality of this object has been accepted, e.g. by a user with the role of Project
manager.
Note
Refer to the topic below Revisions used for production runs (page 23) for more
information on the implications of this status in different situations.

[published]
The status [published] is a step above the status [accepted] and reflects that a revision will be used
in production runs. The marking [published] is also only available for runtime objects. Only a
revision marked as [accepted] can be marked as [published]. After marking a revision as
[published], its previous [accepted] marking will be automatically removed.

Revisions used for production runs
Refer to Running a model with dynamic objects for more information on how this content is
retrieved.

Lock and unlock
Objects can be locked or unlocked. When a document is locked a lock shows in its icon. The name
of the user who locked the object is placed between brackets behind the object. This user can edit
the object. No other user can lock this object for editing. Other users can only open this object for
viewing.
If an object is unlocked, it can be opened for editing or for viewing.

Locking
An object is locked when it is imported in the CCM Repository or when it is opened for editing.
The name of the user who locked the object is shown in the CCM Repository. This user can edit the
object.
Saving the object will store a working copy of the file in the CCM Repository. This working copy is
a private copy. It is only accessible to the user that is editing it. Each time you save the object, your
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current private copy will be overwritten by a newer version. The original file however, remains
locked, and does not get overwritten by the working copy. As far as other users are concerned, the
original object is still there. They cannot edit it because it is locked but they can still view it.

Unlocking
When you are done editing an object you should unlock it the object to make it 'current'. When you
do, the original object gets unlocked and 'replaced' by your working copy. From that point on,
others can view and edit the new version of the object. This basically concludes an edit cycle.
At this moment you may wonder what happened to the old version. To be precise, it will not get
destroyed - hence the quoted replaced - but stored in the CCM Repository as an older revision.
This means that you do not have to worry about losing important versions of your objects.
Each revision of an object has a description which can be used to explain the changes with respect
to the previous revision. This description must be provided whenever an object is unlocked. Note
that by adding a label (see Labels (page 24) for more information on labeling) this label will be
(re-)assigned to the revision being unlocked.

Unlocking a new object
Objects that have been created but not edited are empty. They are automatically deleted when
unlocked.

Unlocking a failed form
It is possible to save a Form that is not correct. It is not possible, however, to unlock it.

Labels
Labels are used to identify a certain revision of a document, model, Text Block, Form, View, Field
Set or DID. They can, for example, be used to denote the sources (model documents and include
documents) used to build a certain version of the model set.
Labels can be assigned on several levels, labeling different objects:
Project level, thus labeling the [current] revision of every object in the project.
Folder level, labeling the [current] revision of every object in the folder.
Object level, labeling the [current] revision.
Revision level, labeling a specific revision of an object.
When a label is applied to a project, all Shared projects used in that project will be labeled too.
The Administrator can remove unused labels from a selected project. Refer to CCM Repository
Administrators manual for information on removing labels.
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Assigning a label:

It is possible to assign more than one label to an object. It is not possible to assign the same label to
more than one revision of an object.

Viewing labels
The CCM Repository displays the labels connected to a certain object on the Labels tab in the main
window. When an object is selected the Labels tab displays the object revisions with the labels that
have been assigned to them.

Characteristics
Characteristics are used to identify and group objects in the CCM Repository. Characteristics are
defined in projects' level Configuration. Once defined characteristics can be assigned to all
underlying objects.
There are two kinds of characteristics: individual characteristics and grouped characteristics.
The difference is that you can determine by a setting in the New group or Edit group window, that
from a group only one characteristic may be assigned to an object. This gives you some control
over the assignment of characteristics.
Characteristics can be used in a Search action. Revisions of objects are not searched. Text Blocks,
Forms, Views and Fields Sets cannot be searched (yet) either.

Copy
The Copy function is only available within the same CCM Repository. You can use the Copy (and
Paste) function from the context menu of the object, or by using the default keyboard shortcuts i.e.,
Ctrl+C and Ctrl+V. For Projects a Duplicate (page 26) functionality is available that copies projects
in a safe way. The Import/Export (page 64) function can be used to copy objects or projects to
another CCM Repository.
When an object is copied to a location where an object with the same name already exists, it is
renamed after prompting the user. For Field Sets this happens if another Field Set with the same
name exists somewhere in the project.
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Single revision copy
To copy single revisions select a revision in a project and use one of the mentioned copy options.
Then, select an appropriate folder, e.g., a normal folder for documents, or a Field Set folder for
Field Sets, and paste your copied revision into this folder.
The CCM Repository creates a new base object to hold the revision. This object is locked by the
current user, and the copied revision is the in-development revision. This revision will get the
revision number x.0, where x is the current major revision number of the project the revision is
pasted into.
Note that single revision copy is;
the only way to copy an in-development revision,
the only type of copy that keeps, or introduces a lock on an object.

General properties
There are a number of general properties when copying:
Only the [current] revision of objects with revisions is copied.
Locks are not copied, except when copying a revision directly (Refer to single revision copy for
more information).
The revision number of a copied revision is set to x.0, where x is the current major revision
number of the project where the copied revision is pasted. For more information on revision
numbering refer to Revision Numbering (page 20).
The copied object gets the authorization of the folder it is copied to.
An object can only be copied where it would also be allowed to create a new object of that type.
This includes authorization.
Copies of folders contain a copy of the complete content in these folders, with the exception of
models and objects that have no current revision.
Usage (uses/used by) information and include information (includes/included by) is not valid
after a copy. The copied objects are marked with "[Dependency info outdated]". Compute
dependencies must be run in order to refresh this information. For more information refer to
Compute dependencies (page 76).
The source CCM Repository information is not copied i.e., if an imported object is copied, the
copy is not considered to be imported.
Labels and characteristics are only copied when an entire project is duplicated.
Note
Before release 3.5.0 of the CCM Repository, a copied object would have the same
authorization as its original instead of inheriting the authorization of the target folder.

Project duplicate
To make a duplicate of a project and its data select Duplicate from the context menu of a Project. A
duplicate includes all configuration settings, revisions, and objects in the Project. Also objects that
are locked remain locked in the duplicate.
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Dependencies
Revisions, model sources, models, DIDs and other objects are depending in various ways on each
other. This section gives an overview. Most of these dependencies are only visible in Show details
view, because they are about particular revisions.
Related objects are commonly shown in a subfolder of a particular file or revision. The folder has a
name that indicates the relation that the parent has with the items inside the folder.
The CCM Repository adjusts the dependency information whenever needed. So, ordinarily this
information is up-to-date. There are situations, however, when the information is not present or
incomplete. The CCM Repository will let you know when the dependency information it holds for
a project, folder, or object (revision) is out of date by displaying a clock in the icon and by putting
[Dependency info outdated] behind the name. Selecting the Compute dependencies (page 76)
action will make the CCM Repository to recalculate all dependency information.
In some rare cases the CCM Repository may not be able to tell that dependencies are out of date. If
you check the included by folder of an include document and it seems that not all documents are
there, it is time to compute the dependencies.
Objects used by or using other objects are shown in special folders in the tree view. If you
double-click such an object, the CCM Repository will find the object in the location where it is
defined, and take you there. The menu action 'Locate' has the same effect.

Document revision dependencies
Documents have different dependencies depending on the role they play in the CCM Repository.
The Included by dependency is only shown by an include document where the Stylesheet of
dependency is only shown on a Style Document.

Derived Revisions
Each document revision has a subfolder Derived Revisions that shows which revisions are directly
based on it. This information is shown in the content pane, on the right in the main window. When
a Document Revisions folder is selected in the tree-view, on the left in the main window, the
information for all revisions of a document are shown in the content pane on the right. When the
Derived Revisions folder of a specific revision is selected, the revisions based on that revision are
shown in the content pane.

Includes
The Includes folder of model document revisions contains all documents that are included in this
revision. Note that it does not refer to revisions, because an ITP include statement inside a model
document does not refer explicitly to a particular revision. Whenever this revision of the model
gets compiled, it will include the revision of the indicated document that is [current] or [in
development] at that moment.
So the CCM Repository does not guarantee that a recompile of a particular source revision always
results in exactly the same model. It does however store all model revisions that have ever been
created, so instead of recompiling a particular model one can simply retrieve it.

included by
Each document in an include folder has an Included by subfolder, which is basically the reverse of
the Includes subfolder. It contains all documents that directly include this source. To view which
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revision of the document includes this source, the document must be expanded in the tree pane.

Derived Models
For each document revision, the Derived Models folder lists all model revisions that have been
created with it. These model revisions are grouped by model. To view the specific model revisions
created with a document revision the model inside the Derived Models folder must be expanded.

Stylesheet of
Each Stylesheet revision comes with a Stylesheet of folder that lists the projects and folders in
which the Stylesheet revision is configured.

Model revision dependencies
created with
For each model revision, the Created with folder lists all documents, the DID, and Data Backbone
that have been used to create it. Also, the version of the CCM Create Model Package used to create
the model is shown here. If Show details is turned on, the Document Revisions are shown.

uses
Lists the Text Blocks that are inserted in the ITP Model with the instruction TEXTBLOCK NAME and
the Forms that are inserted in the model with the instruction FORM NAME and the Content Wizards
that are inserted in the model with the instruction WIZARD NAME as well as the Content Wizard
folders that are inserted in the model with the instruction WIZARD FOLDER. Note that Text Blocks
inserted with the instruction TEXTBLOCK VAR and the Forms inserted with the instruction FORM VAR
are not listed nor the Content Wizards assigned to variables that are used for CONTENT WIZARD NAME
or CONTENT WIZARD FOLDER. Besides this, the views that are used in the model are listed.

DID revision dependencies
derived models
For each DID revision, the Derived models folder lists all models that have been created with this
particular DID revision. This folder is only shown when Show details is turned on.

configured in
Each DID revision comes with a Configured in folder that lists the projects and folders in which the
DID revision is configured.

DID entries
Lists all the DID entries that are used by the ITP Model.

Text Block folder dependencies
used in View revision
Lists the Views that are an alias of this folder.
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Form dependencies
used in
Lists the model revisions that use this Form. It lists only those models that insert the Forms using
the FORM NAME instruction.

Form revision dependencies
uses
Lists the Fields Sets, Fields and Views the Form revision uses.

Field Set dependencies
used in
Lists the Form revisions, Text Block revisions and Content Wizard revisions that use this Field Set.

View dependencies
used in
Lists the model revisions, Forms and Content Wizard revisions that use this view.

Auto-includes
Projects, folders and document can be configured with an auto-include. An auto-include is a
component of a model document and is included to the beginning or to the end of the document
when the model is created.
Basically, auto-includes serve the same purpose as include documents. There are some important
differences:
Auto-includes are always included at the beginning or end of a document where an include
document can be included everywhere.
Auto-includes are configured on a project, folder or document where an include document
should be included with the instruction __INC.
Model documents using auto-includes don't need an instruction #BEGIN…END#.
In general, auto-includes offer a means to hide more complex ITP components.
The Auto-includes tab (page 84) of a document only allows you to select include documents to
insert before or append after the document. Therefore the Auto-includes tab of the configuration
dialog of projects and folders allows you to;
indicate whether auto-includes are used by documents residing below it,
to select include documents to insert before or append after the documents residing below it.
Whether auto-includes are used at all is determined by the setting on the folder.
Example
A document with the name Project begin has been configured on the Auto-includes tab of the
project at Add to begin.
A document with the name Folder begin has been configured on the Auto-includes tab of the
folder at Add to the begin.
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A document with the name Document begin has been configured on the Auto-includes tab of
the document at Add to the begin.
A document with the name Document end has been configured on the Auto-includes tab of the
document at Add to the end.
A document with the name Folder end has been configured on the Auto-includes tab of the
folder at Add to the end.
The Check box Use auto-includes has been checked on the Auto-includes tab of the document.
When the ITP Model is created the following model document is composed:
#BEGIN
Contents project begin
Contents folder begin
Contents document begin
#
Contents document
#
Contents document end
Contents folder end
END#

Hide auto-includes in error document
As mentioned above you can use auto-includes to hide more complex ITP components. But when
you trigger an error document, the whole document (including all auto-include documents) will be
shown. As this may be a very large document with complex ITP components, the CCM Repository
provides you with an option to hide auto-include documents from the error document. If you
enable this option you will only see your own model in the error document, so it will be much
more understandable. The Hide auto-include in error document option is enabled on default.
This option is located on the Auto-includes tab (page 84) and it will only be enabled if the
following requirements are met;
project is configured with CCM Create Model Package 3.2.10 or higher,
project is configured to use auto-includes.
Note
This option will not work if one of the auto-include documents contains an error. In this
case the complete error document will be shown.

Search paths
When a model is run, CCM Core will retrieve Text Blocks, Forms, Views and Field Sets from the
CCM Repository. These runtime objects are sought for based on their name. The following rules
apply to this lookup.

Project
All objects reside in a project. The CCM Repository determines the project in which it looks for an
object in a specific way.
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Specification in insert statement
If the object is referred in the ITP Model with a name that includes the project, the object will be
sought in that project. A reference can include the project by adding the project name and a dot in
front of the actual name, e.g.,:
TEXTBLOCK NAME "MyProject.my Text block"
FORM NAME "Questionnaires.customers\order form"

CCM Core setting
For objects that do not directly refer to a project, the RepositoryProject setting of the appropriate
environment in the CCM Core configuration is used. This setting is meant as an override, to be
used when the other mechanisms do not give satisfactory results.

Model location
Finally, if none of the above applies CCM Repository will look for the objects in the same project
that also holds the model.

Folder
Except for Field Sets, objects with the same name may reside in different folders. A folder name can
also be used when referring to such an object. A folder specification will however never include the
`home´, i.e., top-level folder for these objects, as it is implied. So, the Text Blocks folder will never
be mentioned when inserting a Text Block, respectively nor will the Views or Forms folder appear
when inserting Views or Forms.

Absolute
When inserting an object, you can specify an absolute location. Appending a backslash in front of
the name or path of the object signifies this. Note that this backslash comes after a possible project
specification, e.g.,:
TEXTBLOCK NAME "\my Text block"
TEXTBLOCK NAME "\folder\another Text block"
FORM NAME "Questionnaires.\customers\order form"

Objects that are specified in this way will be searched only and in that exact location. The project is
determined as explained above, and the 'home' folder is implied. So, the Text Block "my Text block"
should reside in the Text Blocks folder of the appropriate object. The 'another Text block' Text
Block is sought in the folder subfolder of the Text Blocks folder, and the 'order form' form is to be
found in the Forms/customers folder of the Questionnaire project.

Relative
If an object specification does not start with a backslash, the CCM Repository will look for the
object in a number of folders that were specified during project configuration. Together, these
folders mold the so-called search path. Text Blocks, Forms, and Views all have their own search
paths that can be configured on the Runtime tab of the project configuration dialog. Field Sets do
not need search paths, as the name of a Field Set is unique within a project.
The CCM Repository looks for the object in each folder in the order that they are given in the
search path. If the object reference also includes folder names, they are considered to be subfolders
of the folder in the search path. Searching ends when an object is found with the proper name and
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an applicable revision (see below). This object is returned and used.
For example, if the search path for Text Blocks in a project is, Correspondence >
Correspondence\Salutations > General the Text Block inserted by the model statement TEXTBLOCK
NAME "dear mr mrs" will first be sought in the folder Correspondence, then in
Correspondence\Salutation and finally in General.
The Text Block 'normal closing' inserted by TEXTBLOCK NAME "closings\normal closing" is
sought for in Correspondence\closings, in Correspondence\Salutations\closings and finally in
General\closings. In both cases, the Text Block that is found first is returned. If it is not found in
any of these folders, the CCM Repository will look for it in the same way in the Shared projects
attached to the project. When looking in a shared project, the search path configured for that
shared project is used.
When a folder is added to the search path, only that folder itself is searched. Sub-folders are not
included in the search. You can either add the sub-folders to the search path, or add the sub-folder
name to the insert statement.
For example, assume that "folder" is present in the search path, but its sub-folder "subfolder" isn't.
The Text Block "text block" resides in "subfolder". This Text Block will not be found if it is inserted
with TEXTBLOCK NAME "text block", as "subfolder" is not searched. However, if you insert the Text
Block with TEXTBLOCK NAME "subfolder\text block", it will be found.
Applicable revisions
The CCM Repository not only looks for an object with the proper name, but also with an applicable
revision. The first object on the search path with an applicable revision is returned. For model run
outside of the CCM Repository (e.g. production runs), the object must have a [published] revision
to be found.
For example, assume you have a Text Block "Customer Details" both in the Text Block folder
"folder1" and in Text Block folder "folder2", where "folder1" precedes "folder2" in the search path.
A model looking for the Text Block "Customer Details" will get the Text Block residing in "folder1,"
provided that this Text Block has a [published] revision. If not, searching will continue to "folder2,"
and the Text Block residing there will be retrieved - again only if it has a [published] revision.
Note
If the CCM Repository installation is upgraded from a version older than 3.5.10, by
default the compatibility option "Handle Accepted revisions as Published" will be
turned on. In this case, the status [accepted] takes over the role of the [published] status.
For more information refer to the section Revisions used for production runs (page 23).
Model runs started from within the CCM Repository (test runs) only require a [current] revision to
exist for an object to be found, or an [in development] revision for objects locked by the user
running the model.
Shared projects
When looking for the object in the search path of the project does not succeed, the CCM Repository
will continue looking for it in the project's Shared projects. It will visit the shared projects in the
order they are configured in the project, and use the search path of the shared project to find the
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object.
Starting with CCM Repository 3.5.3, an option is present to change the shared project search path
behavior. The 'Allow selection of folders in shared projects' will cause the CCM Repository to skip
the search paths in the shared projects when looking for dynamic objects. Instead, it allows you to
include folders of shared projects in the search path of the project itself. This way, it is possible to
better control the order of places where dynamic objects are sought.

Hiding
The search path determines the order of the folders in which the CCM Repository looks for (Rich)
Text Blocks, Forms and Views. If two different objects with the same name exist in different
locations in the search path, the one that is mentioned first will be retrieved e.g., if the search path
is Folder 2 > Folder 1 and both Folder 1 and Folder 2 contain a Text Block 'my Text block', an insert
statement TEXTBLOCK NAME "my Text block" will insert the Text Block from Folder 2. The 'my Text
block' Text Block residing in Folder 1 is said to be hidden, as it will not be found by the given insert
statement, assuming the first Text Block found has an appropriate revision.
Hiding is in itself perfectly valid. Configuring the search paths gives you the ability to determine
the object that should be found. It may, however, also occur by accident. Therefore, the CCM
Repository will issue a warning when renaming a Text Block, Form and View may cause another to
be hidden for some possible insert statements. It will also mention the references for which this
hiding possibly occurs. Note that the CCM Repository has no way to determine what insert
statements are actually used, so, depending on your models, no hiding may actually occur.

Usage information
Model revisions also list the Content Wizards, Text Blocks, Forms and Views that are used in that
ITP Model. This information may become outdated when the search path changes or objects are
renamed. The changes may cause other objects to be inserted when the ITP Model is actually
executed.
If this information becomes outdated, the model (revision) is marked with the annotation
[Dependency info outdated], and a small grey clock is added to its icon. This signifies that the
information in the Uses folder possibly is not accurate anymore. Running Compute dependencies
on the model or the project will re-establish the usage relationships for the [current], [in
development], [accepted], and [published] revisions. Older revisions are not computed anymore as
this would take much time and be of limited value.
Changing the search paths invalidates the usage information for the entire project. Renaming a
Content Wizard, Text Block, View or Form invalidates the usage information for the models using
it, and possibly for models using objects hidden by the renaming.

Roles and authorization
Authorizations are organized in roles. Users are assigned a role to a specific object in the CCM
Repository. For example, a user can be granted the role Project manager to a project, another user
can be granted the role Text editor to a Text Block folder.
The idea is that users have a certain role within projects. There is usually a manager or project
leader, several model developers, text editors, a reviewer of some sort and several guests (people
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who want to monitor the project but do no work). Every role requires certain capabilities, certain
rights to do things, called permissions. For instance the project leader must be able to grant model
developers access to the project, model developers must be able to edit documents etcetera.
When a user has no authorization on a folder or object, it will be hidden. This feature can, for
example, be used to hide documents and models for users who only have the right to edit Text
Blocks. If it is necessary for an object to be visible for the current user, it is enough to assign any
role for a user on an object. To work with a visible object, still implies he needs to have enough
rights on the specific object.
Keep in mind that all parent objects and folders must be visible to unhide information. Globally
assigned rights, i.e., roles assigned by the Administrator in the configuration panel of the User,
grant permissions on all objects in the CCM Repository, so in that case all objects and folders will
be visible. Objects and folders that are considered to be relevant for the user and do not hinder
him, such as in the case of usage relationships, are not hidden. For example, it can be useful for a
user to see models that are in the 'used in' node of a Text Block.
Refer to the CCM Repository Administrator Manual for more information on creating roles, adding
permissions and assigning a role to a user.
In general four rules apply to permissions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Permissions or authorizations can only be granted to users through the assignment of roles.
No permission is granted by default (a new user has no roles).
In other words, everything that is not expressly allowed is forbidden.
Permission is granted for a specific task on a specific (set of) object(s).
Refer to the section below for more information.
Permissions cannot be suppressed.
This is important because of the CCM Repository wide, global level of role assignment. If a role
is assigned to a user, in the users Configuration window by the administrator, the user will
have this role CCM Repository wide. This opens up the possibility to set permissions for the
CCM Repository as a whole if you do not want to use the authorization mechanism.

Roles must be created before they can be assigned. The CCM Repository comes with a set of
predefined roles.

Assigning Roles
Users without a role or that are not assigned a role in any object will see an almost empty CCM
Repository in which they can do almost nothing. All roles defined by the Administrator are
available in all objects. Users are assigned a role per object. So a user can be a manager for one
object and a developer for another.
The tab Authorization can be found by opening the Configuration window from the context menu.
On this tab the available roles are listed. When a role is selected the button Add allows you to
select Users that will be assigned the role.
Be aware that the permissions in the roles add up. For example, if a user is Project manager and a
Model developer as well, the user has permission to perform all actions of both roles. It is also
possible to assign a role to a user on a global level. This can only be done by the Administrator.
Note
Changing the authorization of a user only takes effect the next time the user logs in.
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Predefined roles
With the CCM Repository a series of roles is installed. These can be used to develop an
authorization framework.
The predefined roles available are:

Accepter
This role contains the following permissions. Note that this role appears in the CCM Repository
only in a new installation.
Assign Label
Browse DID
Change my password
Compare
Compare with local file
Mark as Accepted
Mark as Published
Remove Accepted Mark
Remove Label
Remove Published Mark
Search
Set Description
Test
Test with ITP/Workstation
View Content Wizard
View Document
View Error Document
View Field Set
View Status Field Set
View Form
View Rich Text Block
View View

Brand Manager
This role contains the following permissions:
Change my password
Compare
Compare with local file
Configuration
Delete
Edit Document
New Brand
New document
Rename
Set Description
Unlock
View document
View my changes
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Content Wizard Developer
This role contains the following permissions:
Change My Password
Configuration
Configure Characteristics Tab
Edit Content Wizard
New Content Wizard
New Content Wizard Folder
Rename
Set Description
View Content Wizard

Deployer
This role contains the following permissions:
Change my password
Configuration
Deploy
Set description

DID developer
This role contains the following permissions:
Browse DID
Change my password
Configuration
Configure characteristics tab
Create DID
Download iSeries DID
Edit DID
Load DID document
Load DID
Make Current
New DID
Run DID Wizard
Set Description
Unlock
View DID

Model developer
This role contains the following permissions:
Assign Label
Browse DID
Change my password
Compare
Compare with local file
Compute dependencies
Configuration
Configure auto-includes tab
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Configure characteristics tab
Configure Data Backbone tab
Configure DID and Test Model tab
Configure Field Sets tab
Create Data Backbone
Create model
Create model based on label
Delete
Edit Data Definition Data Backbone
Edit Data Retrieval Data Backbone
Edit Document
Find unused documents
Freeze revision
Load from
Make current
New Data Backbone
New Data Backbone Folder
New document
New Folder
New text document
Remove label
Rename
Restore
Save To
Search
Set Description
Test
Test with ITP/Workstation
Unlock
View Data Backbone
View Data Definition Data Backbone
View Data Retrieval Data Backbone
View document
View error document
View my changes
Note
The different configuration tabs will be hidden for users that don't have the permission
to edit the tab.

Project creator
This role contains the following permissions:
Change my password
Configuration
Configure Authorization Tab
Configure Auto-includes Tab
Configure Characteristics Tab
Configure Data Backbone Tab
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Configure DID and Test Model Tabs
Configure Field Sets Tab
Configure Project Tab
Delete
Import
New Folder
New Project
New Shared Project
Rename
Restore
Set description
Note
The different configuration tabs will be hidden for users that don't have the permission
to edit the tab.

Project manager
This role contains the following permissions:
Assign Label
Browse DID
Change my password
Clean up Project
Compare
Compare with local file
Configuration
Configure Authorization tab
Configure auto-includes tab
Configure Characteristics tab
Configure Data Backbone Tab
Configure DID and Test Model tabs
Configure Field Sets tab
Configure project tab
Delete
Export
Find Unused Documents
Mark as Accepted
Mark as Published
New Folder
New major
Remove Accepted Mark
Remove Label
Remove Published Mark
Rename
Restore
Save To
Search
Set Description
Test
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Test with ITP/Workstation
View document
View error document

Text Block manager
This role contains the following permissions:
Change my password
Configuration
Configure Field Sets tab
Edit Field Set
Edit Status Field Set
Edit Form
Edit Rich Text Block
Edit Text Block
Edit View
New Field Set
New Status Field Set
New Field Set folder
New Form
New Form folder
New QForm
New Rich Text Block
New Rich Text Block folder
New Text Block
New Text Block folder
New View
New View folder
Rename
Unlock
View Field Set
View Status Field Set
View Form
View Rich Text Block
View Text Block
View View

Viewer
This role contains the following permissions:
Browse DID,
Change my password,
Compare,
Compare with local file,
Search,
View Data Backbone,
View Data Definition Data Backbone,
View Date Retrieval Data Backbone,
View DID,
View Content Wizard,
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View document,
View Error document,
View Field set,
View Status Field Set,
View Form,
View Rich Text Block,
View Text Block,
View View.

Roles and inheritance
When a user is assigned a role for a project, by default he will have this role for all folders and
documents in the project. He will also have this role for all newly created folders and documents
within the project or within folders in the project. However, there are situations that roles assigned
on one level should not be inherited by lower levels. Use the setting 'Propagate authorization to all
child objects that allow propagation' (tab Authorization) to turn off this automatic mechanism of
inheritance.
The setting 'Reset authorization on all child objects to these settings' allows you to override any
authorization settings on child objects, and set authorization to the settings of the parent. In this
case the exact authorization of the folder is copied verbatim to all containing objects.
The setting 'Allow authorization from parents to propagate to this object' allows you to create an
exception for a folder. By switching it off for a folder, authorization from a parent folder is not
automatically inherited by the folder. In that way, specific authorization can be set for that folder.
Refer to the Configuration Help for more information on these settings.
Note
Future changes to the authorization of the parent are propagated to the object.
Assignments on child level will not be affected as long as the same assignment is not
changed on parent level.
Note
Authorization is a property of an object. If an object is moved from one folder to another
its authorization is moved with it as well. The authorization settings from the new folder
or project where the object is moved to are not applied to the object, even if this folder or
project has the setting Allow authorization from parents to propagate to this object
activated. Only changes are propagated.
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Template and content development
Getting started
When you are a new to ITP, you probably have a set of documents you want to convert to ITP
Models. This chapter describes how to start implementing these documents in ITP.
Before you can start implementing templates in ITP you have to analyze the documents that you
need to create in order to benefit fully from the features that ITP offers. This analyzes is typically
done by a business analyst. This analysis will show that a document consists of lay out, document
logic, texts and data.
The first step: Identify the data requirements
In this step, the business analyst determines how the data should be offered to the documents.
Starting point is that the data needs to be prepared for the documents so that it can be used in a
simple as possible way.
The application data that is used in documents differs per document/per set of documents. To
create the connection to the data you need to know which data is required. The goal is to define the
Data Backbone, the interface between the business application data and the templates data.
Refer to How to work with data (page 43) for more information on creating a Data Backbone.
The second step: Identify shared content
The capabilities of ITP allow you to benefit from sharing parts of documents; you can reuse content
components that are common to a group of documents. Sharing is important because it increases
the maintainability of documents. That means that you have to analyze your documents to
determine which parts can be shared. For example the address is always laid out the same, a
disclaimer that is added to every document.
Some reusable content is reused within the documents that use the same Data Definition, some
reusable content is used by all documents. The first content is just created as components within an
CCM Repository project, the second content is created in an CCM Repository shared project.
Remark
Shared projects are not part of ITP 4 yet but will be added in the near future.
Refer to How to work with content (page 49) for more information how to share content.
The third step: Corporate style
The previous steps concentrate on what documents share in content and data terms, this step
concentrates on what they share in look and feel.
Ask yourself if the same corporate style has to be applied to all of the documents. Examine the
fonts that have to be used, the company logo and its position on the page, headers and footers,
margins of the documents and things like that. Try to find characteristics that apply for every
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document. Try to find characteristics that apply to the subsets of documents you created in the first
step. Decide whether you need an overall Style Document or a set of Style Documents.
Decide which styles you need and the characteristics of the styles.
Microsoft Word or OpenOffice.org styles play an important role in ITP documents. We advise to
use styles as much as possible to layout documents. Consistent use of styles guarantees a consistent
layout of the result documents. Furthermore, consistent use of styles speeds up the maintenance of
the document and can prevent unexpected layout of the result document. We need to stress this
point because most of the time the layout of a result document is unexpected it can be traced back
to locally applied layout instructions in the Model Document.
Refer to your Microsoft Word or OpenOffice.org documentation for more information on using
and creating styles.
Note
Although it is possible to configure a Style Document for a folder, we advise to
configure a Style Document on project level only. Project's Style Document setting is by
default available for all project folders (inherited).
Note
The style of Style Documents is not visible when editing OpenOffice.org documents.
Include documents in a project will always be opened with the Style Document that is configured
in the project.
Refer to How to work with document layout (page 59) for more information on how to work with
document layout.
The fourth step: Setting up the CCM Repository structure
Next you determine how you want to organize your content; develop a structure of folders.
Content that uses the same Data Backbone belongs together in a project since an ITP/MDK
Repository project uses exactly one Data Backbone. Start with ordering documents using the same
Data Backbone in sets of documents that belong together, department-wise, function wise or for
another reason. The idea is to design a structure that is simple enough to be usable and complex
enough to allow for future growth. Use any criterion you want. The only argument that counts at
this stage is usability.
The fifth step: Develop the building blocks
In this phase you are actually going to produce the projects/folders and building blocks you
identified in steps 1, 2 and 3 and test them.
The sixth step: Develop the style
In this phase you are actually going to produce the Style Documents you need and test them.
The seventh step: Develop Models and content
With the structure of projects, folders, Include folders, Include documents, Style projects and Style
Documents in place you can start developing your Models and content or import existing
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documents and adapt them to the new structure.

How to work with data
When the data requirements of the documents have been analyzed, the Data Backbone can be
created. The Data Backbone part that describes the (structure) of the data is called the Data
Definition. Once the Data Definition has been created, an xsd export can be made from the Data
Backbone. This xsd describes the data XML that the application delivers needs to comply to.
This chapter describes how the Data Backbone is created and used in the CCM Repository. Refer to
chapter How to design, create and use Data Backbones for more information on Data Backbones.

Using a Data Backbone
The Data Backbone of a project is always available in ITP Models, Text Blocks, Forms and Content
Wizards.
Every Content Wizard will have a pane Data Backbone. This pane gives the Content Wizard Editor
a lot of information on the structure of the data and fields that are available on a certain level in the
Data Backbone. The Content Wizard user can drag the Data Backbone elements to the Content
Wizard pane and combine these with (sections) of Text Blocks. If the Data Backbone element is
repetitive, all Text Blocks on that location will be repeated in the result document. The repetitions
are dependent on the number of occurrences of the Data Backbone element.

The Text Blocks that are used in a Content Wizard that uses a Data Backbone may also use Fields to
add variable data to the document. If such a Text Block is added to a repetitive part of the Content
Wizard, ITP will replace these fields with the correct data at the moment the result document is
composed. Refer to How to use Content Wizards (page 53) for more information on working with
Content Wizards and Data Backbones.

Creating a Data Backbone
The Data Backbone is always present in a project. It is stored directly in a project. Creating a Data
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Backbone means creating the Data Definition and creating the Data Retrieval. Calling the Create
Data Backbone action will actually create a (new) revision of the Data Backbone object. Once
created, it can be used in ITP Models and content.
Note
A Data Backbone derives its name from the DATABACKBONE node in its Data
Definition.
Data Definition
The Data Definition component of a Data Backbone describes the structure of the data and the
fields that are used in the structure. When adding a Field Set to the Data Backbone, make sure the
Field Set has already been created.
The structure of Data Backbone and the Fields that can be used can be viewed in the Data
Backbone Viewer when it has been compiled with the action Create Data Backbone. This view is
also available in the Content Wizard Editor.

It is possible to create an XSD from the Data Backbone once a Data Definition has been added. This
xsd described the structure of the data XML as it is needed by the ITP Templates.
Data Backbones revisions need to be compatible with previous revisions.
As of CCM Repository version 4.4 it is no longer possible to make structural changes in the Data
Definition that might invalidate the usage by other objects. Specifically, it is no longer allowed to:
rename the Data Backbone node
remove a Fieldset or Data Structure
move a Fieldset or Data Structure to a different Data Structure or Data Structure array
alter the type of a Fieldset or Data Structure
(possible types are: FIELDSET, ARRAY FIELDSET, DATASTRUCTURE, ARRAY
DATASTRUCTURE)
change the name of a Fieldset or Data Structure
These restrictions apply when promoting a revision of the Data Backbone to the next level.
This means that while developing a Data Backbone you can make the any changes you desire, but
as soon as you wish to promote the Data Backbone to a higher level your changes need to be
compatible with the previous revision of that level.
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Data Retrieval
The Data Retrieval component of the Data Backbone describes how values are added to the
elements of the Data Backbone.
In this component all elements in the Data Definition are assigned to a value. This can be a value
from a field in the DID, an answer to a question, or a fixed value. Adding a value to an element of a
Data Definition is done with the already existing keyword ASSIGN.
In an ideal world, the data XML fits the Data Backbone xsd. In this situation the data XMl is
directly fed to the Data Backbone and Data Retrieval is not necessary.
Special functionality has been added to easily assign values from fields in a repeating entry to an
element in the Data Definition. Refer to the section FIELDSET in the model developer's Help for
more information on this topic.

Edit and view a Data Backbone
Edit Data Definition opens the Data Definition component for editing. It is opened as document in
Microsoft Word. The document contains ITP Language instructions that define the structure of
Data Backbone and the Fields that can be used.
View Data Definition allows you to view the contents of the Data Definition component. It is opened
as document in Microsoft Word.
Edit Data Retrieval opens the Data retrieval component for editing. It is opened as document in
Microsoft Word. This document contains the ITP Language instructions that assign values to the
elements of the Data Backbone.
View Data Retrieval allows you to view the contents of the Data retrieval component. It is opened as
document in Microsoft Word.
When a Data Backbone has been created or changed, you have to perform the action Create Data
Backbone on a Data Backbone to create a new version of the Data Backbone object.
With the action View it is possible to open a screen that represents the Data Backbone structure as
defined in the Data Definition component.
The View action is only available after the Create action has been performed on the Data Backbone
object.
Export XSD
The Export XSD action saves the XML structure of the Data Backbone of the project to an XML
schema (XSD). The Export XSD action is available through the Import/Export action group and in
the File menu of the Data Backbone Viewer.

Outdated Content Wizard
A Content Wizard or Content Wizard revision is outdated if it is based on a Data Backbone
revision that has been changed and therefore does not exist anymore. In other words, the outdated
[in development] Content Wizard revision is based on obsolete data and should be reviewed.
Saving the Content Wizard will make it up to date again, reflecting the changes to the Data
Backbone revision.
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Deleting, renaming or moving the elements of the types Fieldset Array, Data Structure, or Data
Structure Array in a Data Definition component of the Data Backbone will outdate the Content
Wizards based on this Data Backbone. Additions to a Data Definition component will not result in
outdated Content Wizards. Changes to the Data Retrieval component of the Data Backbone will
also not result in outdated Content Wizards.
When an outdated Content Wizard is unlocked the outdated [in development] revision is changed
into a revision proper, but not made the [current] revision.

Data Backbone revision dependencies
derived models
For each Data Backbone revision, the Derived models folder lists all models that have been created
with this particular Data Backbone revision. This folder is only shown when Show details is turned
on.

DIDs
Documents created with ITP usually use data from a data source. Usually, a data XML is send to
ITP to create documents with but this is not always possible. In cases where the data needs to be
retrieved directly from the database by ITP, DIDs can be used.
The DID is in fact an abstract view on a database which can map to database files, external data
retrieval programs, XML tags or SQL queries. This mapping can be one-to-one, meaning that the
abstract view closely mimics the original database, but it can also be completely different, offering
a much more abstract (high-level) view of the database.
The data that is retrieved from the database using DIDs is transformed to document data with a
Data Backbone. Data Backbones are used to describe the data in such a way that they can
conveniently be used in documents.
Because the structure of the Data Backbone is correlated with the structure of the document, the
document composition is so to speak data driven.

A project always has exactly one Data Backbone. That means that all content in this project share the
same Data Backbone.
The DID object can be found in the predefined project folder DIDs. Wizards exist to easily create a
DID. When editing a DID object, the DID help is available.
The Data Backbone object can be found on top level in a project. A Data Backbone consists of two
components; the Data Definition component and the Data Retrieval component.
DIDs are created and maintained in the CCM Repository.
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Note
To create DIDs in the CCM Repository, you need a DID development (SDK/MP) license.

DID folders
DIDs are stored in special DID folders. Such a DID folder with the name DIDs is automatically
created when you create a new project.
The DID folder contains a special Includes folder. This folder is used when you want to create
modular DIDs. Working with modular DIDs means that you can use the __INC(filename)
instruction within a DID to include a file from the Includes folder. Modular DIDs are used when
parts of a DID document can be shared by another DID document, or to have a better overview in
the DID.
The text __INC(filename) can be written anywhere on a single line (even within comments) but
cannot contain layout (spaces or line breaks) or word processor instructions (bold, italics or any
other instructions) between the initial '_' and the closing ')'. The filename cannot contain letters
with special accents (such as ö, é or ñ).
The include phase for subdocument takes place during DID creation, before the actual translation
of the DID. ITP generates an error document if subdocuments could not be found during the
include phase. This error document contains all successfully included subdocuments and error
messages for the subdocuments that ITP could not find.

Edit
The Edit action, when called on a DID object, will open the DID document in your word processor.
This action is only available for DID objects that have actually been created in the CCM Repository,
in contrast to DID objects that have been loaded from the file system or DID objects that have been
downloaded from the ISeries.
The Edit action allows you to change your DID definition.

View
The View action, when called on a DID object, will open the DID document in your word processor
in readonly mode. This action is only available for DID objects that have actually been created in
the CCM Repository, in contrast to DID objects that have been loaded from the file system or DID
objects that have been downloaded from the iSeries.
The View action allows you to view your DID definition.

New DID
The New DID action allows you to create a DID. The New DID Wizard will generate an empty
skeleton DID document, containing all required attributes for the DID and one -empty- DID
Module. The New DID dialog will present a dialog in which the following fields need to be filled
in:
Name of the DID
The length of the name of the DID is currently limited to 10 characters
Identification
This is the three-letter-code used in Model Documents when accessing Main Entries or when
using the PATH construct.
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Platform for the DID Module
You must select one of the platforms from the list.

Browse a DID revision
Available in the context menu of a DID and in the Action menu when a DID or model is selected,
this menu item starts the DID Browser. The DID revision that is actually browsed depends on
whether the DID is locked or not. When a DID is locked and the locking user is browsing, the [in
development] revision is shown, when another user is browsing or when the DID is not locked, the
[current] revision is shown. The DID Browser enables you to view the selected DID. You can view
entries, subentries and fields. The DID browser also offers some options for interactively creating
new model documents. Refer to the Help of the DID Browser for details.

Load DID document
DID documents can be loaded into the CCM Repository:
1.
2.

Select the DID folder in which you want to import the DID document.
Right-click and select Import DID document.

Importing a DID documentwill create a DID object in the CCM Repository that has no name (yet).
This is because the name of the DID is part of the description in the DID document. When the DID
is actually created, the DID object gets its name.
The DID revision you just loaded in the CCM Repository will by default be locked by you.

Loading a DID
DIDs can be imported in the CCM Repository. Select the DID folder in which you want to import
the DID, right-click and select Load DID. A file selector will pop up allowing you to select the DID
in the file system that must be imported. If the DID you want to import already exists in the folder
you selected, a new DID revision will be created. The same import action is possible when a DID is
selected instead of a DID folder. In that case the file selector opens with the original import path of
the selected DID as the location and the DID file name in the open textbox. This allows you to
quickly import a new DID revision if you develop DIDs in the same place on the file system that is.
The DID revision you just imported in the CCM Repository will by default be locked by you. This
allows you to test this DID revision before other users can use it. Unlocking the DID (revision) will
make it available to all users of the CCM Repository.

Downloading a DID from the iSeries
DIDs developed on an iSeries can be downloaded directly into the CCM Repository:
1.
2.
3.

Select the DID folder in which you want to download the DID.
Right-click and select Download iSeries DID.
A dialog will pop up allowing you to enter information necessary to perform the download.
You can enter the name of the DID, the library on the iSeries, the address of the iSeries, and
logon credentials.

If the DID you want to import already exists in the folder you selected, a new DID revision will be
created. The same download action is possible when a DID is selected instead of a DID folder. In
that case the name of the DID is already given when the dialog opens.
The DID revision you just downloaded in the CCM Repository will by default be locked by you.
This allows you to test this DID revision before other users can use it. Unlocking the DID (revision)
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will make it available to all users of the CCM Repository.

Create DID
The Create DID action allows you to create a DID object. Create DID uses the DID document
definitions that are attached to the DID object to create a new DID revision. If the DID document
contains errors, an error message will be give and a copy of the DID document is opened showing
the errors.

How to work with content
The CCM Repository is especially designed to develop and maintain ITP templates and building
blocks that are used in these templates. ITP Templates are called ITP Models or just Models.
The CCM Designer allows to create and maintain certain building blocks through a browser
interface.
This chapter explains how to develop ITP Models. It also explains the building blocks that exist
and how they can be used in the ITP Models.
About building blocks
Re-usable fragments or mechanisms are often referred to as Building blocks. Building blocks can be
seen as existing functionality that can be re-used throughout ITP Models. The advantage of such a
set of building blocks is evident, you need less time to develop new ITP Models and maintenance is
sped up. The following building blocks can be used in an ITP Model:
The Data Backbone
Include documents (page 53),
Text Blocks (page 51),
Rich Text Blocks (page 51),
Forms (page 54),
Content Wizards (page 52),
Style Document (page 60),

ITP Models and ITP Model documents
An ITP Model is created from an ITP Model Document. An ITP Models Document is a normal
word processor document holding the text, ITP instructions and layout instructions that define the
template. The ITP Model Document is created and adapted by the ITP Model developer. To create
an ITP Model from an ITP Model document, the ITP Model Developer calls the Create model
action. The Create model action automatically saves the ITP Model Document. A model in itself
cannot be edited. When a Model is opened to be edited the associated Model Document is opened
in the ITP/Model Development Kit and locked.
The ITP Model is used by CCM Core to produce the result document, i.e., the final document. The
ITP Model Document is technically the correct phrase when discussing the editable document
object. But in general, we do not distinguish between the ITP Model and the ITP Model Document;
we call them both the ITP Model.
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The ITP Model is presented in the CCM Repository tree view as a sub element of the ITP Model
Document with its own icon. An ITP Model is in itself an object that contains non human readable
content, which can only be interpreted by CCM Core. When right-clicking the ITP Model object,
the context menu shows View and Edit options. When using these, actually the ITP Model
Document is opened.

Outdated model
An ITP Model can be outdated for two reasons:
If it contains an [in development] model revision that is based on a model document set,
usually a model document revision and one or more include document revisions, of which one
ore more do not exist anymore because they have been changed.
If it is based on a Data Backbone revision that does not exist anymore because it has been
changed.
In other words, the outdated [in development] model revision cannot be recreated exactly as it is in
the current state.
Note
Deleting, renaming, or moving elements in the Data Definition component of a Data
Backbone will outdate the ITP Models based on this Data Backbone. Additions to the
Data Definition component will not outdate the ITP Models based on that Data
Backbone. Any changes to the Data Retrieval component of the Data Backbone will
also not result in outdated ITP Models.
Creating the ITP Model will make it up to date again, reflecting the changes to the Data Backbone
revision or the document revision(s).
When an outdated ITP Model is unlocked the outdated [in development] revision is changed into a
revision proper, but not made the [current] revision.

Outdated model revision
A model revision can be outdated for two reasons:
If it is based on a model document set, usually a model document revision and one or more
include document revisions, of which one or more revisions do not exist anymore because they
have been changed.
If it is based on a Data Backbone revision that does not exist anymore because it has been
changed.
In other words, the outdated [in development] model revision cannot be recreated exactly as it is in
the current state.
Note
Not all changes in a Data Backbone will result in outdated models. Additions to the
Data Definition component of a Data Backbone can be made without consequences.
Deleting, renaming or moving elements in the Data Definition component will outdate
the models based on this Data Backbone upon creating the Data Backbone. Any
changes to the Data Retrieval component of the Data Backbone will also not result in
outdated models.
Creating the ITP Model revision will make it up to date again, reflecting the changes to the Data
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Backbone revision or the document revision(s).
Note
During development this situation may occur quite often, in this situation the clock
functions as a reminder to re-create the ITP Model.

[In development, failed]
If ITP encounters errors during model creation a message box will tell you so and the CCM
Repository will be opened showing a copy of the model document with error messages marked in
red. A [in development] revision is created but failed is added to show that the revision is not a
valid model.
When an [in development, failed] revision is unlocked it is changed in to a revision proper but that
revision is not set as the [current] revision.

Text document
Text documents can be used as model documents to create HTML/XML documents or plain text.
The behavior of text documents in the CCM Repository is identical to that of Microsoft Word
documents.
Note
Microsoft Word (ITP/Model Development Kit) is used to edit text documents.

Text Blocks
A Text Block only contains text, possibly with some variable fields. Text Blocks are created and
maintained in their own editor, the Text Block editor. Lay out possibilities are limited. When a Text
Block is included in the document, its text is printed in the final document.
A Text Block can, like any building block, be used in more than one model.
Text Blocks are used in Content Wizards but they can also be directly inserted in the model using
the instruction TEXTBLOCK. Refer to the Template scripting language Help for more information on
this instruction.
Text Blocks which use variable fields need to have Field Sets (page 57) attached to their Text Block
folder. A Field Set describes the available variable fields.
Text Blocks are stored in the special Text Block folder. This folder is automatically created when
you create a new project. You can create sub Text Block folders in this folder.
Note:
Models that are run with ITP/Workstation cannot use any kind of Text Block
functionality.

Rich Text Blocks
A Rich Text Block offers the same functionality as a simple Text Block, plus all the lay out
possibilities of Microsoft Word. A Rich Text Block can, just like a simple Text Block, be included
with the instruction TEXTBLOCK. Refer to the Template scripting language Help for more
information on this instruction.
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Rich Text Blocks which use variable fields need to have Field Sets (page 57) attached to their Text
Block folder.
Rich Text Blocks can be created and edited with Microsoft Word 2007 (*.docx), but not with
OpenOffice.org.
Note
The use of headers and footers in Rich Text Blocks is not supported.
Note
You need at least version 3.5.4 of CCM Core to run models using Rich Text Blocks.
Note
For Rich Text Blocks to be editable for the end user (in Forms or Content Wizards), you
need least beta release version 3.5.20 of CCM Core and CCM ComposerUI.

Working with Text Blocks
Create a Text Block
Use the action New Text Block or New Rich Text Block to create a new Text Block.
Using Fields
Text Blocks can use a set of predefined variable fields, if one or more Field Sets are defined in the
Databackbone.
Fields are defined in a Field Set. The model developer should assign values to these variable fields
with the instruction FIELDSET. Refer to the Template scripting language Help for more information
on FIELDSET.

Content Wizards
Content wizards offer a means to define a larger part of a document. A Content Wizard typically
exists of (sub)sections and Text Blocks in these sections. The Text Blocks are not defined in the
Content Wizard but need to be selected from the existing Text Blocks instead. This means that Text
Blocks are managed separately from the Content Wizard.
Document rules can be added to sections and Text Blocks allowing to conditionally include parts of
the Content Wizard.
It is possible to add user prompts to the Content Wizard. In that case, the end user needs to select
(sub)sections or Text Blocks to be part of the result document. In the Content Wizard Editor, these
Text Blocks or Sections are either collected in a Selection Group or are defined as 'Optional'. A
Selection Group specifies whether the user can select multiple or only one of the Text Blocks or
Sections. Text Blocks defined as 'Editable' are presented to the end user in the text block editor to
allow changes to the Text Block.
QForms can be attached to various levels in the Content Wizard. A QForm is a special form. When
the model runs the Content Wizard, these QForms are used to ask the end user for the value of
Fields that are used in the used Text Blocks but that are still empty.
Content Wizards are stored in the folder Content Wizards. This folder is automatically created
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when you create a new project. You can create subfolders in this folder.
Content Wizard Folders also can contain a Content Wizard selection title, used when the ITP
Model specifies that the user selects a Content Wizard from a Folder.
Content Wizards are inserted in the ITP Model using the WIZARD instruction The instruction
FOREACH WIZARD is available to process the business user's selection from that Content Wizard.
Please refer to the ITP Model Developer Help for details.

How to use Content Wizards
To create Content Wizards, CCM Create Model Package version 3.2.22 (or higher) has to be
installed. Activate it in your project configuration when you start working with Content Wizards.
To run Content Wizards, you need CCM ComposerUI Server version 3.2.22 (or higher).

Outdated Content Wizard
A Content Wizard is outdated if it has an [in development] revision which is based on a Data
Backbone revision that has been changed and therefore does not exist anymore. In other words, the
outdated [in development] Content Wizard revision cannot be recreated exactly as it is in the
current state. Saving the Content Wizard will make it up to date again, reflecting the changes to the
Data Backbone revision.
Deleting, renaming or moving the elements of the types Fieldset Array, Data Structure, or Data
Structure Array in the Data Definition component of a Data Backbone will outdate the Content
Wizards based on this Data Backbone. Additions to a Data Definition component will not result in
outdated Content Wizards. Any changes to the Data Retrieval component of the Data Backbone
will also not result in outdated Content Wizards.
When an outdated Content Wizard is unlocked the outdated [in development] revision is changed
into a revision proper, but not made the [current] revision.

Outdated Content Wizard revision
A Content Wizard revision is outdated if it is based on a Data Backbone revision that does not exist
anymore, because it has been changed. In other words, the outdated [in development] Content
Wizard revision cannot be recreated exactly as it is in the current state. Saving the Content Wizard
will make it up to date again, reflecting the changes to the Data Backbone revision(s).
Deleting, renaming or moving elements of the types Fieldset Array, Data Structure, or Data
Structure Array in the Data Definition component of a Data Backbone will outdate the Content
Wizards based on this Data Backbone. Additions to a Data Definition component will not result in
outdated Content Wizards. Any changes to the Data Retrieval component of the Data Backbone
will also not result in outdated Content Wizards.
When an outdated Content Wizard is unlocked the outdated [in development] revision is changed
into a revision proper, but not made the [current] revision.

Include documents
To reuse parts of an ITP Model, an include document can be used.
Include documents reside within include folders. These include folders are not predefined folders,
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but must be created when setting up a project. Any folder can be configured to be an include folder
by selecting it in the 'Include folders and shared projects' list on the 'Project' of the projects
configuration.
Include documents are included in another document by their name (and extension) with the
__INC instruction. Documents inside sub folders of an include folder must be included with their
folder as well. __INC(date functions.doc) for example includes the include document with the
name 'date functions'.
To prevent errors, include documents, cannot be renamed once they are included.
Note
You may need to compute the dependencies in a project for the CCM Repository to
know which documents are included in other documents. Refer to Compute
dependencies (page 76) for more information on how to compute dependencies.
Be advised that if you want to include a document in a specific (sub)folder you also need to check
the order in which the include paths are searched. The list in the project configuration is searched
from top to bottom. If a document with the same name exists in one of the earlier searched paths,
that document will be found first and thus used.
Documents in the include folders can also be included as an auto-include. Refer to Auto-includes
(page 24) for more information.

Forms
A Form is a special kind of building block. It is used to collect information from users during a
model run by means of a questions/answers dialog (form). It contains form descriptions such as
questions, instruction, and help texts. When a form is included in the model document, CCM
ComposerUI Server sends out a window (by default a web page with a form) with these questions,
instructions and help texts. Users that run the model can fill out these questions.
Forms are created and maintained in the Form Editor. This is a WYSIWYG editor for forms.
Forms are stored in the special Forms folder. This folder is automatically created when you create a
new project. You can create sub text folders in this folder.
Forms are included with the instruction FORM NAME or FORM VAR. Refer to the Template scripting
language Help for more information on this instruction.
A form needs to have one or more Field Sets (page 57) attached to its folder. The answers to the
questions are written to these fields. The Forms developer assigns an answer field to a question.
The Field Set(s) connected with the Form Definitions folder determines the fields that the Forms
developer can use. This Field Set (or more Field Sets) can be connected to a Forms folder on the
Field Sets tab (page 83) of the configuration dialog of a Forms folder.
Views (page 59) need to be attached to the folder if the form uses Text Block questions. A Text
Block question allows a user to select one of more Text Blocks from the View to insert in the result
document.
It is possible to save an erroneous Form. The error message of the Form Editor will be stored with
the revision and shown in the description pane. The revision of an erroneous Form is tagged as
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failed. Such an erroneous Form revision cannot be unlocked.

Form features and CCM Create Model Package versions
Form features are not only offered in the Form Editor. To be usable, they also have to be supported
in CCM Core, and in the associated CCM Create Model Package. To use newer features offered by
a new release of the CCM Repository, it is possible that also a new CCM Create Model Package
must be configured in the project. If an old CCM Create Model Package, which does not support all
Form Editor features, is configured the Form Editor will not offer those new Form features. If the
user wants to be able to use the new Form features, he has to upgrade the CCM Create Model
Package.
If a Form containing new features is edited, while the configured CCM Create Model Package does
not support them, a warning is issued. This warning states that the user should either upgrade the
CCM Create Model Package in order to use the new features, or that he should remove those new
features.
Note
After upgrading the CCM Create Model Package, it still has to be configured in the
project.
As long as a Form contains features not supported by the CCM Create Model Package, any
changes will not be available in the model. If a Form containing new features is exported and
subsequently imported in an older CCM Repository, which does not support those features, the
user will not be able to edit this Form in that older CCM Repository.
For reference, below is a list of CCM Create Model Package releases and the new Form features
they introduce. You can use this information to determine which version of the CCM Create Model
Package you need to install and configure.
CCM Create Model Package version 3.2.7
The CCM Create Model Package release 3.2.7 was the first to support Forms, introducing the core
functionality including:
Text Questions
Date Questions
Choice Questions
Checkbox Questions
Text block Questions
Groups
To test models using these Forms, you also need at least version 3.2.7 of CCM ComposerUI Server.
CCM Create Model Package version 3.2.19
The CCM Create Model Package release 3.2.19 introduces
Number Questions
Validation; requirements on answers and error messages on violation thereof
The ability to use Fields in:
Question text
Help text
Default answer
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Error message text
To test models using these Forms, you also need at least version 3.2.7 of CCM ComposerUI Server.
CCM Create Model Package version 3.2.22
The CCM Create Model Package release 3.2.22 introduces;
Time Questions.
To test models using these Forms, you also need at least version 3.2.7 of CCM ComposerUI Server.

QForms
A QForm is a special form. A QForm is meant to ask questions to the user for fields that are used in
inserted text blocks, which do not have a value yet. The other questions will be hidden. A QForm
can therefore only be used when inserting a text block using the TEXBLOCK keyword or in the
Content Wizard.
Differences between Forms and QForms
It is easy to distinguish a QForm from a regular Form. When the QForm editor is open, the QForm
developer can clearly see the text: "You are editing a QForm". The title bar in the editor also
contains the text QForm Editor. The distinction between a regular Form and a QForm is important
because a QForm serves a different purpose. QForms are meant to enter values for fields used in
Text Blocks, which do not have a value yet when the Text Block is called in the Model document.
For this reason some features of the regular Form are not available or are different in the QForm:
By default, validation of questions in a QForm is set to "A non-empty answer is required." This
ensures that the user enters data for fields used in the text block. If this is not desired, the
option None can be selected on the tab Validation of the question. The option to select None as
validation on questions in QForms requires a CCM Create Model Package 3.5.0c or higher. In a
CCM Repository version lower than 3.5.0c the validation option None is not active.
The developer cannot insert Text Block questions. When the developer uses a Text Block
question he generates new Text Blocks, which can in turn contain more empty Fields. Those
should be checked again. To prevent a recursive circle from Text Block questions to the QForm
the developer cannot select Text Block questions.
The developer cannot make a question Read-only, because the user must always be able to fill
in the fields by providing an answer to the question on the QForm.
The feature to show or hide groups of questions is not available. Questions will always be
shown when the assigned Field is empty, and always be hidden when they already do have a
value.
As a consequence of dropping the feature to show or hide groups of questions, the developer
cannot enter a reference for a question. The function of References is to present or hide groups
of questions in response to an answer to a previous question. In a QForm questions will never
be hidden or shown conditionally depending on a previous answer, therefore the feature
References is not applicable.
The developer does not want a field to be filled in at first with one answer and later with
another. Therefore a Field from a Field Set can only be selected as answer for one question per
Form.
When a user wants to select a Field as value for an Answer that is already in use for another
question, he will get a warning.
It is possible to save an erroneous QForm. The error message of the QForm Editor will be
stored with the revision and shown in the description pane. The revision of an erroneous
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QForm is tagged as 'failed', it cannot be made 'accepted' and therefore also not promoted to
'published'.
Refer to the Help of this editor for more information on creating QForms.

Field Sets
Field Sets are the interface from the model document to Text Blocks, Forms and Content Wizards.
A Field Set defines a set of variable fields. These Field Sets are associated with a Text Block folder
or to a Forms Definition folder. Refer to the Field Sets tab (page 83) for more information on how to
configure Field Sets to a Text Block folder or to a Forms Definitions folder.
The questions in the Forms can use the Fields from the Field Set to save the answer to. The editor
who creates or changes a Text Block can use these Fields in the Text Block. Content Wizards can
use these Field Sets for conditions. In order to use the Field Set in an ITP model through a Form,
Text Block or Content Wizard, first create the Field Set, then add the Field Set to the Data
Backbone, and finally create the Data Backbone. Alternatively, it is also still possible to use the
Field Set interface in an ITP Model by declaring a special FIELDSET variable with the name of the
Field Set. Refer to the Template scripting language Help for more information on using the
FIELDSET variable.
There is a special type of Field Set, the Status Field Set, that is used to store CW specific data. Fields
of Status Field Sets can be configured on Text Blocks and Sections in Content Wizards. During
interaction the configured Field can be used to store your choice in the Data Backbone, whether to
include that element or not. You can indicate your intention to include and object or not in the Data
Retrieval, by assigning a "Yes" or "No" value to such a field directly. The Status Field Sets are
invisible in every other place, where Field Sets could be used. Fields of the Status Field Set have no
default value and format.
Field Sets are stored in the special Field Set folder. This folder is automatically created when you
create a new project. You can create Field Set subfolders in this folder.

Default value, description and format
A Field can be added to a Field Set with the Add button in the Field Set dialog.
Double-click an existing Field or press the edit button to assign a default value, a description or a
format to a Field.
Description
A description for the field can be set.
Default value
The default value will be used if the Field is used in a Text Block and no other value has been
assigned to it yet. Default values of Fields are not shown for Fields used in model documents,
Forms, or Content Wizards.
Format
The selected format determines how the content of the Field is presented (formatted) when that
Field is used in a Text Block. The selected format will not be applied to Fields used in model
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documents, Forms, or Content Wizards, but only to Fields used in Text Blocks.
The following formats can be selected:
none

No formatting will be applied to the content of the Field. The content is presented as is.

date

The content of the Field is presented as a date. The day and the year will be presented
by numbers and the month by its name. The Field should contain a numerical date
value in the ITP date format, e.g. 20110621. The actual result depends on the output
language. Example results: English US: June 21 2011, English UK: 21 June 2011,
Dutch: 21 juni 2011.

amount

This format rounds a number in the content of the Field to two decimals and puts in
thousand-separators when appropriate. Use this format if the numerical content of the
Field should be represented as money amounts. Note that no currency signs or other
additions will be added. The Field should contain a numerical value, e.g. 1234.56.
Example result: 1,234.56

numerals
without format

The numerical content of the Field is rounded off to zero decimal positions. No
thousand-separators are added. The Field should contain a numerical value, e.g.
1234.56. Example result: 1235

uppercase

This format will represent the whole text content of the Field as uppercase characters.
Example result: NEW YORK.

lowercase

This format will represent the whole text content of the Field as lowercase characters
Example result: new york.

The result of the applied format is language dependent. This applies for instance to the
thousand-separators and the date representation.
Note
The formats that expect the field content to be a number (amount, numerals without
format, and date) will only output the content up to the first non-numerical character.
This means for instance that if the field contains the text '12.99 euro', the result after
applying the amount format will be '12.99' only.
The format you select here is linked to build-in functions of the Template scripting language. To
learn more of these function refer to the Template scripting language Help. These linked functions
cannot be overridden by user defined functions.
Format

Corresponding Template scripting language function

date

date

amount

amount

numerals
without format

numerals

uppercase

uppercase_of_characters

lowercase

lowercase_of_characters

Note
Selecting a format does not change the content of a Field. It only determines how the
content of a field is presented when that field is used in a text block. This means that the
selected format does not affect e.g. conditions used Forms or Content Wizards.
Combine Default value and Format
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If both a default value and a format are specified on a field and the default is used in the Text
Block, then the Format is applied to the specified default. This means that the default value should
be specified unformatted. In other words, the default value should be correct input for the applied
format. For instance, the default for a Field that represents a date and therefore has the Date format
set, should be specified in the ITP date format YYYYMMDD, e.g. 20110621. When that default is
then presented in a Text Block, it will be shown as e.g. June 21 2011.

Views
A View is a selection of Text Blocks and Rich Text Blocks. Views are used in CCM ComposerUI
Server Forms in a Text Block question. A Text Block question allows a user to select one of more
Text Blocks to insert in the result document. By default, all Views are available to all Form folders.

View folder
Views are stored in the special View folder. This folder is automatically created when you create a
new project. You can create sub Text folders in this folder.

This View
When creating a View, one has the option to create a view that is an alias for a Text Block folder.
When this option is selected a Text Block folder can be selected with the button Select. It is also
possible to select individual Text Blocks from the project (and the project's Shared projects). With
the button Add Text Blocks can be added to the View. Use the arrows to order the Text Blocks in
the View.

Data Backbones
The Data Backbone provides the data to use in the content. For more information on Data
Backbones refer to How to work with data (page 43).

How to work with document layout
In most cases, the documents you produce with ITP will need to have the same look and feel. The
company logo for example is always printed in the top right corner, the margins are set to certain
values and the text of the document is always put in a certain font with a certain size. All these
characteristics can be classified as the corporate style. Maybe you have a different kind of corporate
style for different kinds of documents or maybe you always want the same corporate style applied
to all documents that you produce.
ITP offers support to define and maintain the layout definitions from the document separately
from the content.

Document lay out concepts
Some organizations offer product and services for different brands. The main part of the content is
shared by these brands, but the documents need to have a different look and feel. This is supported
by creating a lay out set for each of these brands. Such a lay out set is called a brand.
Organizations that only work with one brand always need to create one brand. That have exactly
one lay out set.
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A brand contains Style document(s) and Page Style document(s).
A style document (page 60) defines the styles that can be used in the documents.
A page style document defines the margins and the section properties of the documents.

Style Documents
A Style Document contains (Microsoft Word or OpenOffice.org processor) styles.
A Style documents describes the styles that are used in the documents. When using text blocks, the
Style document should at least define the proper Text Block styles. Refer to the Template scripting
language Help for more information on Text Blocks and their lay out.
A Style document can be used in two ways: it can be configured on a project and/or it can be used
to determine the lay out of the result document at the moment the model is run.
A Style document configured on a project
When a Style document is configured on a project, all documents (including Rich Text Blocks) that
use styles that have been defined in the configured Style document, will apply the style as it has
been defined in the Style document when opened. Models in such a project, will also include these
style definitions: result document will apply the styles as that have been defined in the Style
document as well.
Style documents can be configured on the "Style document" tab of the Configuration dialog of
projects and folders.
Note
The Style Documents folder of a newly created project already contains predefined style
documents with the names 'Text Block Style Document' and 'Text Block Docx Style
Document'. The former will be used initially by Microsoft Word .doc projects, the latter
by Microsoft Word .docx projects. They define the default styles needed to lay out Text
Blocks.
Use a Style document when the model is run
It is possible to override style definitions at the moment the model is run. This is done using the
Multi brand support: style documents are created for one or more brands and called when the
model is run. Refer to Multi brand support for more information on creating dynamic Style
documents.
Note
Note that the type of the style document should match the type of the other documents
in the project.
Note:
When no style documents are used, the styles as defined in the model document are
applied to the result document. We advise to use style documents because this
guarantees consistent layout of your result documents. Style documents also offer an
easy way to manage styles across documents. Updating styles is faster and easier when
using style documents.
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Note
For OpenOffice.org the style from the Style Documents is not applied when editing a
document. However, it will effect when a model is run.
There is no predefined style document for OpenOffice.org. This style document should
be created manually when using OpenOffice.org.
Styles and protected documents
This chapter only applies to Microsoft Word. If a project or folder is configured with a Style
Document, the CCM Repository will attempt to apply the styles from it to a document within this
project when it is opened for editing or viewing. This can only be done if the document has no
section protection. If the document is protected, the CCM Repository will ask you whether to
temporarily lift the protection in order to apply the styles. If a password is required, you will be
prompted for it.

Page styles
To set the margins and the section properties, a page style document is needed. This page style
document is a normal word processor document in which the margins and section properties are
set to the values that need to be set in the result document.
By default, the margins and the section settings defined in the model are applied to the result
document. We advise to use a special page style document instead: this guarantees consistent
layout of your result documents and it is easier to manage a layout across documents.
Page style documents are defined within a brand folder. We advise to always use brands to
manage the page style documents, even for organizations that only use one brand. Refer to Multi
brand support for more information on creating style documents for specific brands.

Multi brand support
A new brand is created with the New Brand menu action. The brand folder holds the style
documents and page style documents for this specific brand, in automatically created subfolders.
You will need proper authorization to create brand folders, for example by having the predefined
Brand Manager role.
Note:
Since CCM Repository 4.1.3, it is no longer possible to create folders in the Style
Documents folder of a project. This allows for the creation of Brands. Folders that
already existed, and document in them, are still present, but their functionality is
limited.

Using brands, style documents and page style documents
Style documents and page style documents can be applied by the model, using the ITP functions
pagestyle and stylesheet. Refer to Retrieving Style and Page documents from a brand for more
information.
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The CCM Repository main window
When you start the CCM Repository, the main window appears:

The main window consists of four panes:
1.

2.

The Tree-view is on the left. All elements of the CCM Repository are placed in a hierarchical
tree in this pane. All navigation through the CCM Repository takes place in this pane. By
clicking the + in front of an object, this object is opened and its connections are shown in the
shape of folders. The last node in the tree will not open in the tree-view but its content is
shown in the content pane when it is selected. How much detail is shown in the tree is
controlled by the Show details item in the View menu.
The Content Pane on the right represents the object selected in the tree-view and shows it
content. In this case the 'intereng' document.
You can multi-select items in this pane by using the control or shift key in normal Microsoft
Windows fashion. In this way it is possible to perform an action on more than one item. For
instance adding a description to all documents in a folder or saving all documents' [current]
revisions in a folder to your file system.
It is possible to sort the list in this pane by clicking on the header Name. By clicking on the
Revision column header the list can be ordered according to revision numbers.
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3.

4.

The Description Pane on the bottom. This pane displays the description of a selected project,
folder, document, DID project or DID in the main window. The texts cannot be edited in this
pane, instead use the Set Description, context menu item.
The Labels Pane on the bottom. This pane is only shown when a document (revision) or a
model (revision) has been selected. It displays the labels that have been assigned to the
document, model or DID revisions. If an object is selected that cannot carry a label, this pane is
grayed out and it will show Not applicable.

The Status Bar is used to show the current user in the left corner. This is useful because it is
possible to open more than one CCM Repository window and log on using several user names. It is
also possible to log on as a user and as the administrator at the same time.
Next to the current user, F5 is sometimes shown. The appearance of F5 indicates that another user
has made a change to the CCM Repository. To see that change F5 (refresh) must be pressed. If it is
ignored the refresh will take place automatically after a couple of minutes.

Actions: Import and Export
This section deals with importing and exporting information, which will be necessary at times.
Whenever you save an edited document in the ITP/Model Development Kit, it will be stored in the
CCM Repository. The same happens if you choose Save as. You will then be presented with a file
selector inside the ITP/Model Development Kit. This has been done to avoid losing data. The
CCM Repository stores its information in a central database and keeps track of revisions, so your
data is safer there than on your local system. Save As… does not function for OpenOffice.org
documents.
The actions that can be performed on the specific object are listed in the following subsections.

Load from...
If you have existing ITP model documents that are not yet managed by the CCM Repository, you
will need to load them. Loading files will be needed occasionally. Once you have loaded all your
existing projects, you will probably be using the CCM Repository to develop your models.

Preparation
Before you load a set of existing model documents, you need to configure a project with the
appropriate settings. Refer to the project configuration section on how to do this. The project
configuration window allows you to import a particular connection configuration. The DID used
by a project needs to be loaded separately in the DID folder and can be added to the project
configuration from there. Note that you can override these settings on the folder level, which
allows you to match your project inside the CCM Repository with the setup outside the CCM
Repository.

Get the sources
You can load documents and folders containing documents from your local system by selecting the
Load from... in the Import/Export item in the File menu. This will present you with a Load from...
dialog in which you can specify what to load, how to deal with conflicts, and where in the CCM
Repository to load into.
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By default, the latter is set to the project or folder you had selected when you chose Load. Details of
this dialog box can be found later in this manual.

Batch Creation of models
After you have loaded an existing project, you probably want to create all models in it. Here is
how: first specify the include folders in the project configuration. Second, right-click on the project
and select Create Model. You may run into error messages, which probably mean that the project
configuration is not yet entirely right. After you have created all models you can unlock them all
by right-clicking the project and choosing Unlock.
Refer to Create model (page 74) for more information on Batch Creation of models.

Dependency analysis
After a load has been completed, you might want to run a dependency analysis. This dependency
analysis will provide information on the relations between the objects in the project, for example
which documents include a certain include document.
Refer to the Dependencies (page 27) section for more information on the different dependencies in
the CCM Repository.
The dependencies analysis is started by selecting the project and choosing Compute dependencies
in the shortcut menu.
Refer to Save to.../Load from (page 98) for more information.

Save To...
You can export files or complete folder structures by selecting them and choosing Save to... from
the File menu. You will be presented with a dialog window that will ask you which revisions to
save; the current revisions or a set based on a label. If this section is greyed out it means that there
are no labels attached to any of the document revisions in the selected project, folder or document
and therefore only [current] revisions are available to export.
It will also ask you to select a destination folder on your local system. The selected CCM
Repository folder structure will be saved to this local folder, maintaining the exact folder
organization.
Models, Text Blocks, Content Wizards, Forms, Views, and Field Sets are not exported.
Refer to Save to.../Load from (page 98) for more information.

Import/Export
The Load from and Save to actions read and write Microsoft Word files, or OpenOffice.org files.
Although this is an efficient way to get documents into and out of a CCM Repository there are
times when you want to move data from one CCM Repository to another as CCM Repository data,
data that includes all settings. Or you want to archive projects. In another scenario serious
problems force you to contact the Helpdesk and they want to receive the troubled project, folder,
document or other object. This can be done with the Export/Import mechanism.
It is possible to export projects, folders, documents, models, other objects and revisions. An
exported object is written to a file with the extension .mdk. This file can then be loaded in an
Import action.
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When a project/folder/object is exported the same project will appear in the importing CCM
Repository.
Refer to Export/import (page 101) for more information.

Network Trouble
There is one exception to the rule that the CCM Repository acts as a closed system. Whenever the
client is unable to reach the CCM Repository server for saving a file, it will pop up an error
message, and a file selector for your local system. This allows you to save your work in case of
network trouble, or when the CCM Repository server has been stopped for some reason. One thing
to remember in such a situation is that when you are able to reconnect to the CCM Repository
again, you should first import these locally saved files.

Menus
All menu items are discussed per menu in this chapter. Note, however, that a user might not see
all, or even see none of the menu items for some menus, depending on the roles/authorization he
has. Refer to the roles chapter for more information on roles and authorization.

File menu
New
With the new menu, all kinds of new objects can be created. The name of an object can be 254
characters long. The name of a Text Block, a View, a Field Set and a Forms definition may not
contain a dot ("."), a semicolon (";") and all other file system-reserved characters. Only those New…
options are available that can be performed at that location and to which the user is authorized.
Not available to the administrator.

Load DID
Only active if a DID folder or DID is selected, this item opens the Load DID window. Refer to
Loading a DID (page 86).

Download iSeries DID
Only active if a DID folder or DID is selected, this item opens the window Download iSeries DID.

Open
Opens (expands) the selected item in the tree view.

Import/export
The import/export menu item holds all kind of actions related to saving files to the file system,
loading files, creating back-up, etcetera. Import/export items, except the Save to option, are not
available to the administrator.
The following actions are available.
Save to …
The action Save to... saves documents to the file system. You can export files or complete
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folder/project structures by selecting them and choosing Save to... from the File menu, under
Import/Export. You will be presented with a dialog window that will ask you which revisions to
save, the current revisions or a set based on a label. If this section is grayed out it means that there
are no labels attached to any of the document revisions in the selected project, folder or document
and therefore only [current] revisions are available to export.
You also have to select a destination folder on your local system. The selected CCM Repository
folder structure will be saved to this local folder, maintaining the exact folder organization.
Note
Documents will be saved to the file system without the Style Document attached to
them. This means that saved documents might look different when opened in Microsoft
Word from the versions in the CCM Repository.
Refer to Save to.../Load from¦ (page 98) for more information.
Load from …
If you have existing ITP model documents that are not yet managed by the CCM Repository, you
will need to load them. Loading files will be rare. Once you have loaded all your existing projects,
you will probably be using the CCM Repository to develop your models. The Load from… action
is only active if a project or a folder in a project is selected. This action will open the Import
window. The imported (model) documents will be saved in the selected project or folder. Please
note that the project or folder in which you want to load a document must exist in the CCM
Repository before you start the load.
Note
The load mechanism is exceptionally powerful and must be used with care. Selecting
C:\ as Folder and *.* as Mask will load all files on your C disk into the CCM Repository.
Refer to Save to.../Load from¦ (page 98) for more information.
Export/Import
With these menu items objects can be exported and imported from the CCM Repository. Export…
exports object to an export file. With the Import… action this export file can be imported in another
installation of the CCM Repository. The setting Export alias on a project can be used to change the
name of the project during export.
Refer to Export/import (page 101) for more information.

Deploy
Starting from ITP 4.1.3, the deploy action is only available for Legacy project.
With the deploy action a single ITP Model or a batch of ITP Models can be deployed to the file
system. Deploy means that ITP Models are copied from the CCM Repository to the file system. The
Deploy action is available on a model revision, a model, a folder and a project. [in development]
revisions of a model can only be deployed by directly selecting the [in development] revision of a
model and selecting the Deploy action.
Selecting the Deploy action opens a window showing the Microsoft Windows file system. You can
select a folder in which the deployed models will be placed. To keep the CCM Repository folder
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structure you can also choose Keep folders. This window offers also the option to deploy a
selection of the models in the selected project. You can either deploy all [current] revisions of the
models, in which case the deployed models will receive a label, or you can deploy a labeled set of
models.
A text file with a .gen extension that contains information about the creator and the source revision
of the model accompanies all deployed models.

Search
Only available if one or more folders or projects are selected; the feature will only search in the
selected folders or projects. The Search dialog allows you to search for (revisions of) objects in the
selected folders or projects. Searching is possible by (part of) the name, description or content, and
by label or characteristic.
Note that the result window will display all objects found; also those the user is not authorized for.
However, the user cannot locate or open the objects he is not authorized for.
Refer to the Help in the Search dialog for details.

Locate
The Locate action is available on objects that are shown outside of the context where they actually
reside, e.g. in a search result window or in a 'used in' folder. This action will bring you to the
location in the tree view where the object is actually defined.

Assign Label
With the menu item a label can be assigned to a revision of an object. A label can have a maximum
length of 49 characters. Labels can be used to easily identify and find specific Document Revisions.
They can also be used to create groups of revisions. Refer to Labels (page 24) for more information
on using labels.
Assigning a label to a projects or a folder means that the label is assigned to the [current] revision
of all objects in the project or folder. After an assignment the progress window will show how
many labels were assigned to objects in the project or folder.
All information available in the CCM Repository about the labels used in a project can be gathered
in one document by selecting a project and choosing the Label Listing menu item in the Report
menu. This menu item will run an ITP model that will collect all information and present it in a
Microsoft Word document.

Remove label
This item pops up a window that gives you a choice which label to remove from a selected item.
Remove label is not limited to the [current] revisions.

Delete (Del)
Marks the selected object for deletion. To remove the object from the CCM Repository, the
administrator needs to run the Purge action.
A project or a folder can only be deleted if all objects in it are unlocked or if it only contains objects
that are locked by you. If an object is locked by another user the deletion process will be aborted.
The administrator can, however, delete locked objects.
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It is not possible to delete the special object folders like the top-level Text Block folder and other
predefined objects.
Note
If Show deleted items in the View menu is unchecked, deleted items will not be visible
in the tree view. If Show deleted items is checked deleted objects are shown in the tree
view with a transparent icon.
Selecting the project and selecting Restore from the shortcut menu or from the File menu will
restore the project.

Restore
A deleted object can be restored with this function. Select the item you want to restore and choose
Restore. You need the option View | Show Deleted Items to be able to see and select an object that
is marked for deletion.
Restored objects will have 'in development' status (or no status at all). They will never have a
current, accepted or published status after a restore to prevent breaking the current, accepted or
published set already present. The restored objects can be promoted to the desired status if the
dependency checking allows it.
If an object exists with the same name as the object you attempt to restore, the restore will fail. If
you restore a folder containing possibly (multiple) objects with names that already exist, the restore
will succeed but a dialog listing all the objects that cause conflicts will appear.
You will be required to eliminate these name conflicts before you start promoting objects.
Warning
If you fail to eliminate name conflicts caused by a restore and start promoting objects,
the result might be broken as many objects are referenced by name. Multiple objects
with the same name will result in random behavior.

Clean up project ...
This menu item comes available when a project is selected in the tree view. It allows to free up disk
space by deleting Document Revisions and labels from the selected project. The Document
Revisions are marked for deletion and can be removed permanently by the Purge action (to be
executed by an administrator). However, labels are removed permanently immediately by the
Clean up project action.
Note
Back up your data before you clean up a project.
More information is available in the Help of the Clean up dialog.

Configuration
This item opens a window in which settings are set. Which settings depends on the object selected.
For project and Folders these settings are needed to create and test models. Refer to Project
configuration (page 17) and Folder configuration. For documents and models as well as revisions
this window allows you to set the Characteristics for the selected object.
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Exit CCM Repository
Closes the active instance of the CCM Repository Client.

Edit menu
Described are all menu items possible in this menu. Which items a specific user sees depends on
the roles he has. Refer to the Roles chapter.

Cut and Paste
These menu items work like you would expect under Microsoft Windows. Folders, document and
other objects can be cut and pasted (moved) to projects and folders. Drag and drop will also work.
Note that the CCM Repository holds a lot of objects that have their own folders, such as Text
Blocks, Field Sets, forms, Style Documents and DIDs. It is not possible to move such an object or a
folder that holds such objects outside these dedicated folders.
If an object already exists in the destination folder you are presented with a choice to rename the
object to Copy of <name> or to stop the moving process.

Edit
Opens the selected object in the appropriate editor. If a model is selected the ITP/Model
Development Kit is opened with the associated model document. You can also edit an object that is
locked by you by double clicking it.

View
Opens a selected object read-only in the appropriate editor. In this mode an object is protected and
cannot be edited. If a model is selected the associated model document is opened in read-only
mode in the ITP/Model Development Kit. Double clicking on an unlocked document or a
document locked by another user in the tree view, will open it in the read-only mode in the
ITP/Model Development Kit.

View my changes
This menu item is available if a document, text document or Text Block locked by the current user
is selected. It will compare the [in development] revision with the [current] revision. It is called
View my changes because the [current] revision was opened when you started editing the object
and your changes are stored in the [in development] revision. Comparing the two will show what
you have done.
Note
This menu item is not available for OpenOffice.org documents.

Data Backbone...
The Data Backbone menu holds all actions related to Data Backbones.
View
The Data Definition View is a graphical representation of the Data Definition. It shows the
structure and the content (Field Sets) of the Data Definition.
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Edit Data Retrieval
Opens the Data Retrieval in edit mode in Microsoft Word.
View Data Retrieval
Opens the Data Retrieval in view mode in Microsoft Word.
Edit Data Definition
Opens the Data Definition in edit mode in Microsoft Word.
View Data Definition
Opens the Data Definition in view mode in Microsoft Word.

Compare
This menu item is only available when a document revision or a Rich Text Block Revision is
selected. A window pops up that will give you a choice of revisions with which to compare the
selected revision. You can also select two revisions before starting the action.
Note
This menu item is not available for OpenOffice.org documents

Compare with local file…
This menu item is only available when a document or a document revision is selected. A file
selection window opens that will give you the possibility to select a file on your file system with
which to compare the selected revision. If a document is selected this will be the [current] revision.
Note
This menu item is not available for OpenOffice.org documents.

Rename
This menu item makes it possible to rename a selected object. The functionality of this item is
identical to a slow double click on the name of the object. It is possible to rename any object. An
object's name can be 254 characters long. The name of a Content Wizard, Text Block, a view, a Field
set and a Forms definition may not contain a dot (".").
Documents inside Include folders that are used in (included) other documents cannot be renamed.
Note that the CCM Repository can only be aware of any included documents if Compute
dependencies is performed and not outdated.
Note
A user cannot rename documents that have been locked by another user.
Note
Renaming a Data Backbone will outdate all ITP Models and Content Wizards in folders
that have that Data Backbone configured.

Set description…
Opens the Set description… pop up window. This description will be visible in the Description
Pane at the bottom of the CCM Repository main window. This shortcut menu item pops up a
window that lets you enter a description of, or a comment on the selected object. This comment
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will be shown in the Description Pane at the bottom of the main window when the object is
selected. A description can be set on every object or object revision. The description can also be
edited on the General tab of the object's Configuration window.

Add a description to a batch of objects
You can also add a description to a batch of objects. To do this, click on the project or folder that
contains the objects that a description needs to be added to. The objects will be listed in the content
pane on the right. You can multi-select in this pane using the control or shift keys. Right-clicking
on the selected items will give you access to the Set description… menu item. The window that
appears allows a single description to be provided, which will then be applied to all selected items
in the list at once.

Select All (Ctrl+A)
This setting is only available if an item is selected in the content pane. It will select all items in this
pane.

Action menu
All menu items possible in this menu are described. Which items a specific user sees depends on
the roles he has. Refer to the Roles chapter.

View error document
This item is available on a failed model revision. It opens the error document. This error document
is a copy of a model document with all of it's include documents and auto-includes. The errors are
indicated in this document. If a warning is given of the model, this action will show the warning
again.

Run DID Wizard...
The Run DID wizard command lets you select a DID wizard to create a DID with. The following
wizards are available:
New XML File DID Document
New XSD-Based XML-File DID Document
New WSDL XML-Web DID Document
Wizards are also available to create an ODBC entry, an entry based on an ODBC Stored Procedure
and an Oracle entry. These wizards are only available through the ITP/MDK.
New XML File DID Document
The XML DID wizard generates a complete DID document based on a sample XML file. This action
will show a dialog with attributes you need to fill in.
The attributes that need to be specified in the Wizard are:
XML File name
You should select the XML file on which the did document will be based.
Locale
With this setting, you can determine the way a double is interpreted. The language code you
select determines which characters are interpreted as thousand separator and decimal point.
Encoding
If you selected a XML File that does not have a prolog, you have the option here to specify an
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encoding. You can choose between UTF-8, ASCII and ISO 8859-1 (or one of its aliases:
Microsoft Windows-1252, I BM819, Microsoft Windows latin 1, CP819, ISO_8859-1, ISO8859-1,
latin1 or ISO 8859-1). This encoding determines the way the characters in the XML file are
interpreted by the XML wizard. If the XML File does have a prolog with an encoding specified,
this setting is ignored.
Text type
Here, you can specify the default field type for fields that the XML wizard interprets as text
fields. You can choose between C_CHAR and W_CHAR (for Unicode characters).
Determine field length based on length of data in the XML file
If this option is checked, ITP will automatically calculate the length of the field in the element
and assign this length to the ITP field.
Name of the DID
The length of the name of the DID is currently limited to 10 characters.
Identification
This is the three-letter-code used in Model Documents when accessing the Main Entry.
New XSD-Based XML-File DID Document
The XSD DID wizard generates a complete DID document based on a XSD file describing the
structure of the XML file. This action will show a dialog with attributes you need to fill in.
The attributes that need to be specified in the Wizard are:
XSD File name
Select the XSD file from which the DID should be generated.
Generate namespace declaration
Include namespace references in the generated DID document when locating entries and fields.
Name of the DID
The length of the name of the DID is currently limited to 10 characters.
Identification
This is the three-letter-code used in Model Documents when accessing the Main Entry
New WSDL XML-Web DID Document
The WSDL DID wizard generates a complete DID document based on a WSDL file describing the
interface of a SOAP web service. This action will show a dialog with attributes you need to fill in.
The attributes that need to be specified in the Wizard are:
WSDL File name
Select the WSDL file from which the DID should be generated.
Name of the DID
The length of the name of the DID is currently limited to 10 characters.
Identification
This is the three-letter-code used in Model Documents when accessing the Main Entry.

Unlock
This item unlocks a selected object. It is only available if the selected object is locked by you. If a
project or a folder is selected and the Unlock action is selected, all objects in that project or folder
that are locked by you are unlocked. Unlocking an object will remove the lock you have on the
object and promote the [in development] revision to [current]. The user who unlocks the files will
be prompted to provide a description for the newly created revisions, and will be given the option
to (re)assign a label to the new revision. Leaving the label empty cancels the addition of a label.
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Freeze revision
This menu item will unlock and lock a [in development] revision in one go, writing a new revision
in the process. Note that the unlocked revision will not be made [current].

Make current
This menu item is only active if a non-current revision is selected. It makes the selected revision the
[current] revision. Revisions are only visible if the Show details item in the View menu is
checked.The [current] revision is used as the basis for new revisions and for some other actions. By
moving the [current] indicator, previous revisions can be accessed.
Not available to the administrator.

Mark as accepted
This menu item is available for revisions of runtime objects, i.e., ITP Models and dynamic objects
(page 15). It will set the selected object revision(s) to the status [accepted], signifying that a certain
level of quality has been reached.
Note
If the CCM Repository installation is upgraded from a version older than 3.5.10, by
default the compatibility option "Handle Accepted revisions as Published" will be
turned on. In this case, the status [accepted] takes over the role of the [published] status.
For more information refer to the section Revisions used for production runs (page 23).
To mark larger numbers of revisions of objects as [accepted], it is also possible to run Mark as
accepted on a folder. It will then perform the action on all objects in this folder and its subfolders.
You can select whether the [current] revisions must be marked as [accepted], or that revisions
carrying a specific label (page 24) must be marked. Objects for which you do not have sufficient
permissions to perform this action will be skipped.
This menu item is not available to the administrator.

Remove Accepted Mark
This item is only available on object revisions that are marked as [accepted], and it will remove the
[accepted] marking.

Mark as published
The action Mark as published can only be applied to a revision that is marked as [accepted]. When
changing the status to [published] the mark [accepted] will be removed.
To mark larger numbers of revisions of objects as [published], it is also possible to run the action
Mark as published on a folder. It will then perform the action on all objects in this folder and its
subfolders. Only the [accepted] revisions will be marked as [published]. You can also specify a
label (page 24) to limit the revisions that are published. If a label is specified only the revisions with
this label and the status [accepted] will be promoted for publishing. Objects for which you do not
have sufficient permissions to perform this action will be skipped.
Mark as published is only available if the compatibility option "Handle accepted revisions as
published" is turned off in the Administrator's mode. If this option is turned on the actions Mark as
published and Remove Published Mark will not be available.
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Remove Published Mark
This item is only available on object revisions that are marked as [published], and it will remove
the [published] marking.

Create model
This menu item will create an ITP Model from a selected model document. When a project, folder
or include document is selected or when model documents are multi selected (in the content pane)
this menu item will open the window Create model.
The Create model window will be opened when the object selected in the tree view is;
a project,
a folder,
an include document,
when more than one document or model is selected in the Content pane.
The window Create model has its own Help.
Batch creation of models is done in the Create Model dialog. Creating models in batch is useful in
several cases. For instance, when all models in a project need to be recreated, when an include
document has been changed and all the ITP Models that depend on it need to be recreated, or
when a project can be moved to a next stage in development. If batch creation is invoked when an
include document is selected, all models that use the include document will be listed. This includes
models that had not yet been created before. Also, models that only include this model document
indirectly (i.e. via another include document) are listed. All listed models can be created together if
the button Create is clicked. This menu item opens the Create Model window, as shown below.

The models of the selected project, folder or include document are listed, as is their status. The
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icons and text in the details column show the status of the models. There are 5 possible states:
No icon - valid model but not created in this session
-

valid model created in this session

-

the model is locked by someone else, you cannot (re)create it

-

outdated model, needs recreation

-

creation of the model failed in this session

-

the created model is good but running it against the current CCM Repository it will
fail because of missing runtime objects. The Show errors action on such a model will
display the warnings

This window allows you to recreate all models in the selected project or folder or from the selected
include document.
It offers a choice to (re)create all models or just the outdated ones. Outdated models are models
whose model documents, either the main document or one of the include documents, have been
changed since they were created. It also offers the possibility to label all models. This button comes
available when all models have been successfully created. You can unlock all models from this
window. This button comes available when all models have been successfully created.
Viewing the errors in failed models
If one or more models cannot be created an error will be shown. You can see the error document
created for a failed model by right-clicking on it in the models list of the Create Models window
and selecting Show errors. You can use the Locate in the same context menu to locate the model
document of the failed model in the CCM Repository.
Create options
With the Create model if… you determine the batch of models that you want to re-create. You can
re-create all models or just the outdated ones.
The On error options determine what the CCM Repository will do when an error is encountered.
You can either decide to end the process at that moment or to let it continue. A red cross in the
Models list of the Create window will show which models failed.

Create Data Backbone
This menu item will (re)create the Data Backbone in the selected project.

Create model based on label...
This menu item will create a model from a set of Document Revisions with the same label. When
selected a window pops up that lets you select a label.

Test
This menu item will run a selected ITP Model to be tested. The action will create a result document.
The CCM Repository will either use CCM Core, CCM ComposerUI Server or ITP/Workstation to
run the ITP Model, depending on what has been configured on the Test Model tab (page 82) of its
folder or project.
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To run a specific model revision, select the revision and call the Test action.

Test with ITP/Workstation
This option allows you to test the ITP Model using the ITP/Workstation installation even if CCM
Core or CCM ComposerUI Server has been configured on the Test Model tab (page 82) of the
project's configuration.

Browse DID
Available on a DID, model a document and a folder. This menu item starts the DID Browser. The
DID Browser enables you to view the selected DID. You can view entries, subentries and fields.
The DID browser can also generate pieces of a model document. This option is available through
the copy button and can be used to quickly generate a model to show, for instance, the content of a
set of records in the database.

Compute dependencies
This menu item is available if a project, document folder or document is selected. When a project or
folder is selected it determines the dependencies of the documents in the project or folder. When a
document is selected it does the same for that document. Compute Dependencies also re-computes
usage information for models, i.e., it determines again which Text Blocks, Views and Forms it
inserts. It does so only for the [published], [accepted], [current], and [in development] revisions.
Refer to Usage information (page 33)
Dependencies exist where a document is included in another document. Dependencies need to be
computed when an object shows a clock in its icon. Dependencies can be viewed under:
each Document
in the folder `included by´
under each Revision in the folder `includes´
in the `uses´ folder
The `included by´ folder shows all documents that include this document. The `includes´ folder
shows all documents that are included in the Revision.
Refer to Dependencies (page 27) for a complete overview of all dependencies.
Clicking the cancel button on the progress window will interrupt the analysis.
Note
The search paths for include documents set in the configuration of a project are used to
compute the dependencies. This means that any change in the include path settings of a
project will make the dependency information outdated. If an included document
cannot be found the analysis fails. The documents for which the analysis failed are listed
in a new CCM Repository window. The document revisions that failed are shown in the
content pane. Clicking on one of them will show the cause of the failure in the
Description pane.
Usage info
If executed on a Project, this action will also recompute the usage information of Text Blocks,
Forms, and Content Wizards.
Compute dependencies is also available in the Action menu.
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When to compute dependencies
The CCM Repository adjusts the include information whenever a document is saved. So, ordinarily
this information is up-to-date. When it is not up to date the CCM Repository will display a clock in
the icon of the project and print [Dependency info outdated] behind the project's name. A red clock
means that the dependencies for the project as a whole are outdated; a grey clock means that the
dependencies of one or more documents in the project are outdated.
However, the CCM Repository will not always detect that the dependency information is outdated.
The reason for this is the infinite number of ways you are allowed to include model documents in
other model documents in ITP. It is therefore recommended to compute dependencies after an
import or if you detect anomalies in the Included by folder of an include document.
Note that dependencies can only be established if all (include) documents of a project are present
in the search paths for include documents of the project. If you import just a section of a project or
you import Include documents to a folder outside the search paths, not all dependencies might be
computable.
Be aware that the first time you compute dependencies it may take some time. Because of this it is
also possible to determine dependencies on Folder, Document and Revision level.

Find unused documents
This item determines which documents in a project or folder are not used. A document is
considered 'used' if it is included by another document, if it is configured as style sheet or as
auto-include, or if it has an associated model. This menu item is available on project and folder
level. The analysis is only useful if the search paths are set for the include documents in the project
and if for all top-level documents a model has been created. Be aware that on a large project this
analysis may take some time.
The results of the analysis are shown in a window. Right-clicking on a document and choosing
Locate from the context menu selects the document in the tree view of the CCM Repository main
window.

New Major
This menu item is only available if a project is selected. It increments the major part of the revision
number by one. The major number is the first number in the revision number, i.e., the 2 in 2.1.
Increasing the major revision number can be done by selecting the project in question and choosing
New Major from the Action menu. A new revision is created, a copy of the [current] revision, with
a major number one higher than that of the [current] revision.
The revision sequence:

Revision
1.0

Revision
1.1

Revision
1.2
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A new major revision number is written. Using the [current] revision 1.2:

Revision
1.0

Revision
1.1

Revision
1.2
New major

Revision
2.0

The details of a revision always show on which revision it is based.
Note
All documents and models in the project must be unlocked and closed before you can
create a new major revision number.
Note
A new major number cannot be undone.
When to create a new major revision number?
There are no rules for this. It is up to you to decide a point has been reached in the development of
the project that warrants a new major number. The major number functions as a reminder that the
revisions in the project reached that point. One way to use the major number is to link them to
stages in the model development plan.

Change my password
This menu item opens the 'Change my password <current user>' window. Before the password can
be altered the current password must be entered. The new password must be entered twice. A
password must be at least 6 characters long.

Report menu
The reports described in this chapter are all available reports. The Report menu allows you to
generate reports of the content of the CCM Repository. These reports are implemented as ITP
Models. There are a number of predefined reports made with models that can be viewed in the
Repository Reports' project; the Repository Style project and the Repository DID provide the DID
and Style Document used in these ITP Models. All of these objects are 'owned' by Aia. This means
that you can create revisions for them but you cannot delete them. You can however add your own
reports. When you do they will appear in the Reports menu when you start a new CCM Repository
browser window. Refer to the Report Guide for more information.

Document report
This menu item comes available when a document is selected in the tree view. The report
generated will show all details of the selected document and its revisions. These are the same
details that are shown in theCCM Repository main window.

Document Revision report
This menu item comes available when a document revision is selected in the tree view. The report
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generated will show all details of the selected document revision. These are the same details that
are shown in the CCM Repository main window.

Model report
This menu item comes available when a model is selected in the tree view. The report generated
will show all details of the selected model and its revisions. These are the same details that are
shown in the CCM Repository main window.

Model revision report
This menu item comes available when a model revision is selected in the tree view. The report
generated will show all details of the selected model revision. These are the same details that are
shown in the CCM Repository main window.

Label listing
This menu item comes available when a project is selected. The resulting document will show all
labels, as well as the revisions they are assigned to, in the selected project.

Project history
This report shows the history of a selected project. It shows changes made to any document within
the project by date. It groups changes by their change description. Running this report may take
some time.

Project authorization
This report shows the users allocated to roles for a selected project. It shows users per role as well
as roles per user for the project. The report also shows roles that are allocated to folders and
documents in the project. Under normal circumstances the role assignment for folders and
documents is the same as that for the project, because by default role assignments are propagated
from projects to the folders and documents they contain, and they will not be shown by the report.
If, however, a role is assigned to a folder or a document the report will show it.

View menu
Language
This item lets the user set the screen language of CCM Repository. A change only takes full effect
after a restart of CCM Repository.

Show deleted items
If this option is selected, deleted items are shown with semi-transparent icons in their original
location. If this option is unchecked, deleted items are not visible.

Show details
This option hides or shows details in the tree view. If details are shown revisions of models,
documents and other objects, are visible.

Refresh
This item refreshes the CCM Repository windows. The Status Bar at the bottom of the main
window will tell you when another user has changed the CCM Repository and a Refresh is in order
by displaying 'F5'. If you do not click refresh yourself , the CCM Repository will automatically
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perform a refresh after a few minutes.

New browser
This item opens a new CCM Repository window.

Close browser
This closes the active CCM Repository window. This item is only becomes active when more than
one window is opened.

Help menu
About
Shows the about box with version information.

View manual
Opens this manual in PDF format.
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Configuration
Every object in the CCM Repository can be configured. Selecting Configuration from the context
menu of an object opens the Configuration window. Which tabs are shown depends on the selected
object and on authorization. Refer to Roles and authorization (page 33) for more information on
authorization and to Export/import (page 101) for more information on importing and exporting
objects. The Configuration window has its own Help. This Help describes in detail the settings on
the different configuration tabs. This chapter describes the general use of the different tabs.

General tab
The General tab is shown for every object or object revision. The general tab holds settings like
name and description. If the selected object is a text block folder, this tab also holds the language
that will be used to spell check the text blocks.
For dynamic building blocks, this tab also allows you to set an expiration date. When the dynamic
object is used for document composition on or after that date, CCM Core will report a run-time
error.
For projects this tab also allows you to set a project group and an export alias.
If you enter a project group name, the project group will be automatically created. If you remove a
project group name and no other projects are part of this project group, the project group will
automatically disappear.
To see the changes to project groups you must restart the CCM Repository Client
When a export alias has been set the project name will be replaced by this export alias during
export. This enables you to export the project under a different name.
Changing configuration settings on this tab may cause all ITP Models residing below this level to
be marked as [outdated], to reflect the fact that creating the ITP Model again probably leads to a
different result. Also the Project itself will be marked as [outdated] to indicate that configuration
has been changed but not yet incorporated in all ITP Models.
If an ITP Model is successfully re-created, the marking [outdated] will disappear. Likewise, this
marking on the Project will be removed when all [outdated] ITP Models are created again.

Project tab
On the Project tab you can:
Select the Project types Model project or Shared project.
Manage include folders and shared projects.
Manage settings for creating models.
The Settings for Create model are used when the action Create model is called. An CCM Create
Model Package must be selected at package, otherwise the CCM Repository considers the project
not configured. The CCM Create Model Package holds the programs needed to create an ITP
Model. With Other settings rarely used settings can be set that are used when creating a model.
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Refer to the folder Help\Eng in your CCM Repository Server installation for the CCM
Repository-OtherSettings.pdf file, which describes these settings.
Which CCM Create Model Package should be used depends on the ITP/Workstation version,
CCM ComposerUI Server or CCM Core version used to run the ITP Models. Models created with
version X cannot be run with a version prior to X of ITP/Workstation, CCM ComposerUI Server or
CCM Core.
Changing configuration settings on this tab may cause all ITP Models residing below this level to
be marked as [outdated], to reflect the fact that creating the ITP Model again probably leads to a
different result. Also the Project itself will be marked as [outdated] to indicate that configuration
has been changed but not yet incorporated in all ITP Models.
If an ITP Model is successfully re-created, the marking [outdated] will disappear. Likewise, this
marking on the Project will be removed when all [outdated] ITP Models are created again.
As of CCM Repository version 4.2.3 it is not possible to change the Document Type and Instruction
Language on an existing project. These settings are determined when the project is created.

Style Document tab
Only available if the selected object is a project or a document folder. On this tab a Style Document
revision is linked to a project or a folder. A Style Document is a document that resides in the
special Style Documents folder. A Style Document contains style elements that can be used to style
result documents.
For OpenOffice.org the style from the Style Documents is not applied when editing a document.
However, it will have effect when a model is built.
Changing configuration settings on this tab may cause all ITP Models residing below this level to
be marked as [outdated], to reflect the fact that creating the ITP Model again probably leads to a
different result. Also the Project itself will be marked as [outdated] to indicate that configuration
has been changed but not yet incorporated in all ITP Models.
If an ITP Model is successfully re-created, the marking [outdated] will disappear. Likewise, this
marking on the Project will be removed when all [outdated] ITP Models are created again.

Data tab
This tab allows you to configure the data used to develop and run the ITP Models. It is only shown
if the selected object is a project or a document folder.
Here you can configure the DID to be used by the ITP Models in this project or folder. Refer to DID
for more explanation.

Test Model tab
You can run ITP Models from within the CCM Repository in order to test them. On this tab you
can select on which platform you want to perform these test runs. On folders you can also indicate
that the test model configuration of its parent is to be used.
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Note
When configuring the predefined project Repository Reports, the configuration options
on this tab are limited.
You can run ITP Models for testing on;
ITP/Workstation,
CCM Core,
CCM ComposerUI Server.
For each of these choices, you may have to provide additional configuration:
For running on ITP/Workstation you may want to provide connection configuration.
For running on CCM Core you need to specify the host and port where the CCM Core
installation can be found. You can also provide an environment, and keys and extras for the
run.
Additionally, you may provide the location of a XML file with test data which is then used to
fill the Data Backbone. The file must be accessible on that location by CCM Core, and its
contents should conform to the Data Backbone's XSD.
For running on CCM ComposerUI Server you should specify the URI to use for starting the
model, e.g., http://server/itp/app/sample/modelbegin.aspx.
Note
Only selecting CCM ComposerUI Server or CCM Core as run platform does not suffice
to enable this functionality. Refer to chapter CCM ComposerUI Server configuration
(page 94) or CCM Core configuration (page 95) for more information on what is needed
to test ITP Models using these platforms.

Define Characteristics tab
This tab is only available if the selected object is a project. It allows you to define (free form, text)
Characteristics and Characteristic groups.
Refer to Characteristics (page 25) for more information on using characteristics.

Characteristics tab
Once a Characteristic is defined on the Define characteristics tab, it can be assigned to any
underlying object the characteristic has been defined on. On the Characteristics tab all defined
characteristics are listed. There are 2 kinds of characteristics; grouped and ungrouped.
The ungrouped characteristics are listed with a check box. Checking a characteristic's check box
means assigning it to the object. Grouped characteristics are listed in a frame that has the name of
the group. There are two kinds of grouped characteristics: single select and multi select. The multi
select characteristics are listed with check boxes. The single select characteristics are listed with
radio buttons. Only one single select characteristic can be selected per group.

Field Sets tab
This tab is only available in projects created in CCM Repository versions before version 4. In new
projects Text Blocks and Forms can use the Field Sets that are defined in the Data Backbone.
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The Field Set tab is available on a Text Block folder and on a Forms folder. With the Field Set tab,
you can restrict the Field Sets and, in case of a Forms folder, the Views that are associated with the
Text Blocks and Forms in the concerning folder. By default, all Field Sets (and Views) that are
defined in a project are available on every Text Block folder level and Forms folder level.

Auto-includes tab
Available on a project, document folder or document. With the auto-includes tab you can add
auto-includes (include documents) to the beginning or end of a model document.
Refer to Auto-includes (page 29) for more information on the use of auto-includes.
You also have the option to hide auto-includes from the error documents.
Refer to Hide auto-includes in error document (page 30) for more information on the use of this
option.
Changing configuration settings on this tab may cause all ITP Models residing below this level to
be marked as [outdated], to reflect the fact that creating the ITP Model again probably leads to a
different result. Also the Project itself will be marked as [outdated] to indicate that configuration
has been changed but not yet incorporated in all ITP Models.
If an ITP Model is successfully re-created, the marking [outdated] will disappear. Likewise, this
marking on the Project will be removed when all [outdated] ITP Models are created again.

Authorisation tab
The authorization tab is available on all objects in the CCM Repository, except Models and
revisions of objects. On this tab, roles can be assigned to users. It consists of two panes: the top
pane or Roles pane and the lower or Users pane. The Roles pane lists all available roles in the CCM
Repository. When a Role is selected the Users pane lists all users that have the selected Role for the
project. This lower pane also allows you to add and remove users to the Role for this project.

Runtime tab
The Runtime tab contains additional configuration for objects that are retrieved at runtime, in this
case Text Blocks, Forms and Views. This tab allows you to configure search paths for these object
types. A search path lists a number of folders in which an object when retrieved is sought, to run a
model. For each of the three types of runtime objects (Text Block, Form and View) a separate search
path can be configured.
Note
Changing the search paths on this tab will invalidate the usage information in the
project. You may want to re-compute it with the Compute Dependencies action. Refer to
Compute dependencies (page 76) for more information.
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CCM Repository Report
The Repository Report project contains the ITP Models used to produce the reports. A report can
be produced from the Reports menu. There are several kinds of reports that present information
from the CCM Repository. This information is available in the CCM Repository windows but not
in such a way that facilitates an overview. Reports offer a way to collect this information and
present it in such a way that it helps you to maintain an overview.
Refer to Report menu (page 78) for more information.

Add reports
You can add reports of your own because they are ITP models that get their data from the CCM
Repository database. To achieve this, a DID has been created that allows you access to the CCM
Repository database. This DID is placed in the CCM Repository DID project. In the existing reports
a Style Document is also used to achieve unity in layout. This Style Document is placed in the CCM
Repository Style project.
Refer to the report guide for details on how to develop a report.

Import/Export of reports
Like any project Repository Reports can be exported and imported.
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ITP/Model Development Kit
When documents in the CCM Repository are opened to view or to edit them, they are opened in
the ITP/Model Development Kit. The ITP/Model Development Kit is based on Microsoft Word.
This support is provided as a Microsoft Word menu and as a toolbar. The ITP/Model
Development Kit offers support for the most commonly performed tasks.
In Microsoft Word different ribbons are available for (Model) documents, Rich Text blocks, DID
documents and Error documents.
Note
This does not apply for OpenOffice.org documents.

Working with Model documents and Include documents
Creating and running, i.e., testing of ITP Models can be done from within the ITP/MDK Microsoft
Word menu. For Microsoft Word 2007 and up you can find this menu in the ribbon Add-Ins. This
menu will also be shown if an Include document is opened. In that case, functions that are not
applicable on Include document will give an error message when used.

Working with model documents
Create model
Create model will try to make an ITP Model out of the active model document. All documents
open in the ITP/Model Development Kit are saved before the ITP Model is created.
Note
To create ITP Models based on Microsoft Word documents (*.docx), CCM Create Model
Package version 3.5.4 (or higher) has to be installed.

Test
The option Test will run the ITP Model that is associated with the active document. The Result
Document is opened in the ITP/Model Development Kit.

Working with includes
Browse Includes
With the Browse Includes menu item a list is composed with all the documents that are included in
the active document. It is possible to open one of these include documents from the list to edit it or
to view it.

Edit Include
When the cursors is positioned somewhere on a __INC() tag, the document indicated by the tag is
opened for editing when you select Edit Include. This means that the corresponding document in
the ITP/Model Development Kit will be locked. When the cursor is not positioned on a __INC()
tag the ITP/Model Development Kit gives a message.
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The ITP/Model Development Kit searches the include folders in the Configuration of the project or
folder in the order given. ITP also uses this search order when creating your Model.

View Include
When the cursor is positioned somewhere on a __INC() tag, the document indicated by the tag is
opened read-only when you select View Include. When the cursor is not positioned on a __INC()
tag the ITP/Model Development Kit gives a message.
The ITP/Model Development Kit searches the include folders in the Configuration of the project or
folder in the order given. ITP also uses this search order when creating your Model.

Tools
Compare and merge documents
Enters documents compare mode. Please refer to the Microsoft Word documentation for more
information on working with Compare.

Browse DID
Browse DID checks if a DID Browser is already started. If so, this browser is activated. If not, the
browser is started showing you the current DID as set in the projects/folders configuration.

ITP Toolbox
The ITP Toolbox contains features to insert fields and functions into the Microsoft Word document.
It can be activated from your Microsoft Word document by clicking the icon
in the toolbar.
When activated the ITP Toolbox will initially remain on top of your Microsoft Word document,
this is signaled by the icon
right on top of the ITP Toolbox window. To unpin the ITP Toolbox,
click the pin and it will move to the back when the user returns to the Microsoft Word document.
Per document only one ITP Toolbox can be activated.
At this moment the ITP Toolbox consists of two features, which are presented in tabs:
1.
2.

In the first tab a list with the currently available Field Sets for the specific document is
presented.
In the second tab a list with frequently used functions is presented.

sub 1. As in a tree view a Field Set can be expanded to show the fields. To insert a field into the
Microsoft Word document, first it has to be selected. Then the user can choose to double click it, to
select Insert @() from the context menu by right-clicking it, to drag the field from the ITP Toolbox
to the Microsoft Word document, or to click icon
. In these cases the inserted field will be
surrounded with @([field]). It is also possible to insert a field without the symbols @(). After
selecting the field, the user can choose 'Insert' from the context menu, or click the icon

.

sub 2. A function can also be expanded to show the parameters. The function can be selected to
insert into the Microsoft Word document. When the function is selected, it can be inserted by
double clicking it, clicking Insert @() in the context menu, by dragging the function from the ITP
Toolbox to the Microsoft Word document, or by clicking the icon
. The inserted section in the
Microsoft Word document consists of @([function name] ([parameter description])). It is
also possible to insert a function without the symbols @(). After selecting the function, the user can
choose Insert from the context menu, or click the icon
. The parameters that are inserted with
the selected function are only placeholders. The user should replace these parameter placeholders
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with the actual values.
Note
If the Microsoft Word document represents a Rich Text Block, the second tab will not be
available. Also, the functionality offered by the ITP Toolbox differs slightly from the
above. See Editing Rich Text Blocks (page 89) for more information on this subject.

Help menus
ITP Help
ITP Help opens the Help instructions for the ITP version that is configured as Create Model
Package in the project.

MDK Help
ITP/Model Development Kit help opens the ITP/Model Development Kit Help.

Model developers manual
The model developers manual opens the Help instructions for the ITP version that is configured as
Create Model Package in the project as a PDF file.

The ITP/Model Development Kit toolbar
The ITP/Model Development Kit toolbar offers the same functions as described above under menu
ITP/MDK.

Working with error documents
When an ITP Model is created, and error document will be shown if the model document contains
errors. This error document is a copy of the model document, containing error information. The
Error documents ribbon offers specific functionality to work with error documents. For Microsoft
Word 2007 and up you can find this menu in the ribbon Add-Ins.

Find next error...
This menu items lets you jump from error to error through an error document. An error document
is produced by ITP when it encounters errors during the creation of a model.
When using an CCM Create Model Package version prior to 3.2.24 'Find next error..." will jump to
the next error in the document. This is limited to errors actually found in the document text. Errors
in for instance a header or a text box will not be found.
From CCM Create Model Package 3.2.24 or higher the errors will be shown in the error document
as well as in a separate error list. This error list will be shown when the error document is opened
and can be used to navigate to the errors found in the document. This includes errors found in
locations such as headers or text boxes.

MDK Help
ITP/Model Development Kit help opens the ITP/Model Development Kit Help.
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Editing Rich Text Blocks
A Rich Text Block will be opened in the ITP/Model Development Kit, which is based on Microsoft
Word. The Rich Text Block ribbon offers functionality to work with Rich Text Blocks. For Microsoft
Word 2007 and up you can find this menu in the ribbon Add-Ins.
Note
You need at least version 3.5.4 of CCM Core to run models using Rich Text Blocks.

ITP Toolbox
Fields can be added in Rich Text Blocks using the ITP Toolbox. They are represented by Microsoft
Word merge fields. Just like ordinary text, these Fields are subject to any form of layout. Only
layout that is applied to the content of the merge field will be ignored by ITP.
The ITP Toolbox is adjusted for Rich Text Block because its function differs from the ITP Toolbox
that is meant for model development. The ITP Toolbox for model development is described in The
ITP/MDK Microsoft Word menu (page 86). In the ITP Toolbox for Rich Text Blocks:
The tab listing the frequently used functions is not present.
There is only one action to insert a Field.
Due to technical reasons, drag-and-drop functionality is not available.

Field Validation
The set of fields that can be added to a Rich Text Block is limited. The Field Sets that are available
for a Rich Text Block can be configured in the CCM Repository. Still, the situation may occur in
which a Rich Text Block contains a Field that is not part of this set. This may occur due to changes
to this configuration or due to direct editing of a Microsoft Word merge field representing a Field.
In order to avoid the persistence of this problematic situation, the ITP/Model Development Kit
will validate the Fields in the Rich Text Block at two points:
Whenever a Rich Text Block is opened.
Whenever a Rich Text Block is saved. This may also occur during closing of the document,
which will be cancelled if the validation runs into unknown Fields.
Any unknown Fields, i.e. Fields that are not part of the set of available Fields, will be reported as
Microsoft Word comments. These Microsoft Word comments will not be updated until the next
time the Field validation is executed.

MDK Help
ITP/Model Development Kit help opens the ITP/Model Development Kit Help.

Working with DIDs
Creating a DID can be done from within the ITP/MDK Microsoft Word menu. For Microsoft Word
2007 and up you can find this menu in the ribbon Add-Ins.

Create DID
Create DID will try to make a DID out of the active DID document.
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Browse DID
Browse DID opens the DID that corresponds with the actual DID document.

DID help
DID help opens the DID developer manual.

The ITP/MDK Document Template
The ITP/Model Development Kit can also be configured to use a so-called Document Template.
New (model) documents in the CCM Repository will be based on this Document Template. You
can create your own template or you can use the default template Repository.dot that is installed
with the CCM Repository Server.
The Document Template must be configured by the administrator. If no Document Template is
configured, the ITP/Model Development Kit will use the default Microsoft Word template to base
new (model) documents on. We strongly recommend to set the document template.

The Repository.dot
The Repository.dot is an example Document Template that is installed with the CCM Repository
Server. We suggest that you either configure this template to be the Document Template or create
your own Document Template. The Repository.dot contains a styles toolbar with predefined styles.

The Repository.dot styles toolbar

The ITP/Model Development Kit toolbar offers support for the layout of (model) documents.
Styles are available to improve readability of ITP model documents and ITP include documents.
The ITP styles toolbar contains the following buttons:
The ITP Heading button applies the style ITP Heading to the current paragraph or selected
paragraphs.The paragraph in a function or procedure declaration that contains the FUNC or
PROC keyword is put in the ITP Heading style. This style is in boldface and slightly larger than
the ITP Normal style.
The ITP Normal button applies the style ITP Normal to the current paragraph or selected
paragraphs. ITP Normal is the style to be used for almost all ITP Code that you write in your
model document. This style is defined with hanging indentation. If a paragraph does not fit on
a single line any continuation line will automatically be indented with 2 tabs. Paragraphs
defined in this style are kept together on a single page through the use of the 'Keep lines
together' and 'Keep with next' options for paragraphs.
You can also use the Microsoft Word line-break (SHIFT-ENTER) to split long lines. Line-breaks
do not break the paragraph and the continuation lines will be indented 2 tabs.
One can use the Increase Indentation key (CTRL-M) or button (

) to increase indentation one

tab and the Decrease Indentation key (CTRL-SHIFT-M) or button (
one tab.
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The ITP Break button applies the style ITP Break to the current paragraph or selected
paragraphs.
The ITP Break style is used for empty lines that go between sets or lines and just after or before
entries and function or procedure declarations. This style does not have the Keep lines together
and Keep with next options so Microsoft Word will insert a page break here if necessary.
The ITP Comment button applies the style ITP Comment to the current paragraph or selected
paragraphs.
This style should be used for comments.
The ITP Include button applies the style ITP Include to the current paragraph or selected
paragraphs.
This style should be used for the paragraphs containing an __INC() tag.
The Normal button applies the style Normal to the current paragraph or selected paragraphs.
The style that is used for the text that has to be printed in the result document.
Of course these styles and the application of the styles is up to your own taste. The styles can be
adapted through the normal Microsoft Word functionality and it is also possible to add your own
buttons to the styles toolbar. Refer to the Microsoft Word documentation for more information on
altering styles and adding buttons to toolbars.

Warning: Microsoft Word's AutoRecovery is not supported
Although a model document is saved to the CCM Repository when Save is chosen in Microsoft
Word, the AutoRecovery follows its own path and doesn't save to the CCM Repository. We advise
you not to rely on it and save your work regularly by hand.
Because the AutoRecovery mechanism is not straightforward it is not supported. A workaround is
described in the Known Issues section Word's AutoRecovery is not supported (page 112)

ITP/Model Development Kit start up problems
The ITP/Model Development Kit is created in Microsoft Word using macros. This means that the
macro security setting in Microsoft Word can prevent the ITP/Model Development Kit from
starting up. If this occurs you will get an error message. The macros used reside in the
ITPMDKServer.dot and are signed by Aia Software. This means that when Aia Software is trusted
the macro security setting can remain high.

Adding Aia as a Trusted Publisher (Word 2007 and later)
To add Aia to the Trusted Publishers list you have to open the ITPMDKServer.dot template file.
This file is located in the CCM Repository Client installation folder. Double click on it to open. A
message will appear that Macros have been disabled.
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Clicking the Enable Content button will only enable macros for this session. Clicking the
Macros have been disabled sentence will open more options. Click the Macros have been
disabled sentence. The following Security warning appears:

Click Enable Content and select Advanced options. The Microsoft Word security options
dialog appears.

Select the option Trust all documents from this publisher and click the OK button. Now
Aia Software has been trusted the ITP/Model Development Kit should start without problems.
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Set-up
The CCM Repository uses a client-server architecture. The server program controls access to a
central database. This database not only stores all objects but also all administrative settings and
user information. The client program is installed on each client. It contains the user interface and
connects to the server program.

Server Requirements
The server program must have access to an ODBC-compliant database. Refer to the Installation
Guide for the database requirements details.
Note
MySQL 'as is' cannot be used by the CCM Repository. Please refer to the CCM
Repository Installation Guide for information on how to adapt MySQL for use with the
CCM Repository.
Note
When running CCM Repository on Microsoft Windows 64bit, you need to add a DSN in
a special way. Please refer to the CCM Repository Installation Guide on how to do this.
Warning
Please be aware that the database attached to CCM Repository contains important
production data. Make sure that it is backed up on a regular basis.

Client Requirements
The client program requires Microsoft .NET Framework 3.5. It depends on the user's task which
additional software needs to be installed.

Editing documents
Anyone who needs to edit Microsoft Word documents (Master templates or include documents)
needs Microsoft Word. The ITP/Model Development Kit (ITP/MDK) is a Microsoft Word
extension tailored for creating Master template documents. The ITP/Model Development Kit is an
integral part of CCM Repository.
Anyone who needs to edit OpenOffice.org documents needs OpenOffice.org 2.2 or higher. The
ITP/Model Development Kit (ITP/MDK) is not available for OpenOffice.org documents.

Running models with ITP/Workstation or CCM Core
A valid installation of ITP/Workstation is needed if Master templates need to be run locally. If
Master templates are to be run on CCM Core or CCM ComposerUI Server, a valid installation of
these is needed. The exact requirements are listed in the Installation Guide.
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Note
Support for DID development in the CCM Repository is still limited. The CCM Did
Development Kit provides more extensive support for development of DIDs. The CCM
Did Development Kit is not part of the CCM Repository.

CCM ComposerUI Server configuration
It is possible to run models on CCM ComposerUI Server 3.1.14 or later from within the CCM
Repository. Refer to the section Test Model tab (page 82) for more information on configuring the
CCM Repository project. The CCM ComposerUI Server itself also needs some configuration for
this to work, which is described here.
1.

2.
3.
4.

Only perform this step when using an CCM Core version prior to 3.2.4. Version 3.2.4 and later
already contain these scripts.
Copy the ITPOLSStartModel.dss script from the Resources folder in the CCM Repository
Server installation to the scripts/system subfolder in the work folder of the CCM Core
installation. Also copy the CheckRepositoryModelAccess.dss script from the Resources folder
to the scripts/user Library folder of CCM Core.
In the CCM Core Administrator, select the services node and the Constants tab. Set the
AllowRepositoryModelRun constant to the value Y, add it if it is not already present.
Recompile the scripts from within CCM Core Administrator, and click Save & Apply.
(Only perform this step when using CCM Core versions prior to 3.2.4, or when using an CCM
Repository version 3.5.9 or earlier)
Copy the GetModel.exe from an CCM Repository Client installation to the bin subfolder of the
CCM Core installation.

The AllowRepositoryModelRun constant determines if CCM ComposerUI Server will accept
model run requests from the CCM Repository. If not set to 'Y', CCM Core will deny running
models from within the CCM Repository. By explicitly having to configure an CCM ComposerUI
Server installation to accept CCM Repository runs, it can be avoided that CCM Repository runs are
run accidentally or unauthorized on a particular CCM ComposerUI Server installation.
The user exit script CheckRepositoryModelAccess.dss is run to check whether a specific user is
allowed to run a specific model on CCM ComposerUI Server. The default implementation allows
all. If you want more restrictive checking, you can implement it by changing this script.

CCM Core environment
If a model is run using CCM ComposerUI Server, the CCM ComposerUI application decides which
CCM Core environment should be used. If no environment is passed by the CCM ComposerUI
application, the CCM Core default environment will be used. It is possible to override these
configurations by passing an CCM Core environment on the CCM ComposerUI Server URI. In this
way it is possible to configure an alternate environment for a project.
In the following example the environment 'live' is used to run the ITP Models.
http://itponlineserver/itp/app/sample/modelbegin.aspx?env=live
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CCM Core configuration
It is possible to run ITP Models on CCM Core 3.2.19 or higher from within the CCM Repository.
Refer to the section Test Model tab (page 82) for more information on configuring the CCM
Repository project. The CCM Core itself also needs some configuration for this to work.
1.
2.

In the CCM Core Administrator, select the services node and the tab Constants. Set the
constant AllowRepositoryModelRun to the value Y. Add it if it is not already present.
Recompile the scripts from within CCM Core Administrator, and click Save & Apply.

The constant AllowRepositoryModelRun determines if CCM Core will accept model run requests
from the CCM Repository. If not set to 'Y', CCM Core will deny running models from within the
CCM Repository. By explicitly having to configure an CCM Core installation to accept CCM
Repository runs, it can be avoided that CCM Repository runs are run accidentally or unauthorized
on a particular CCM Core installation.

Running a model with dynamic objects
This chapter explains how the ITP Models and the related objects are located in the CCM
Repository database.
When an ITP model is run, the Published revisions of the ITP Models and all related objects are
retrieved from the content publication database. If an object is used that has no Published revision,
retrieving will fail. The location of the content publication database that is used to retrieve these
objects from is configured in CCM Core on environment level. The RepositoryServer setting
contains the host name and the port number of the installation to retrieve the objects from.
By default a runtime object, i.e., an ITP Model or a dynamic object (page 15) with the status
[published] will be used for the production run (model run). If the CCM Repository installation is
upgraded from a version older than 3.5.10, the option "Handle Accepted revisions as Published" is
turned on. In this case, the status [accepted] takes over the role of the status [published]. This
compatibility option can be configured in the Installation properties, which can be found in the
Administrator's mode.
The compatibility option is by default turned off for new installations. This option should not be
turned on when the status [published] on objects is already introduced, because in this case the
runtime behavior of which revision will be selected for the production run is not defined. Refer to
the Administrative Manual topic Handle accepted revisions as published for more information.
Note
The checked option "Handle Accepted revisions as Published revisions" even takes
charge if CCM Core is configured to select runtime objects with the status [published]
from the CCM Repository. Refer to the topic about the General tab in the
Administrator's Help for more information about the configuration setting that can be
used to set the status of the runtime objects that are retrieved from the CCM Repository,
i.e., RepositoryObjectStatus.
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Retrieving (Q)Forms, Text blocks, Views and Content Wizards
The following applies when retrieving Forms, QForms, Text blocks and Content Wizards:
If a building block is inserted using a fully qualified path (project passed as well) the building
block is retrieved from this particular project.
If no project is passed; if a project has been configured at the CCM Core environment setting
RepositoryProject in the CCM Core Administrator the building blocks will be retrieved from
this project.
If no project is passed and CCM Core environment setting is not set; CCM Core will retrieve
the building blocks from the project where the model was created in.
If a model inserts Text Blocks, uses Views or dynamic Forms, the CCM Repository will look for
them in a number of folders that you can configure for the project in the Runtime tab. Refer to
the CCM Repository Help for more information on the configuration of search paths.

Retrieving Style and Page documents from a brand
As of CCM Core version 4 stylesheets and pagestyle documents are objects that are fully managed
by the CCM Repository and CCM Core can retrieve the documents as dynamic objects. Use of this
feature also requires the CCM Repository to be version 4 or later.
If the setting LabelDocuments is not configured on the Environments > General tab in the CCM Core
administrator CCM Core will always try to retrieve the stylesheet and the pagestyle document
from the CCM Repository. The stylesheet is retrieved from the 'stylesheet' or 'pagestyle' folder
under the specified Brand.
Example
# BEGIN
#@(pagestyle ("Insurance For Life"; "Invoice"))#
#@(stylesheet ("Insurance For Life"; "Invoice"))#
#
... content ...
#
END #

The example above uses the Invoice stylesheet and pagestyle stored under the Insurance
For Life brand.
If the setting LabelDocuments is configured, these styles are always retrieved from the file system.
Stylesheets must use the naming convention: <base directory>\<brand>\Style-<stl>.<ext>
Pagestyles must use the naming convention: <base directory>\<brand>\Page-<stl>.<ext>
where:
<base directory> is the folder configured with the setting LabelDocuments on the Environments
> General tab in the CCM Core Administrator,
<brand> is the name specified by the brand parameter,
<stl> is the name specified by the stylesheet parameter.
<ext> is the extension of the document. This is either DOC or DOCX, depending on the type of
the model document.
All settings from these documents are copied into the result document, overriding the styles and
settings that might already be defined in the document.
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The example above uses the following 2 documents to apply the styles (assuming a DOC
model document):
<base directory>\Insurance For Life\Style-Invoice.doc
<base directory>\Insurance For Life\Page-Invoice.doc

Retrieving the ITP Model and the related Data Backbone
The ITP Model and the Data Backbone is always retrieved from the CCM Repository.
In order to instruct ITP/Server to retrieve a Model and its Data Backbone the name of the model
should be specified as a rep:/ URI or a letterbook uri.

Reviewing changes
Content that has been changed in the authoring environment, the CCM Repository, can be
reviewed directly from within the CCM Repository.
The following applies:
ITP will retrieve the [in development] revision of a building block if the same user who runs
the model has locked it, otherwise it will retrieve the [current] revision.
If the model is run from outside the CCM Repository (e.g., for testing in combination with the
business application); ITP will retrieve the [published] revision of a building block. If no such
revision is present, retrieving will fail. It is possible to set the RepositoryObjectStatus in the
ITP/Server environment to retrieve another revision.
If a model inserts Text Blocks, uses Views or dynamic Forms, the CCM Repository will look for
them in a number of folders that you can configure for the project in the Runtime tab. Refer to
the CCM Repository Help for more information on the configuration of search paths.
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In this chapter the import/export function of the CCM Repository is discussed. There are
threeways in which data can be exported/imported from the CCM Repository:
1.
2.
3.

Save to.../Load from... (page 98)
Import/export (page 101)
Repdump/repload (page 105)

Save to... and Load from... can be used to save documents to the file system as documents and to
load documents from the file system. This functionality can be used when it is necessary to
communicate with other applications than the CCM Repository. Its main use is to load a new CCM
Repository with an existing collection of ITP Model Documents.
Import/Export allows you to export objects from the CCM Repository as CCM Repository objects.
This allows you to copy objects to other ITP/MDK Repositories. Its practical use is in third-party
development, helpdesk exports and archiving. Exported objects are stored in a file that can be read
by the import process. An exported project, folder or document is after an import present in the
importing CCM Repository as it was in the exporting CCM Repository.
Repdump/repload are tools that can be used to migrate the database of a CCM Repository.
Repdump.exe creates a file that contains all data - documents, models but also settings and users
etcetera.- present in the database. The CCM Repository created with repload.exe will be an exact
duplicate of the dumped CCM Repository. Do not use repdump/repload to implement document
life-cycles, use export/import instead.

Save to.../Load from…
Save to
Save to allows you to write documents, text files and DIDs from the CCM Repository to your file
system. The Save to... action in the Import/Export item in the File menu will present you with a
Save to... dialog in which you can specify which revisions should be saved and to what location.
The dialog has the following options:

Select revision(s) to save
Current or development revision(s)
If this option is checked, the Save to action will save the [in development] revision. If such a
revision is not present it will save the [current] revision.
Labeled revision(s)
With this option revisions with a selected label are saved to the file system.
Label
Select the label that is used in the Save to action.

Select destination
Select the destination on the file system where the files are saved. Folder structures are saved from
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the CCM Repository to the file system as well.

Naming conflicts
If a file with the same name already exists on the file system the CCM Repository the confirm
dialog will open up. In this dialog you have the choice to either overwrite the file on the file system
or not.

Load from
Load from allows you to load documents from your file system into your CCM Repository. The
Load from... action in the Import/Export item in the File menu will present you with a Load from...
dialog in which you can specify what to load, how to deal with conflicts, and where in the CCM
Repository to load into. This dialog has the following options:

Source files
Include subfolders
This check box makes it possible to load and rebuild (part of) a folder structure in the CCM
Repository. If this check box is checked the subfolders of the selected folder, and their content are
selected as well. Note that this is the only way to load folders into the CCM Repository. The load
process skips empty folders or folders that contain no files that comply with the mask. In short: if a
folder appears empty in the Files box it will be skipped.
Folder
Under the heading Folder you can select the folder where you want to start the selection process. If
you used the Load from... before this will be set to the last folder you selected.
Mask
You can use the mask to select which kind of files you want to load. You can use the Microsoft
Windows wildcards: * for a series of characters and ? for one character. You can use several masks
at once by listing them separated by a semicolon (;), comma (,) or space. Every mask adds to the
selected list of files. A mask takes effect after you click in another field away from the Mask field,
or press Enter.
Note that the mask determines which files are shown in the Files box and thus which files can be
selected to load.
Files:
In the list in this box you select the file you want to load. If you select a folder, all files in that folder
will be loaded. If the Include subfolders check box is checked, all subfolders and their content are
loaded as well. The folder structure is rebuilt in the CCM Repository. Empty subfolders or
subfolders containing no files that comply with the mask, are not loaded.
If you used the Load from... before the content of the last folder you selected will be listed here
filtered by the mask.
Note that if no file or folder is selected in the Files pane all files in the Files pane will be loaded,
including all files in subfolders.

If Document Exist:
A special situation arises if a file to be loaded already exists in the target folder in the CCM
Repository.
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The If Document Exist radio buttons determine what should be done if a duplicate is detected.
Prompt
This will invoke a pop-up window that offers to skip or create a new revision of the file.
Skip
This will cause the load process to skip the file.
Create new revision
The load process will create a new revision of the file in the CCM Repository.
Abort import
This stops the load as soon as a duplicate is encountered and no documents are imported.
Rename
This allows you to rename the document that is loaded. The document will be loaded with a [1]
postfix.
Warnings and remarks
The target folder is the folder in which the file will be located after the Load action in the CCM
Repository. This can be a folder that is loaded while containing the file. This is important because
the duplicate check is on folder level and not on CCM Repository level.
Documents that are loaded will be locked on behalf of the current user. A warning will be issued if
the user already has documents locked that are to be loaded.

Target folder:
To complete the loading sequence, select a Target folder and click the OK button. You must select a
folder, you cannot load into the root of a project.
You can also right click and opt to create either a project or a folder.
If you choose to create a New Folder it will be created in the project that is selected in the Target
folder pane.
If you choose to create a project the configuration window of the new project will be opened
allowing you to configure the new project.
Note
The loaded files are copied and placed inside the CCM Repository. After the load there
is no relation between the loaded files and the original files. Altering one has no effect on
the other.
Note
Documents made with Microsoft Word XP may cause problems when loaded in the
CCM Repository. Refer to Error saving Microsoft Word XP document in the CCM
Repository (page 114) for details and a work around.

Help button
This button activates the online Load help. Pressing F1 while the Load window is active, gives the
same result.
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Import/export
Selected objects can be exported as an CCM Repository object and imported in a second CCM
Repository. An export action can be performed on every object or object revision in the CCM
Repository. Whatever object or object revision selected, the Export action will always assemble a
set of objects for export that are related to the selected object(s) and thus needed to use the selected
object(s). If, for instance, a document is selected for export, the project, the folder in which the
document belongs as well as the Style Document, DID file and other components are exported.
Note
Exporting an object does not remove that object from the CCM Repository, instead it is
copied to the export file.
Import/export are available in the File menu. Import and Export are subject to authorization rules.
By default Import is part of the Project Creator role and Export is part of the Project Manager role.

Identification
Postfix
Because the import/export allows communication between Repositories and the CCM Repository
keeps track of the origin of objects, Repositories must be identified. This is done internally by a
unique number and in the GUI by an identification mark or word. This identification mark or word
will be used as a postfix to revision numbers wherever a revision is listed.
The postfix must be set by the administrator, by means of the Installation properties dialog under
the Action menu. It can be a word of up to eleven positions but typically it is a code with a limited
number of characters like "dev", for a development CCM Repository, or "prod" for a production
CCM Repository. We advise to use a short code because the postfix is also used in the tree view,
where space is limited, to show the origin of imported objects.
Note
If this postfix is not set the first export attempt will trigger an error prompting to set the
postfix.

Besides the short postfix, a longer representation of the role of the CCM Repository can also be
entered, e.g., Development or Production. This entry will be shown in the status bar of the main
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CCM Repository Client window. To further enhance the awareness of the user regarding the CCM
Repository he is working with, optionally a color for that part of the status bar can be given. This
makes it possible to e.g., clearly signal the production CCM Repository by means of a red field in
the status bar, thereby slimming the chance of accidentally making a change there that was
intended for the development CCM Repository.

CCM Repository identification
To positively identify objects every CCM Repository has its own internal identification number.
This allows ITP/MDK Repositories to keep track of objects' origins.
When importing, objects are identified by their name. If you for example import a project named
"My Project" in an CCM Repository already containing a project "My Project", the latter will be
overwritten by the imported version. The settings on the project (or other objects) will be replaced
and objects contained in the imported project will be added to the existing project. If objects with
the same name already exist there, they will be replaced.
Revisions are objects that are identified by their revision number, including the revision number
postfix, and their timestamp. Therefore, new revisions can be traced during the import and will be
added to their respective objects in the target CCM Repository.

Export
What exactly is exported depends on the Purpose of export setting. This is the first setting in the
Export window. There are two options:
1.
2.

Transfer to another system.
Archival or helpdesk.

Archival or helpdesk exports everything, including authorization.
Transfer to another system exports the current, accepted, and published revisions and everything
they need (DID, includes) without exporting the CCM Repository specific data (authorization).
Labels, Characteristics, and older revisions can be exported as additional options.
The setting Export alias, which can be set on the General tab of the project configuration dialog,
allows you to change the project name during export. This setting is only exported when using the
option "Archival or helpdesk".

Transfer to another system
The Transfer export is useful for most scenarios, e.g., distributing to customer repositories. It gives
the most freedom in options to configure the export. The Transfer export makes it possible to move
objects from one CCM Repository to other Repositories without unnecessary information. It will by
default export current, accepted and published revisions, but the Include all revisions option can
be used to export the other revisions too.
The importing user must be aware that the authorization is stripped from the imported objects.
After an import he must assign roles for these objects to the appropriate users.
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Archival or helpdesk
This type of export makes a copy of the selected objects that is as complete as possible. It can for
instance be used to archive some projects from a CCM Repository before deleting them, or to send
a troublesome model to the helpdesk. It is the only kind of export that maintains authorization
information, which would be senseless for other applications of export. Because everything is
exported in an Archival export it is less complicated than the other exports. Still, it is a good idea to
check the objects to be exported to see if they are in a state that can be archived.
If the export is used to send a troublesome section of the CCM Repository to the Helpdesk you
must do the opposite. Do not change anything, export as is.
Note
Users added since the export of the archive might not have any role with regard to the
imported objects and so might not be allowed to do anything.
Note
For security reasons, the global authorization of users (i.e., authorization granted to a
user directly, not for a particular project) will not be exported.
Note
When CCM Repository data is archived, make sure to also store a copy of the current
version of the CCM Repository installers. Newer versions of the CCM Repository will
evolve and, although it is tried to avoid it when possible, they may have a sufficiently
different storage structure to make it impossible to load old archives. If the version with
which the archive was written is still present, it is always possible to install that version,
load the archive and then upgrade to the new version of the CCM Repository.
Note
This export also exports the [in development] revision of objects.

Export options
Select exported objects by label
This option is only available if labels are used and the Transfer to another system option is selected.
It allows to export only objects with a certain label. But it is not available if an object revision is
selected.
Include all revisions
All revisions will be exported. Only available if exported for Transfer to another system. Note that
all revisions are always exported if 'Archival or helpdesk' is selected. The option Include all
revisions is not available if an object revision is selected.
Include label and characteristics
Only available if Transfer to another system is selected. By default, this kind of export does not
export labels and characteristics. Check this option if you do want labels and characteristics to be
exported. Note that labels and characteristics are always exported if Archival or helpdesk is
selected.

Import
The Import wizard lets you select an exported file to load. By default this is a file with an .mdk
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extension. It will show which projects are being imported, and whether these will be overwriting
existing projects in your CCM Repository, or are new projects being added.
When importing a project from an older CCM Repository a number of predefined folders is added
to it, such as DIDs, Style Documents, Text Blocks, Forms, Field Sets, and Views. This is similar to
the creation of a new project.
Note
Please use repdump or your DBMS to backup your database before importing.

Importing a project from an older CCM Repository
When importing a project from an older CCM Repository a number of predefined folders are
added to it, such as DIDs, Style Documents, Text Blocks, Forms, Field Sets, and Views. This is done
in order to contain the objects after which they are named.

How a document (revision) is imported
As described the path (project and any folders) is exported with a document or document revision
as well as all include documents and other components with their paths used in the document
(revision). In short, a document (revision) is exported in such a way that an ITP Model can be (re)
created from it.
Several situations can be encountered during import:
The exported path doesn't exist in the importing CCM Repository. Upon import the path will be
reconstructed in the importing CCM Repository. If a document Revision is imported the path is
created and in it a document with the imported revision as its 'current' revision.
The exported path does exist but the document itself does not exist in the importing CCM
Repository. Upon import the document is placed in its location in the path. If a document revision
is imported a document is created with the same name as the revision and the exported revision is
made its 'current' revision.
The exported path does exist and the document or revision name exists in the importing CCM
Repository.
The document will be replaced by the version in the import file. The revision in the import file will
be added to the document, unless they are the same as those already present.

Viewing Import / Export history
Every object shows its import/export history on the General tab of its Configuration window in 2
ways. Firstly, when an object is imported from another CCM Repository that repository will be
listed as the source repository. Secondly, all Import and export actions the object was involved in
are listed in the Involved in Imports and Exports list box. In this list Export and Import actions are
listed by date and time. Double clicking on a import or export action will open a window that
shows all objects involved in that export or import action. Documents can be viewed and edited
from this list.

Viewing the source of imported objects
The source of an imported object is shown on the General tab of its Configuration window as its
source repository. The source repository is listed with the company name of the license and the
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postfix as set by the CCM Repository Administrator. For revisions the postfix of the originating
Repository is shown after the revision number in the tree-view. This postfix is set by the
Administrator of the CCM Repository.

Migrating from a multi CCM Repository setup
If several ITP/MDK Repositories earlier than version 2.2.0 are used in your organization a
procedure must be followed to make sure that the Export/Import will function as intended after
the new version is installed.
Because you want the importing CCM Repository to know the source of a file so it does
understand that when a new revision is imported it is a new revision and not a completely new
file, one, if you like, 'source' repository is needed. From this all other Repositories can be filled
using the export/import mechanism. This leads to the following procedure:
Create one comprehensive source CCM Repository.
Upgrade that CCM Repository.
Clear all other ITP/MDK Repositories' databases.
Use the Export mechanism (Archive method) in the source CCM Repository to export all
projects.
Use the Import mechanism in all other ITP/MDK Repositories to import the projects.

Repdump/repload
It is also possible to write the complete CCM Repository database to a file. This is done with a tool
called repdump. To read this file in another database the tool repload is used.
Note
The dumping CCM Repository version must be the same as the loading CCM
Repository version.
This functionality is introduced to migrate the database to a different DBMS. The tools repdump
and repload can be used to create a new CCM Repository from an existing one. With repdump a
complete dump of the original CCM Repository database is created, which is loaded with repload
into the database of the new installation. In this way, an exact copy of the original is made. This
copy includes the internal identification of the CCM Repository installation, which is used to
distinguish between two repositories.
Repload and repdump are excellent tools to create a backup copy or to migrate a CCM Repository
installation to another database, but they should not be used to duplicate an installation.

Repdump.exe: exporting the CCM Repository database
Repdump.exe must be run on the server that runs the CCM Repository. It is installed in the root of
the ITP/MDK Server installation and it must not be moved since it needs the Server Initialization
file that is located in that folder.
Repdump is used from the Command Line and takes just one parameter; the path/name of the file
it will export the CCM Repository database to. If no path is provided the file will be written in the
current folder.
Repdump writes a log, Repdump.log that can be found in the folder it is installed in.
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Repdump "path\database dumpfile name"

Repload.exe: loading an exported database
Repload must be run on the server that runs the CCM Repository. It is installed in the root of the
ITP/MDK Server installation and it must not be moved since it needs the Server Initialisation file
that is located in that folder.

Use of repload.exe
Start the upload process by creating a new database or selecting an existing database that can be
emptied and refilled. To load a file, the CCM Repository needs to be stopped. Stop the CCM
Repository by selecting Stop server from the CCM Repository Start menu.
Repload needs to be called from the ITPMDK Server root folder, the folder where the itprep.ini is
located as well. Repload takes just one parameter, the path/name of the file made with the
Repdump tool.
If an existing database is used the flag -cleardatabase can be used to empty the database before
loading the file. Note that it is not possible to 'add' the content of a CCM Repository database
dump file to the content of an existing CCM Repository database; Repload will either use an empty
database or replace the content of an existing one.
Note
Using -cleardatabase means that all content in the database of the loading CCM
Repository will be destroyed. Use with care.
Repload "path\database dumped file name" <-cleardatabase>

Repload.exe Log
Repload will write a log, Repload.log, in the folder it resides in.

Database not empty error
If you started a client before using repload you will encounter an error because the database is no
longer empty; the start of a client initiates the configuration of the database rendering it not empty.
If you encounter that error you can use the -cleardatabase flag with repload to empty the database
before loading.
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New database
The CCM Repository can use any multi-user database that can be created and controlled with
ODBC. It is also possible to change the database the CCM Repository is using. For instance from
the Tutorial database to the Production database. All you need is a new database and a DSN to
connect to it. First the database needs to be created.

Create the database
Use the DBMS of choice to create a new database. Note its name and location; you will need it to
create a Data Source. Make sure that the account that will be running the CCM Repository Server
has OWNER rights on this database. This is necessary for the CCM Repository to be able to
configure it. Also it might be a good idea, to prevent connection errors when the CCM Repository
is in use, to set the password of the account used to never expire. The next step is to create the
DSN.

Create the DSN
The CCM Repository Server uses ODBC to connect to its database. Therefore an ODBC Data
Source has to be created to access the CCM Repository database. Do the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.

Use the Microsoft Windows Start menu to go to the Control Panel.
Open the Data Sources Administrator window.
Select the System DSN tab.
Click the Add button. The Create New Data Source wizard starts.
Choose the driver you want to use in the first screen of the wizard. This choice is database
specific.
Select your driver of choice by clicking on it.
Click Finish.
What happens next is database (driver) specific but in all cases you will be asked for a name
and a description for the Data Source and for the location of the database you just created. The
name you enter is important because you need it later to configure the CCM Repository.
Fill out the fields in the next screen(s).
Click Finish on the last screen.

The DSN is ready for use.

Configure the CCM Repository
With the database and the DSN in place the CCM Repository need to be told to use them. To do
this choose Edit Configuration from the CCM Repository Server menu item in the Microsoft
Windows Start menu.
This will open the itprep.ini file in a text editor.
The entry that needs to be changed is the [ODBC] entry. This entry looks something like this:
[ODBC]
DSN=your_DSN
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user=your_user
password=your_user_password

The values after the (=) sign must be changed. Enter the name of the DSN you just created after
"DSN=", enter the user name you want to connect to the database after "user=" and enter the
password for that user after "password=".

Restart the Server
The next step is to restart the Server. This is done in two steps: stop the Server and start the Server.
Both commands can be found in the Microsoft Windows Start menu > Programs > ITPMDK
Repository Server.
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Encoding CCM ComposerUI Server URI
When CCM Repository runs an ITP Model on CCM ComposerUI Server, it generates a URL for
that, which is UTF-8 encoded. In case your web server does not support that, you can configure the
project not to use UTF-8 encoding on the URL. In the project configuration dialog, select the Test
Model tab (page 82), and prefix "(plain)" (without the quotation marks) to the CCM ComposerUI
URI configured there, e.g., "(plain) http://mywebserver/itp/app/sample/modelbegin.jsp?"

OpenOffice.org not supported on Terminal Server
The CCM Repository currently does not support editing OpenOffice.org documents when running
in a Microsoft Windows Terminal Server session. This includes Citrix.

Error Messages when trying to Edit or View OpenOffice.org documents
When the OpenOffice.org Quickstarter is not available, errors will occur in the following scenarios:
Open an OpenOffice.org document from the CCM Repository.
Close the document including the OpenOffice.org application.
Open any OpenOffice.org document from the CCM Repository.

Style Documents have no effect when editing OpenOffice.org
documents
Even though a Style Document is configured for a project or a document the styles in the Style
Document are not applied when editing the document. They will, however, have effect when a
model is build.

Locked out
If a user has forgotten his password, it can be reset to a known value using the ITP Admin account.
Under this account you can select Change password on the shortcut menu of a user. When the
password to the ITP Admin account is lost, it is possible to have the CCM Repository regenerate
the default password. To do this you need access to the CCM Repository database and you need a
tool to execute SQL commands against that database. You can choose from two methods:

Method 1
Enter and execute the following SQL statement:
DELETE FROM T1200 WHERE C1201=1

This will remove the ITP Admin account.
Locate the cvc.exe program that is installed in the program folder of the CCM Repository Server,
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either using the Windows Explorer or the command line. Now restart the CCM Repository Server
and run the cvc.exe program within 10 seconds after starting the server. This will regenerate the
ITP Admin account. After the cvc program has finished, start an CCM Repository Client and log in
again as ITP Admin with the default password. You will again be prompted to change the
password.

Method 2
Alternatively, you can also execute the following SQL statement:
UPDATE T1200 SET C1203='WxznduXnvZCsW6tArBO+0g==' WHERE C1201=1

This will reset the password to its default value. Take care to copy the command exactly as shown.

The CCM Repository displays error on connecting to the database
The error message is quite extensive and will tell you what is wrong. The main reason is almost
always that the connection, which is trying to become interactive, shows a dialog. The error
message will tell you why. If the connection is just trying to tell you that the password used is
about to expire there are two ways around this.
The first and best way is to use a non-expiring password for the database connection of CCM
Repository Server. If you do this, this problem will never occur.
The other way is to use a SQL tool to check the connection to the database and reset the password.
After you have checked that the new password works, you must restart the CCM Repository
Server service on the server (Windows Start menu > ITP MDK Repository Server > Stop server and Start
server) to de-block the connection. After this the CCM Repository should connect without a
problem.

Connection Configuration changed or mismatched
This section only applies if ITP/Workstation is used to run the model from within the CCM
Repository.
When a model is run ITP uses the datamanager to retrieve any data from a database. The
datamanager is configured using the Connection Configuration file. Usually this file is called
dm.ini. In the CCM Repository this file is selected on the tab Test Model of the Configuration
window of a folder or project.
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The CCM Repository is able to detect if a model must be run with a datamanager that is configured
differently than the running one. When this occurs the following window will be shown. You will
be asked to use the datamanager as is or restart it using the new settings.

This choice might not be obvious. If you are running the same model time and again and this
window pops up, it is likely that another user changed the Connection Configuration settings.
If, on the other hand, you change the settings in order to switch connections, for instance, you do
want the changes to take effect and thus you do want to restart the datamanager.
As a rule of thumb, if you know which changes have been made and you do want them to take
effect, restart the datamanager.

File names longer than 254 characters truncated upon import
When documents are loaded into the CCM Repository, names longer than 254 characters are
truncated. Therefore uploaded documents should have names that are unique in their first 254
characters within the same folder. Documents in the same folder of which the names are the same
in the first 254 characters will be imported as two revisions of the same document.

I entered the wrong host or port number at client install
This can be corrected by editing the itprep.ini file. Locate the itpmdk folder in your file system.
Open the itprep.ini in a text editor. Look for the [Server] section and change the host and port. Save
and close. Start the CCM Repository.

"Failed to start Word" error messages
Error 514: "Failed to start Word". When a new CCM Repository is installed (next to the old one) the
same WordConnector is used, but this can only be registered once. When the previous CCM
Repository is uninstalled it asks whether or not the WordConnector.dll should be uninstalled (and
unregistered). When yes is answered to this question the wordconnector.dll is no longer available
for the CCM Repository and Microsoft Word cannot be started from the CCM Repository. When
trying to open a Microsoft Word document, it comes back with error 514. Registering the
wordconnector.dll can solve this. You can do this by executing the following command line:
regsvr32 "[INSTALL_DIR]\WordConnector.dll"

Replace [INSTALL_DIR] by the full path to the CCM Repository Client installation folder.
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The second error message is: "Failed to start Word. Possibly Word is already active in another
context. Refer to documentation for more information."

This message means that Microsoft Word is started in a server context without user interaction
before the CCM Repository tried to use Microsoft Word. The solution is to end the server process
that is using Microsoft Word (use the Task Manager) and try the CCM Repository again.

AutoRecovery in Microsoft Word is not supported
AutoRecovery is the Microsoft Word feature where Microsoft Word saves a file regularly to a
special temporary file. This allows it to recover a document after a crash. This feature is not
supported for the CCM Repository. That is to say, you can still use the AutoRecovery feature but it
will not be automatic. To get the recovered text in the CCM Repository follow the procedure as
described below.
Start when Microsoft Word has crashed and you need to start again:
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

Start the CCM Repository, if it is not already running.
Start Microsoft Word.
Microsoft Word starts with a (Recovered) version of the file you were editing. The problem is
that you cannot save this file to the CCM Repository.
Save this recovered file to your file system. For instance to C:\temp\recover
Go back to the CCM Repository, select the [in development] revision of the crashed document
and choose Compare to local file… in the Edit menu and select the recovered file.
The CCM Repository will compare the recovered version with the selected [in development]
revision and show the differences.
The differences identified you can copy/paste them in the CCM Repository version of the
document.
Double click in the CCM Repository the document you were editing before the crash.
The ITP/Model Development Kit starts, showing the document's [in development] revision.

There is another way; loading the saved recovered file. There are two major drawbacks to this
approach. First, it will create a revision whereas in the procedure above you edit the existing [in
development] revision. Second, Microsoft Word's Recovery mechanism is far from perfect and can
play havoc with ITP encoded texts.
Note
We do not recommend that you load a recovered document.

The mask gives an unexpected result in the Import window
A reason might be that you inadvertently put a space in a mask. A space is interpreted as a mask
delineator. This means that *. Doc is seen as a *. mask and a Doc mask. This mask will therefore
find all files in the selected folder or disk since a *. mask produces all files (as does no mask).
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Error while opening a document (error 526)
Error 526 occurs when your macro security setting in Microsoft Word prohibits the ITP/Model
Development Kit from starting.

The ITP/Model Development Kit relies heavily on macros. These macros are located in the
ITPMDKServer.dot template. Aia Software signed all macros in this template. This means that a
solution to this problem, while keeping the security setting on high, is to trust Aia Software as a
source for macros.
To add Aia Software to the trusted sources do the following:
1.
2.

Locate the template ITPMDKServer.dot in the CCM Repository Client installation folder.
Double click on the template
A window will appear:

3.

Check Always trust macros from this source
The button Enable Macros comes available.
Click the button Enable Macros.

4.

This will add Aia Software to the list of trusted sources.

Error while connecting to the database
We have observed a connection problem in which the ITP/Model Development Kit Server was not
able to connect to the database. It appeared that the DSN that was used existed twice, both as a
System DSN and as a User DSN. Removing the User DSN solved the problem.
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Error saving Microsoft Word XP document in the CCM Repository
An error occurs when you try to save a document created with Microsoft Word XP and imported it
into the CCM Repository. This error only occurs when a security/privacy feature Store random
number to improve merge accuracy was enabled when the document was created. This feature can
be found under Options in the Tools menu, Security tab (see figure).

When this feature is set a random number is inserted in every new document created. This means
that unchecking this feature has no effect on existing documents.
A document made with this feature enabled can be imported in the CCM Repository, it's only if it
is edited and saved that an error occurs:

When this error is encountered the remedy is to open the document from the file system in
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Microsoft Word. Save it as HTML, reopen and save as doc. Make sure that Store random number…
is switched off when the HTML file is opened to be saved as a Microsoft Word file.
The document still needs to be (re-) imported. We recommend deleting the old document, which
cannot be used in the CCM Repository, before (re) importing the cleaned document.
If you have created a batch of documents with Store random number checked, the Microsoft Word
macro has presented below might be useful

Remove Store random number macro for Microsoft Word
Before using this macro, make sure that the Store random number feature is unchecked.
Sub ConvertMacro()
Dim SrcDir As String
Dim TgtDir As String
SrcDir = "C:\Path\Source\Docs\"
'folder containing the _
'documents that need to be stripped of the random number.
TgtDir = "C:\Path\Html\Docs\"
'Temp folder to store the _
'HTML files.
Call ConvertMacro1(SrcDir, TgtDir)
SrcDir = "C:\Path\Source\Includes\"
'folder containing _
'the include documents that need to be stripped of the _
'random number.
TgtDir = "C:\Path\Html\Includes\"
'Temp folder to store _
'HTML include files.
Call ConvertMacro1(SrcDir, TgtDir)
SrcDir = "C:\Path\Html\Docs\"
TgtDir = "C:\Path\Docs\"
'result folder. This folder _
'will contain the cleaned documents.
Call ConvertMacro2(SrcDir, TgtDir)
SrcDir = "C:\Path\Html\Includes\"
TgtDir = "C:\Path\Includes\"
'result folder. This _
'folder will contain the cleaned documents.
Call ConvertMacro2(SrcDir, TgtDir)
End Sub
Sub ConvertMacro1(SrcDir As String, TgtDir As String)
'convert Doc to HTML
Dim FileName As String
FileName = Dir(SrcDir)
While FileName <> ""
'make every doc in the SrcDir HTML
ChangeFileOpenfolder SrcDir
Documents.Open FileName:=FileName, _
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ConfirmConversions:=False, _
ReadOnly:=False, _
AddToRecentFiles:=False, _
PasswordDocument:="", _
PasswordTemplate:="", _
Revert:=False, _
WritePasswordDocument:="", _
WritePasswordTemplate:="", _
Format:= wdOpenFormatAuto
ChangeFileOpenfolder TgtDir
ActiveDocument.SaveAs FileName:=FileName, _
FileFormat:=wdFormatHTML, _
LockComments:=False, _
Password:="", _
AddToRecentFiles:=True, _
WritePassword:="", _
ReadOnlyRecommended:=False, _
EmbedTrueTypeFonts:=False, _
SaveNativePictureFormat:=False, _
SaveFormsData:=False, _
SaveAsAOCELetter:=False
ActiveDocument.Close
FileName = Dir()
Wend
End Sub
Sub ConvertMacro2(SrcDir As String, TgtDir As String)
'convert HTML to Doc
Dim FileName As String
FileName = Dir(SrcDir)
While FileName <> ""
'Make every HTML file in HTML temp dir _
'a doc file.
ChangeFileOpenfolder SrcDir
Documents.Open FileName:=FileName, _
ConfirmConversions:=False, _
ReadOnly:=False, _
addToRecentFiles:=False, _
PasswordDocument:="", _
PasswordTemplate:="", _
Revert:=False, _
WritePasswordDocument:="", _
WritePasswordTemplate:="", _
Format:=wdOpenFormatAuto
ChangeFileOpenfolder TgtDir
ActiveDocument.SaveAs FileName:=FileName, _
FileFormat:=wdFormatDocument, _
LockComments:=False, _
Password:="", _
AddToRecentFiles:=True, _
WritePassword:="", _
ReadOnlyRecommended:=False, _
EmbedTrueTypeFonts:=False, _
SaveNativePictureFormat:=False, _
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SaveFormsData :=False, _
SaveAsAOCELetter:=False
ActiveDocument.Close
FileName = Dir()
Wend
End Sub

Error: Failed to start Microsoft Word
The error " Failed to start Word" occurs when trying to start Microsoft Word. Possibly your
Microsoft Windows account is not authorized to run COM components on this machine. Refer to
documentation for more information. This error occurs when you try to Edit or View a document
in the CCM Repository while you are using a Microsoft Windows User Profile that is not
authorized to initiate COM objects. This is, for instance, the case when you are using a guest profile
on a workstation.
What happened is that the CCM Repository tried to start the ITP/Model Development Kit
(Microsoft Word) using a COM componen. However, because the user profile you used is not
known on the local machine or does not have enough rights, you were not authorized to instantiate
a COM object.
The solution is either to log on to the local machine under a known user profile or to create your
own user profile on the local machine.

A folder seems to be missing
Under some, rare, circumstances a folder may seem to be missing. This is an interface artefact; the
folder is correctly stored in the database. The remedy is to restart the CCM Repository Client.
This is a known issue. Solving it, however, has severe repercussions for performance.

Microsoft Word focus problems
If a dialog is opened from the ITP/Model Development Kit that is controlled by the CCM
Repository (such as the Save as window), Microsoft Word freezes until the dialog has been closed.
Alas, we cannot (yet) control this behavior.

Running Repload.exe on an Oracle database does not terminate
It appears that the Oracle dlls generate an access violation in Microsoft Windows' secur32.dll when
the repload process is terminated (i.e., the actual program has already finished).
This is a driver problem. Upgrading to driver 9.2.0.5.4 (1 October 2003) or newer will resolve the
issue. This driver contains the dll SQORA32.DLL dated 6 October 2003.

I am logged in but cannot see projects and I cannot perform a certain
action
The reason is that the user(name) you used to log in with does not have a Role that allows him to
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see certain or all projects. The same goes for certain or all actions. The solution is to ask the
administrator to attach a role to the user that will allow him to perform a certain action and/or see
certain projects. Refer also to Authorization and Roles.

Network load error 10055
This error might be caused by the packet size used by the CCM Repository. This size can be
reduced by adding settings to the ini files of both the CCM Repository Server and any clients. Refer
to the CCM Repository Administrator Manual, section Server configuration > [Network] for more
information.

Multiple document macros
If you want to use a macro that affects a large number of documents the best way to do it is to
export the documents concerned, run the macro, save the result, and import the documents back
into the CCM Repository with the `Make revision´ option enabled for documents that already exist
in the CCM Repository.
Be aware that you can only put all documents back in one import action if all files came from the
same folder. Otherwise you have to repeat the import for each source folder.

Font not applied to fields in a Rich Text Block
Some fonts that are applied to a field in a Rich Text Blocks can revert back to the previous font
applied to that field when the Rich Text Block is saved.
This can happen if the font does not contain the full range of ANSI characters. If the '«' and '»'
characters are missing from the font Microsoft Word will fall back on the old font when
representing the field in the Rich Text Block. This is most likely to happen when applying a
Barcode font to the field.
It is still possible to apply such a font to a field in a Rich Text Block using styles and stylesheets as a
workaround. The following instructions give an example how to do this:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

Create a new character style in the Style Document configured for the project.
Select a standard font this style ('Arial' or 'Courier New' are recommended).
Apply this style to the field in the Rich Text Block.
Create a stylesheet document in Microsoft Word, outside of the CCM Repository environment,
and create a character style with the same name as defined in the Style Document within CCM
Repository.
Assign the appropriate characteristics, including the font, to the style in this stylesheet
document.
Use the stylesheet function in the model to override the styles using the stylesheet
document.
Please refer to the ITP Model language Help for more help on the stylesheet function.

The style in the stylesheet document will override the style in the Rich Text Block, thus applying
the desired font to the contents of the field, when the result document is produced.
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Rich Text Blocks open in Microsoft Word 2010 in Compatibility Mode
When Microsoft Word 2010 has the 'save files in this format' option set to Word 97-2003 Document
(*.doc), new Rich Text Blocks in docx projects get a compatibility flag on save, and open in
Compatibility Mode. This causes 2010 features to be disabled. Make sure, if you are working with a
docx project, that the 'save files in this format' option of Microsoft Word 2010 is set to Word
Document (*.docx). You can find this option in File > Options. In the Word Options select Save.

Connection Configuration changed or mismatched
This section only applies if ITP/Workstation is used to run the model from within the CCM
Repository.
When a model is run ITP uses the datamanager to retrieve any data from a database. The
datamanager is configured using the Connection Configuration file. Usually this file is called
dm.ini. In the CCM Repository this file is selected on the tab Test Model of the Configuration
window of a folder or project.
The CCM Repository is able to detect if a model must be run with a datamanager that is configured
differently than the running one. When this occurs the following window will be shown. You will
be asked to use the datamanager as is or restart it using the new settings.

This choice might not be obvious. If you are running the same model time and again and this
window pops up, it is likely that another user changed the Connection Configuration settings.
If, on the other hand, you change the settings in order to switch connections, for instance, you do
want the changes to take effect and thus you do want to restart the datamanager.
As a rule of thumb, if you know which changes have been made and you do want them to take
effect, restart the datamanager.

Opening editors takes very long
If opening the editor for Text Blocks, Forms, or Content Wizards takes more than 30 seconds, there
may be a problem with the Internet connection. Please refer to the Installation Guide, 'Text block
editor and other editors open with delay', for information on how to address this.

Text Block Editor spell check action failure
One of the reasons a spell check action in the Text Block Editor can fail is that the proofing tools for
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a language cannot be found. The language does not refer to the language that has been entered in
the Text block folder configuration. The Text Block Editor uses Microsoft Word to perform spell
checking. The error refers to the language entered in Microsoft Word as the default editing
language. You can resolve this by changing the default editing language in Microsoft Word or by
installing the required proofing tools.

The service stopped unexpectedly and does not restart
On installation the CCM Repository Server is not configured to automatically restart after a failure.
If the CCM Repository Server service is not monitored by clustering or failover tooling the
Microsoft Windows Service Manager can be configured to automatically restart the Server after a
failure. Refer to Configuring recovery options for more details.

Timeout on save, create or compute dependencies
The time analysis or creation of documents and Master Templates may take is limited. If you
encounter a timeout error when saving a document, running Compute Dependencies or Create
Master Template, you may have hit this limit. Refer to the Administrative Manual to learn how to
changes these limits. This is described in the Timeouts section under Server Configuration, chapter
Configuration.

Documents cannot be opened in Microsoft Word Reading mode
It is not possible to open documents in Microsoft Word Reading mode. Switch Microsoft Word
back to Print mode before opening a document in the CCM Repository.
Note that the Reading mode will persist when the last open document in Microsoft Word is closed.

Interference between Create and Rich Textblocks
If you run Create Master Template from within Microsoft Word it will first save all open Microsoft
Word documents. This includes Rich Textblocks. In this case, necessary processing of the Rich
Textblocks is not performed. This may cause Fields in the Textblocks not to be recognized as such
so that they are stored as text. As a consequence, Field values may not be inserted at runtime.
You can avoid this by not having Rich Textblocks open in Microsoft Word when running Create
Master Template from within Microsoft Word.
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Mouseless navigation
Throughout the CCM Repository standard Microsoft Windows keyboard navigation is possible.

Fixing a published model
The problem with fixing a published model is that you want to change just one or a few of the
(include) documents used to create the model but want to use all the original document revisions
to create the model anew. The Create a model based on a label function is aimed at this problem.
To use this feature effectively all revisions used to create the model revision must be labeled.
To achieve this do the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.

Open the published model revision in the CCM Repository.
Click the + in front of the model revision.
Select the Created with folder of the model revision. In the Content pane on the right all
revisions used to create this model revision will be shown.
Multi select, by holding the shift key, all revision shown in the Content pane.
Right click and select Assign Label.
Type or select a descriptive label in the Assign Label window.
Locate the revisions that have been 'fixed' and assign the same label to them. Because the old
revision already has this label you will be asked to confirm the move of the label to the new
revision.
Select Create model based on label… from the Action menu.
Select the label you just assigned and click OK.

A new model revision will be created based on the set of revision with the chosen label.

Recovery after a Microsoft Word crash with Word's AutoRecovery
AutoRecovery as such is not supported by the CCM Repository. It is however possible to recover at
least your changes by using the recovered document and the Compare to Local File function of the
CCM Repository. To get the recovered text in the CCM Repository follow the procedure as
described below. We start when Microsoft Word has crashed and you need to start again:
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.

Start the CCM Repository, if it is not already running.
Start Microsoft Word.
Microsoft Word starts with a (Recovered) version of the file you were editing. The problem is
that you cannot save this file to the CCM Repository.
Save this recovered file to your file system. For instance to C:\temp\recover
Go back to the CCM Repository and select the [in development] revision of the crashed
document and choose Compare to local file… in the Edit menu.
The CCM Repository will compare the recovered version with its own version and show the
differences.
The differences identified can be copy/pasted into the CCM Repository version of the
document.
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6.

Double click the document you were editing before the crash in the CCM Repository.
The ITP/Model Development Kit starts, showing the document's [in development] revision.

There is another way; importing the saved recovered file. There are two big drawbacks to this
approach. First, it will create a revision whereas in the procedure above you edit the existing [in
development] revision. Second, the Recovery mechanism Microsoft Word is far from perfect and
can play havoc with ITP encoded texts.
Note
We do not recommend that you import a recovered document.

Migrating the CCM Repository database
It is possible to migrate the CCM Repository database by exporting it to a file and loading it from
this file in a new database. The CCM Repository comes with two tools Repdump.exe and
Repload.exe.
There are some limitations to this route.
The version of the dumping CCM Repository must be the same as the loading CCM
Repository.
The database must be loaded in a new and empty database. If not repload will refuse to load
the data.

Freeing up space in the database
When your database has grown too large you can free up space by performing a clean up. An
administrator or project manager can perform such a clean up. The file menu of the administrator
contains the project item Clean up. This item is active when a project is selected. It opens the dialog
Clean up in which you can choose to either remove unassigned labels or document revisions.
These revisions can be selected on age or on their major revision number. A clean up does not
delete the items permanently yet, but the items are marked for deletion. This means that they can
be restored after a clean up. To free up the space and delete the items permanently a Purge action
(to be executed by an administrator) has to be performed.
Remember to back up your data before performing a clean up.

Removing labels
There are two levels of label removal: the first is to do a Remove label (File menu) on an object, the
second is to remove a label that is no longer assigned to any object from the database. To do the
latter remove log in as administrator, select the project you want to remove the labels from, and
select Clean up project from the File menu. This will open the Clean up window. In this window
you can opt to remove Unused labels.
Labels are directly removed from the database and cannot be restored.

I do not want to use authorization
Using authorization is up to a point optional. It is not possible to switch authorization off but you
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can, as administrator, grant all users all rights by following the steps below.
1.
2.
3.

Start a CCM Repository Client.
Log in as administrator.
Choose New Role... from the File menu, which is only available when the folder Roles is
selected, or choose it from the context menu of the folder Roles.
4. Select all Actions and all Reports.
5. Give it a descriptive name like 'All Rights'.
6. Click OK.
7. Right click on a user.
8. Choose Configuration in the shortcut menu.
9. Select the authorization tab.
10. Select the newly created Role ('All Rights' in the example).
11. Click OK.
12. Repeat the steps seven to ten for all users.
This procedure will give all permissions to all users, in effect an CCM Repository without
authorization.

Full text search in Documents with nonstandard extensions
Searching in the content of Documents is limited to Documents that have one of a limited set of
file-extensions. This limit prevents the CCM Repository from returning bogus results when
searching in Documents that contain binary data such as pictures and fonts.
If you do have Documents that contain valid data and that you want to have part in searching in
content, but that has another extension than .doc, .docx, .odt, .txt, .ini, .cfg, .html, .htm, or .xml, you
can specify the list of file-extensions included in content-search in the itprep.ini file of the CCM
Repository server:
[Configuration]
ContentSearchFileTypes=doc;docx;odt;txt;cfg;ini;xml;html;htm

The setting lists the extensions that are included in full-text search in a semi-colon separated list.
The value shown is the default value. You can add your own extensions.
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It is possible to set the screen language to Dutch. In order to be able to use this English manual a
translation table of the terms used in the interface is provided below.

English

Dutch

About...

Info...

Action

Actie

Assign Label...

Label toewijzen...

Authorization

Autorisatie

Break lock...

Vrijmaken...

Browse DID...

Bekijk DID...

Change Document Template...

Wijzig Document Sjabloon...

Change my password...

Mijn wachtwoord wijzigen...

Change user password...

Gebruikers wachtwoord wijzigen...

Characteristics

Kenmerken

Children

Onderliggende objecten

Clean up project...

Project opruimen...

Clear

Wis

Close

Sluiten

Close browser

Sluit venster

Close revision

Sluit revisie

Compare

Vergelijken

Compare with local file...

Vergelijk met lokaal bestand...

Compute dependencies

Afhankelijkheden bepalen

Configuration...

Configuratie...

Configure authorization tab

Configureer autorisatie tab

Configure project tab

Configureer project tab

Configure DID/CC tab

Configureer DID/CC tab

Configure characteristics tab

Configureer kenmerken tab

Configure auto-includes tab

Configureer auto-includes tab

Configure Field sets tab

Configureer VeldenSets tab

Copy

Kopiëren
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English

Dutch

Create DID

Maak DID

Create Model

Maak Model

Create Model

Nieuw Model

Create model based on label...

Maak model gebaseerd op label...

Current

Huidige

Current revision

Huidige revisie

Cut

Knippen

Delete

Verwijderen

Deploy...

Uitrollen...

Download iSeries DID

iSeries DID downloaden

Dummy

Dummy

Edit

Bewerken

Edit role...

Wijzig rol...

Exit

Afsluiten

Export

Exporteer

Export Text Blocks

Exporteer tekstblokken

File

Bestand

Find unused documents

Ongebruikte documenten zoeken

Freeze revision

Revisie bevriezen

Help

Hulp

Import...

Importeren...

Language

Taal

Shared project

Gedeeld project

License...

Licentie...

Load DID...

Laad DID...

Load DID document...

DID document laden...

Load from…

Laden uit…

Locate

Lokaliseren

Locked by…

Onderhanden bij…

Login

Aanmelden

Make current

Huidige maken

Mark as Accepted

Markeer als geaccepteerd

Mark as Published

Markeer als gepubliceerd
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English

Dutch

Model creation...

Model maken...

New browser

Nieuw venster

New DID

Nieuwe DID

New document

Nieuw document

New Field set

Nieuwe VELDENSET

New Folder

Nieuwe map

New form...

Nieuw formulier...

New Major...

Nieuwe Hoofdrevisie...

New project...

Nieuw project...

New role…

Nieuwe rol…

New shared project...

Nieuw gedeeld project...

New Text Block

Nieuw tekstblok…

New text document

Nieuw tekst document

New user...

Nieuwe gebruiker...

New view…

Nieuwe view…

No action

Geen actie

Open

Openen

Paste

Plakken

Purge

Definitief verwijderen

Refresh

Vernieuwen

Remove label...

Verwijder label...

Report

Rapport

Restore

Herstellen

Roles

Rollen

Test

Test

Save to...

Opslaan naar...

Search

Zoeken

Select

Kies

Select All

Alles selecteren

Select Document Template

Selecteer Document Sjabloon

Sessions...

Sessies...

Set description...

Beschrijving wijzigen...

Show deleted items

Toon verwijderde items
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English

Dutch

Show details

Toon details

Show predefined projects

Toon voorgedefinieerde projecten

This is not a Document Template

Dit is geen Document Sjabloon

Unlock...

Vrijgeven...

View

Beeld

View

Bekijken

View error document

Bekijk foutdocument

View manual

Handleiding

View my changes

Mijn wijzigingen bekijken
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